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FOREWORD

To 1987 Edition: The purpose of this document is to remove much of the mythology surrounding the names found on breechloading shotguns sold in the United States from about 1865 to about 1940. While I am certain that this list is far from complete; I hope that it will serve as a springboard for further study and research into the field of shotgun manufacture and distribution during this period. I am always interested in any markings on shotguns and to this end I hope readers will send along information on any shotgun they might see or possess.

To 1990 Edition: Truer words were never spoken! Since the publication of the first edition of this book, I have acquired several hundred new marks as well as identifying some marks that were previously unknown.

To 1994 Edition: I never cease to be amazed at just how many names there are! Dozens more have been added since 1990 and they still are coming in at the rate of about 10-20 per year. I think that this will be a never ending task, but I love it.

To 1997 Edition: Who would have thought that in just 3 years I would have uncovered yet about 200 more trade names. When I started this list in 1987 I thought I was probably half way there; now I think I am about 20% complete. KEEP THOSE NAMES COMING!

To 1998 Edition: Have added or revised about 100 more listings. Note that this edition has fewer pages (but more listings!) than the previous editions. This is due to the spacing between the entries being deleted; an unfortunate necessity as the cost of printing has risen about 20% since the 1997 edition.

Joseph T. Vorisek

CORNELLPUBS.COM
Patent Dates that Can be Used to Identify a Shotgun
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**PATENT DATES THAT CAN BE USED TO IDENTIFY SHOTGUNS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Maker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 22, 1865</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1, 1876</td>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 21, 1878</td>
<td>Jacob Pupertus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 12, 1878</td>
<td>Jacob Pupertus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23, 1881</td>
<td>Henri Pieper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 27, 1882 and</td>
<td>Simonis, Janssen &amp; Dumoulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20, 1883 (one</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or both)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 27, 1883;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 14, 1883 and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 20, 1883 (one</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or all)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12, 1884</td>
<td>Simenis, Janssen &amp; Dumoulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 16, 1885</td>
<td>Simenis, Janssen &amp; Dumoulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23, 1885</td>
<td>Crescent Fire Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23, 1886</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2, 1886</td>
<td>projected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 25, 1890</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 9, 1890</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12, 1891</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 12, 1891</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 15, 1891</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 28, 1891</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 20, 1892</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23, 1893</td>
<td>Rheinhart Torkelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 5, 1893</td>
<td>W.H. Davenport Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 17, 1895</td>
<td>W.H. Davenport Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12, 1896</td>
<td>Anciens Etablissments Pieper (if Belgian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 11, 1896</td>
<td>proofed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 29, 1897</td>
<td>Tobin Arms Mfg. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25, 1898</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 12, 1898</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Mfg. Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 12, 1899</td>
<td>Andrew Fyrberg &amp; Sons Mfg. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1, 1899</td>
<td>John P. Lovell Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 27, 1900</td>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 11, 1900</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 14, 1901</td>
<td>Harrington &amp; Richardson Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21, 1902</td>
<td>Hopkins &amp; Allen Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27, 1902</td>
<td>W.H. Davenport Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 9, 1907</td>
<td>Meriden Fire Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12, 1910</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 7, 1911</td>
<td>Hunter Arms Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2, 1912</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1913</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12, 1913</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 10, 1914</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 20, 1915</td>
<td>J. Stevens Arms &amp; Tool Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 1919</td>
<td>Iver Johnson's Arms &amp; Cycle Works</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A

AAA MARCA REGISTRADA
Aldazabal, Eibar, Spain c. 1920’s.

A
Joseph Cap. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC B
Balhus. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

ACC
Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

AC CB
Catharine Baiwer. Used on barrels c. 1914 (Belgian)

AC CT
Lucien Clement. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

ACD
Delcour. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC DH
Delvacet Heuse. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC JB
Jean Brian of Herstal. Used on barrels c. 1914. (Belgian)

AC L
Lochet-Habran. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC LB
Lhermiese & Bruynincke. Used on barrels c. 1914. (Belgian)

AC MP
Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

AC MR
Heuse-Riga of Vaus Ome. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC N
Neuprez of Liege. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

ACO
Oliver Freres. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

AC OB
Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

ADH
Deloneux Heume. Used on barrels. (Belgian)

A.E.P.
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

AF with any of the following:
• Stem and eye of an anchor
• a Crown above AF
• an Anchor with AF in the stem eye with a Crown
Auguste Francotte & Co.

AF with any of the following:
• the letters separated by a laurel branch
• in a rectangle
Auguste Francotte & Co.

AF (alone)
Auguste Francotte & Co.

A.F.C.
Auguste Francotte & Co.
A.F. & CO.
- Auguste Francotte & Co.
- Andrew Fyrberg & Co. (c. 1896-1903)
  A.F.C.L.
  Auguste Francotte & Co.
A.F. carried by an Eagle
  Auguste Francotte & Co.
AG
  Armand Gagne c. 1940 (Belgian)
AKAH
  Albrecht Kind c. 1920 to 1940 (German)
AMS
  Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914
AR inside a circle with a crowned caduceus
  A. Riga. (Belgian)
A.S. with 2 crossed guns
  A. Simonis. (Belgian)
A.S.C. with a crown and the Coat of Arms of the City of Antwerp
  Alfred Schuchard & Co. (Belgian)
AWZ
  Albin Wall
W.A. ABEL & CO.
  Mark found on an otherwise unmarked Syracuse Arms Co. Hollenbeck Model Double.\(^4\) Probably a dealer.
F.J. ABBEY
  F.J. Abbey & Co. Chicago, IL 1858 to 1878. Mark also used by Foss Bros. 1878 to 1882.
ABBЕY, GEORGE T.
  Utica, NY 1845 to 1852. Chicago, IL 1852 to 1874.
ABBЕY & FOSTER
  Mark used by both F.J. Abbey and Foss Bros.
ABINGTON WORKS LTD.
  Birmingham, England 1867 to 1889
ABBOT MFG. CO, SENЕСА FALLS, N.Y.
  Mark found on a sliding thumb lever opening exposed hammer double and on a percussion shotgun converted to breechloading.
ACE
ACHILLES
  Webley & Scott on hammerless doubles made for Alcock & Pierce.
ACIER BAYARD
  Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ACIER MANNLIKER PΟUDRES BLАНСHΕ
  Barrel marking. Means Mannlicher Smokeless Powder Steel
ACIER MARTIN SIEMENS
  Barrel marking. Means Martin Siemens Steel.
ACIER SPECIAL with 2 crossed hammers
  Neumann Freres. Means Special Steel
ACIER SPECIAL, E. BΕRNΑRD
  Emile Bernard
ACME
- F. Dumoulin & Co.- Used on Belgian made Folsom imports.
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co. if U.S. made single gun
ACME ARMS CO.
• Louis Muller Used on Folsom imports from Belgium. A hammer double with twist barrels marked as such was sold by Cornwall & Jesperson in 1899.
• J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. for Cornwall Hardware Co.

ACME ARMS CO. BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
F. Dumoulin & Co.

ACME ARMS CO. BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
F. Dumoulin & Co.

ACME ARMS CO. BELGIUM SUPERIOR FLUID STEEL
F. Dumoulin & Co.

THE ACME
English made. Sold by Henry Squires c. 1883. Possibly Greener made.

ACME & PLAIN GUN SCREW KEY PAT. DEC.15,91, AUG.11,96 & MAY 27,02
W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns.

ACTION CO.
Mark found on a 10 ga. Belgian hammer double. Maker unknown

ADAMS & CO.
English gun maker 1870 to 1900

ADAMS & CO. RELIANCE MODEL
Adams & Co.

ADAMS, DUMMER J.
Maker located in Maine 1870 to 1910

ADAMS, H.B. - IMPERIAL ARMS CO.
G. LaLoux

ADAMS, N.R.
N. R. Davis & Sons and Davis-Warner Arms Co. c. 1908 to 1920.

ADAMS PATENT SMALL ARMS MANUFACTURING CO.
English gun maker 1875 to 1893

ADAMS P.S.A.M. CO.
Adams Patent Small Arms Manufacturing Co.

ADAMY GEBRUDER
German gun maker 1921 to 1939

ADCOCK, G.T.
English maker 1864 to 1878

ADLER
J. B. Ronge & Sons

ADOLPH, FRED
Importer and gun maker located in Genoa, NY 1908 to 1924.

AEGIR
J. B. Ronge & Sons

AETNA
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

AJAX
• Hammer double- Maker unknown
• Hammerless double- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
• Hammerless double- Webley & Scott for Alcock & Pierce c. 1920 to 1940

H. ALARD FILS
Dutch maker 1892 to 1937. London office 1891 to 1896

ALABAMA ARMS CO.
• Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.- on hammer doubles

ALABAMA FIRE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.- on hammer doubles
ALCOCK & PIERCE
Australian dealers c. 1920 to 1940.

ALASKA
Hood Fire Arms Co.

S. ALBEN'S SONS
Greenfield, MA. Listed as barrel maker in 1908 U.S. Commercial Directory

ALDAZABAL, A.
Maker located in Eibar, Spain in the 1920's.

ALEXANDER GUN COMPANY THE INTERCHANGEABLE
F. Dumoulin & Co. Imported by E.K. Tryon, Jr. Co.

ALEXANDER & McCOMAS
Gun maker/dealer located in Baltimore, MD 1843 to 1889

ALEXIS
Hood Fire Arms Co.

ALFA
Adolph Frank, German maker and dealer.

ALLEGHENY WORKS
Gun maker located in Allegheny, PA 1836 to 1875

ALLEGRA BROS.
Gunsmiths (Gun makers?) located in Brooklyn, NY 1896 to 1899.

ALLEN
- Ethan Allen & Co.
- Forehand & Wadsworth Forehand Arms Co.

ALLEN, ARTHUR
Gun maker located in Glasgow, Scotland in the 1880's.

A. ALLEN, GLASGOW
Arthur Allen

ALLEN & DIAL
Dealer located in Columbia, SC. Dates of operation uncertain

ALLEN, EDWARD T.
Dealer located in San Francisco, CA c. 1875 to 1900

ALLEN, ETHAN & CO.
Gun maker located in Worcester, MA 1868 to 1871

ALLEN PATENT FIREARMS MFG. CO.
Gun maker located in North Scituate, MA and Springfield, MA 1866 to 1885.

ALLIED KING
Mark found on hammer double- maker unknown

ALFORD, ALONZO
Dealer located in New York City 1869 to 1888. Operated as ALFORD, WARD & DAVENPORT-1882 and as ALFORD & BERKELEY CO.- 1886.

ALLPORT, SAMUEL B.
English gun maker 1833 to 1892

ALLPORT, SAML. B.
Samuel B. Allport

ALLPORT, THOMAS
English gun maker 1889 to 1895

ALLPORT, HERBERT J.
English gun maker 1896

ALOF'S MANUFACTURING CO.
Grand Rapids, MI 1924 to 1933. Made speed loading device for single shot shotguns.

AMAZON
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
ALPHA, TRADE MARKED

Mark found on hammer double- maker unknown

AMERICA

Low priced hammer double, Belgian made. Supposedly sold by BLISS & GOODYEAR Note: This may not be true as it appears that B & G were long out of business when this gun was made.

AMERICAN

Hyde & Shattuck

AMERICAN ARMS CO.

Gun maker located in Boston, MA 1870 to 1890 and in Bluffton, AL 1891 to 1901.

AMERICAN BAR LOCK WONDER

Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

AMERICAN BOY

Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Townley Metal & Hardware Co.

AMERICAN CHAMPION

12 gauge single shot. May have been Iver Johnson made.

AMERICAN CHAMPION PAT AUG. 1, 1899

John P. Lovell Arms Co. made single shot

AMERICAN CLUB

Mark found on hammer double-maker unknown

AMERICAN FIELD GUN WILLIAM P. SCOTT FINE DAMASCUS

Belgian made for H&D Folsom Arms Co. 1894 to 1914. Maker unknown

AMERICAN GUN BARREL COMPANY

Shotgun barrel maker located in New Haven, CT 1914 to 1921 and later.

AMERICAN GUN CO.

Crescent Fire Arms Co.

AMERICAN GUN COMPANY

Crescent Fire Arms Co.

AMERICAN GUN COMPANY KNICKERBOCKER NO. 2

Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

AMERICAN GUN COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Crescent Fire Arms Co.

AMERICAN GUN CO. OF N.Y.

Crescent Fire Arms Co.

AMERICAN HAMMERLESS

Shotgun sold by CLARK & SNEIDER c. 1883. May have been made by them.

AMERICAN NITRO

- Crescent Fire Arms Co
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

AMERICAN SIDE SNAP

- Hyde & Shattuck
- C.S. Shattuck
- Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works

AMERICAN STANDARD ORDNANCE COMPANY

Gun maker located in New York City 1888 to 1889.

AMERICAN STANDARD

- American Standard Ordnance Co.
- Mark also found on Belgian made hammer double.

AMES, S.G.

Gun maker located in Spencer, MA c. 1874. May have made a few doubles.

ANCIENS ETABLISSEMENTS PIEPER

Belgian gun maker 1905 to 1957

ANCIENS MAISON CLEMENT

Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1914. Successor to M. CLEMENT.
ANCION-MARX
   Belgian gun maker 1880 to 1940.

ANDREW J. ANDERSON
   Gunsmith and dealer located in:
   Ft. Worth, TX- 1866-84
   Henrietta, TX 1884-92

A. J. ANDERSON FORTH WORTH
   Mark found on a Belgian made hammer double

J. ANDERSON-MALTON
   English gun maker c. 1880's

ANDREWS, C.W.
   English gun maker 1882 to c. 1910

ANNIVERSARY COMPEER
   J. Stevens Arms Co. made for Van Camp Iron & Hardware in 1926

ANSON & DEELEY
   English gun maker 1874 to 1886

ANSON HAMMERLESS GUN
   Belgian made, possibly by Fabrique Nationale de Armes de Guerre

APCO
   Anciens Etablissments Pieper

THE ARAB
   Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. Single barrel gun

A & W ARBENZ, SAO PAULO
   Pirlot & Fresart

ARCTIC
   Davis-Warner Arms Corp. on Model 850 boxlock hammerless

ARDEN, WILLIAM
   16 gauge hammer double sold by Henry C. Squires and others c. 1880 to 1883. Possibly W.W. Greener made.

ARENA
   Joseph Janssen

ARGONAUGHT
   Webley & Scott hammer doubles for Alcock & Pierce

THE ARGYLE MADE IN ENGLAND THE FIREMANS CO.
   Mark found on English-made single gun with Birmingham proofs

ARICO
   Nicolas Pieper

ARISTOCRAT
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. (sidelock hammerless double)
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. (Model 315
   Made for Supplee-Biddle Hardware Co.

ARIZMENDI, FRANCISCO
   Gun maker located in Eibar, Spain 1914 to 1937.

ARMORY GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

ARMORY STEEL-CHOKE BORED
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

An Arrow across 2 Diamonds
   Livingston-Zeytoon & Co., Ltd. (Dutch, English or South African)

ARMSTRONG
   G. & A. Hayden

ARMSTRONG, STEVENS & CO.
   Gun maker in Birmingham, England 1885 to 1900
J. ASKEY-BEDALE
   English gun maker located in Bedale, England in the 1880's.

ASSONET GUN FACTORY
   Supposedly located in Assonet, MA 1893 and 1894. No record of company or guns in existence.

ATKIN, HENRY
   English gun maker 1862 to 1956

ATKINS, HENRY E. & CO.
   English gun maker 1874 to 1887

ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
   Marking found on a Belgian LeFaucheaux action hammer double. Probably Pieper made.

ATLANTIC ARMS CO.
   Marking found on hammer double-maker unknown

A.J. AUBREY
   Meriden Fire Arms Co.

THE AUSTRALIAN
   W & C Scott & Son hammer double

AUTO DUPLEX
   Martini style falling block in .44 Shot. Maker not known
B
B with an Eagle and 2 Shields
Fabrique D'Armes Reunies

A. Bertrand
Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

B & B
Braun & Bloem

B.B.L.L.R.F.
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns.

B.J.W. & CO.
Marking found on an English made 10 gauge hammer double

BM NOT FOR BALL
The London Gunmakers Company

BSW
Berlin-Suhler Waffen

B. W. & D. CO's FAULTLESS
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

THE BABY
Neumann Freres

BACHMANN, FREDRICH H.
Gun maker located in Magdeburg, Germany c. 1890 to 1914

BACON
English made bolt action double made under Francis Bacon's patents

BACON ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Norwich, CT 1852 to 1888

BACON MFG. CO.
Bacon Arms Co.

BADGER GUN CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

BADGER GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BAIWIR
Francis & Joseph Baiwir

BAIWIR, FRANCIS & JOSEPH
Belgian gun barrel maker c. 1900 to 1914

BAIWIR, TOUSSAINT
Belgian gun maker 1880 to 1906

BAKER, W.H. & CO.
U.S. gun maker 1870 to 1886

BAKER, FREDRICK THOMAS
English gun maker 1858 to 1960

BAKER, F.T.
Fredrick T. Baker

BAKER, FRED. T.
Fredrick T. Baker

F. L. BAKER GUN CO.
Mark found on a Baker Gun & Forging Co. boxlock hammerless double

F.T.B. in a Monogram with crossed foils
Fredrick T. Baker

BAKER GUN & FORGING CO.
U.S. gun maker 1886 to 1919

BAKER GUN CO.
- Belgian made for H & D Folsom Arms Co. after 1919
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. made if no proof marks
BAKER, HAMILTON & PACIFIC CO.
Dealer located in San Francisco, CA probably 1900 to 1930

BALANCE, L.L.
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

Baldwin & Co., Ltd.
Dealer located in New Orleans, LA. Imported Belgian made hammer doubles with octagonal breech and one marked SHEFFIELD.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LTD.
Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LTD. NEW ORLEANS, LA CAST STEEL BELGIUM
Mark found on a hammer double made for A. Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LIMITED PAT. MAY 27, 1902
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LIMITED PAT. Dec. 15, '91
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LIMITED PAT. Aug. 11, '96
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

A. BALDWIN & CO., LIMITED PAT. Dec. 15, '91 Aug. 11, '96 MAY 27, '02
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Baldwin & Co., Ltd.

An Arrow Crossing a Ball
Max Fliegenschmidt

BALTIMORE ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD from 1895 to 1903

BALTUS-WILMOTT, WALTHRE
Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to 1914

BANNERMAN, FRANCIS & CO.
Dealer located in New York City 1866 to 1970. Made Spencer slide action shotguns in the late 1890's.

N. BARBACK
Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

BARBER & LEFEVER
Gun maker located in Auburn, NY from 1877 to 1878

R. BARCLAY
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

R. BARCLAY- FULL MACHINE- BELGIUM
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

R. BARCLAY PAT JUNE 20, 1883
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

T. BARRETT
Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown

BARKER, G.T. & SON
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown.

O. BARKER
Marking found on a Belgian made 12 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown.

T. BARKER
• Theate Freres- if a Belgian made hammer double.
• Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- if a single gun.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.- if a sidelock hammerless double.

T. BARKER NEW YORK, GENUINE LAMINATED STEEL CHOE BORED
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works

T. BARKER MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

T. BARKER BELGIUM DAMASCUS FINISH MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.
T. BARKER BELGIUM LAMINATED FINISH MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

T. BARKER BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

T. BARKER ROYAL DAMASCUS
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

T. A. BARKER BELGIUM
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

T. E. BARKER BELGIUM
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

BARKER GUN WORKS
W.H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Barker's Gun Store

BARKER'S GUN STORE
Dealer located in Eugene, OR c. 1902 to 1910

BARNES, FREDRICK
English gun maker 1857 to 1900

BARNETT, JOHN EDWARD
English gun maker 1850 to 1912

BARON
W.W. Greener made 12 gauge hammer double exported to Australia. Sold by F.L. Lasseter & Co.

BARON-WATHELET
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

BARREL AND LUG FORGED IN ONE
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works 1908 and later.

BARREL AND LUG FORGED IN ONE PIECE HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSED STEEL.
Used on some J. Stevens Arms Co. singles made after 1915.

BARTLETI CO.
Belgian made hammer double. Made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. Maker unknown.

BARTLETT FIELD
English made hammer double made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. in the 1880's. Maker unknown. Gun very similar to one marked BOGARDUS CLUB GUN sold by mail order during the same period.

BARTELS, C.
Gun maker located in Weisbaden, Germany from about 1880 to possibly as late as 1910.

BARTON, F. & CO.
English gun maker 1896 to 1902

BARTRAM, G. THORPE
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

BATAVIA HAMMERLESS
Baker Gun & Forging Co. on boxlock hammerless doubles

BAUCHERON, F.P. A PARIS
French gun maker c. 1840 to c. 1860. Made pinfire doubles.

BAXTER MODEL 1877
C. G. Bonehill on hammer doubles

BAYLISS, E. & SON
English gun maker 1847 to 1876 and possibly later.

BAY STATE ARMS COMPANY
Gun maker located in Worcester, MA 1870 to 1892.

BAY STATE
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BAY STATE GUN
• Bay State Arms Company
• Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
• J. Stevens Arms Co.
Gun is the same single barrel based on W.H. Davenport patents.
BAY STATE GUN-GORDON
   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. On single guns.

BAYARD (With or without a knight)
   Henri Pieper and later by Anciens Etablissements Pieper

BAYARD ARMS CO.
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper 1894 and later.

A Bear With or Without His Head Turned to the Left
   F. Dumoulin & Co.

BEATTIE, JAMES & SON
   English gun maker 1850 to 1894

BEBROUX, J.
   Barrel Maker located in Liege, Belgium

BECK, SAMUEL
   Gun maker located in Indianapolis, IN 1883 to 1885

BECKER, CARL
   Marking found on a German made 12 gauge pinfire double

BECKER
   Marking found on a 16 gauge revolving shotgun. Possibly same as above.

BEEBE ARMS CO.
   • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. boxlock hammerless double
   • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BEEBEE ARMS CO.
   • Union Arms Co. Used on slide action shotguns and single barrel guns.

BEERMAN
   Gun maker located in Munster, Lucerne, Switzerland 1859 to 1882 at least.

BEESLEY, FREDRICK
   English gun maker 1879 to 1946

F. BEESLEY (FROM PURDEY)
   Fredrick Beesley

BEHR, BURKHARD
   Gun maker located in Hamburg, Germany c. 1900 to 1910

BEHRS WAFFEN WERKE
   Burkhard Behr

BEIRMAN, C.H.
   Dealer and importer located in New York City 1904 to 1910.

THE BELGIAN (with or without) C. CLEMENT, LIEGE, BELGIUM
   Charles Clement

BELGIUM
   Belgian made, maker unknown. Imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

BELGIUM DAMASCUS
   Janssen, Fils & Co.

BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS A. J. HAMILTON
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS FINISH
   • Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.
   • Neumann Freres (with other marks) on hammer doubles

BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS FINISH - T. BARKER MACHINE MADE
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

BELGIUM FINE FIELD GUN C.W. HACKETT HARDWARE CO.
   Mark on a Belgian made hammer double - maker unknown

BELGIUM FINE TWIST FINISH
   Janssen Fils & Co.

BELGIUM FLUID STEEL GODFREY GUN CO.
   Mark on a Belgian made hammer double - maker unknown
BELGIUM IMPERIAL DAMASCUS
Henri Pieper

BELGIUM IMPERIAL DAMASCUS T. BARKER
Henri Pieper

BELGIUM IMPERIAL DAMASCUS J. JANSSEN
Janssen, Fils & Co.

BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
Dumoulin & Co. Often used with other trade brands

BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS, CHoke BORED, WILMOT GUN CO.
Henri Pieper

BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS, T. PARKER
Henri Pieper

BELGIUM TWIST FINISH
Henri Pieper

THE BELGIAN LION
J.P. Gerard & Co., Belgium

BELKNAP
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns made for Belknap Hardware & Mfg. Co.

BELKNAP HARDWARE & MFG. CO.
Dealer/distributor located in Louisville, KY 1840 to date.

BELLAS HESS & CO. NEW YORK CITY
Mark found on a single gun made for National Bellas Hess

BELLMORE GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BELMONT FIREARMS WORKS

BELMONT INTERCHANGEABLE
C.G. Bonehill

BEMESU
S. Winieki, Posan, Poland c. 1920 to 1940

BENHAM
Keith, Benham & Dezendorf. Used on imported shotguns

BENJAMIN, HENRY
English gun maker 1867 to 1882

BENJAMIN BROS.
English gun maker 1869 to 1871

BENTLEY & PLAYFAIR
English gun maker 1860 to 1900

BERG, HART O.
Brick Church, NJ and New York City 1880 to 1888. Patented a couple of doubles and may have made a few.

BERGERON, L.
Gun maker located in St. Etienne, France 1890 to 1930

C.E. BERGHANS (OAKLAND)
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker not known

BERGMANN, OSCAR W.
Swedish gun maker c. 1880 to 1915

(THE) BERKSHIRE
- Meriden Fire Arms Co.- boxlock hammerless doubles
- Andrew Fyrberg Mfg. Co.- boxlock hammerless doubles

BERKSHIRE NO. 3000
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co. & Sears, Roebuck

BERLIN-SUHLER WAFFENWERKE U FAHRZENGWERKE
German gun maker 1920 to 1940
BERNADON-MARTIN
   French gun maker 1906 to 1912
A. BERTRAND & SONS
   Belgian gunmaker c. 1886-1914
E. BERNARD
   Emile Bernard
BERNARD, EMILE
   Belgian gun maker in business until at least 1905.
BERNARD, ACIER SPECIAL
   Emile Bernard
BERTRAND, JULES, MRE. GENERALE D'ARMES ET MUNITIONS
   Belgian gun maker 1919 and earlier.
BEST QUALITY STEEL (with a Star)
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
BEST GUN ON EARTH PAT MAY 4, 1898 OCT. 8, 1900
   Mark found on single gun maker unknown
BEST-TOF-ALL
   Mark found on Belgian made hammer double - maker unknown
BEST ROLLED STEEL-MANHATTAN ARMS CO.
   T. Dumoulin. Used on hammer doubles c. 1909
BEST ROLLED STEEL-NEUMANN BROS. THE INTERCHANGEABLE
   Neumann Freres
BEST SHOT
   Armand Henrion & Dassy
BEUTTENMULLER & BRO.
   Marking found on Belgian made hammer double.
BEUTTENMULLER & BRO.
   Dealer located in Joliet, IL 1884-86. Operated 1887-1915 as BEUTTENMULLER & SPELTER
A. BEVINGTON
   English gun maker 1887 to 1890
BIFFAR, FRED & CO.
   Dealer located in Chicago and Oak Park, IL c. 1895 to 1930.
BIG ALL RIGHT
   Wright Arms Co. Used on 8 gauge hammer double in the 1880's.
BIGGS, F.J.
   English gun maker 1876 to 1886
W. BINGHAM & CO.
   Dealer located in Cleveland, OH 1880 to c. 1910
BIRCHAM, CHARLES O. & SON
   English gun maker 1867 to 1900
BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.
   English gun maker 1861 to date. Various versions of the name will be found
BIRMINGHAM GUN & CYCLE CO.
   English gun maker 1926 to 1929
BISSEL, THOMAS
   English gun maker 1857 to 1891
BISON
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns
BITTNER, GUSTAV
   Czechoslovak gun maker 1893 to 1939.
BLACK BEAUTY
  • Belgian made hammer doubles for Sears, Roebuck
  • Baker Gun & Forging Co. on hammerless doubles
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co on hammerless doubles

BLACK DIAMOND
  • Tobin Arms & Manufacturing Co. on a hammerless double with a pyro-oxidized finish instead of bluing.
  • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
  • Also used on Belgian made hammer doubles imported by H&D Folsom Arms Co.

BLACK DIANA
  Possibly Baker Gun & Forging Co. but more likely a Belgian made gun.

BLACKFIELD
  Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

BLACKFIELD W.
  Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

BLACK HAWK
  Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

BLACK IMP
  Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Keith-Simmons Hardware Co.

THE BLACK MOOR
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles.

BLACK & OWEN
  Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BLACK PRINCE
  • Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.
  • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BLACK PRINCE BRIDGE GUN CO.
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single barrel guns
  • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single barrel guns
  • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BLAKEMORE, V. & R.
  English gun maker 1867 to 1897

BLANCH, JOHN & SON
  English gun maker 1876 to after 1900

BLANCHARD
  French gun maker 1898 to 1926

BLAND, E.J.
  English gun maker 1897 to 1898

BLAND, THOMAS & SON
  English gun maker 1876 to 1960

BLICKENSDOEFER & SHILLING
  U.S. gun maker supposedly made high quality doubles 1871 to 1875 and later

BLISH, MIZE & SILLIMAN HARDWARE CO.
  Dealer located in Atchinson, KS

BLISS & GOODYEAR
  Possible shotgun maker located in New Haven, CT

BLISS & HUTCHINSON
  Dealer located at 61 Chambers St., New York City 1869

BLISSARD
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BLISSETT, JOHN & SON
  English gun maker 1867 to 1877

BLISSETT, JOHN & SON & TOMES
  English gun maker 1878 to 1883
BLIZZARD
   Trade name used by Henry C. Squires in 1878 on a side lever opening hammer double. Maker unknown.

BLONDEAU
   French gun maker 1900 to 1939

BLUE DIAMOND
   Tobin Arms Mfg. Co. Ltd.

BLUE DIAMOND STEEL
   J. Stevens Arms Co. Also possibly Forehand Arms Co.

BLUEFIELD CLIPPER
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

BLUEFIELD
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co.

BLUE GRASS (with or without a bell and the word "Knap")
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. (single guns)
   • Baker Gun & Forging Co. (boxlock hammerless doubles)
   • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. (hammer doubles)
   on doubles made for Belknap Hardware Co.

BLUEGRASS ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Belknap Hardware Co.

BLUE GRASS MODEL 1900
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns for Belknap Hardware Co.

BLUE RIBBON GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

BLUE WHISTLER
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BLUE WHISTLER IMPROVED
   N. R. Davis & Sons on single guns

BOB
   • W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
   • Manufacture Liegeois D'Armes à Feu

BODSEN, N.
   Belgian gun maker c. 1882

BOGARDUS CLUB GUN
   Belgian made hammer double sold c. 1883 to 1887 by E.C. Rideout & Co. Also sold by Chicago Firearms Co. without reference to Bogardus. Very similar to BARTLETT FIELD GUN.

BOHLER GEBRUDER & CO.
   Austrian gun maker 1896 to 1925

BOKER, HEINRICH & CO.
   German dealer with office and store in New York City 1898 to 1940.

B. BOLT
   Janssen, Fils & Co.

BOND, EDWARD & WILLIAM
   English gun maker 1850 to 1879

BOND, G.E.
   English gun maker c. 1880's

BOONE, (DANIEL) GUN CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Belknap Hardware Co.
   • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. on Model 850 (AJAX) doubles
   • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on Model 1912 single guns

BOONE GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Belknap Hardware Co.

BONEHILL, C.G.
   English gun maker 1872 to after 1900.
BONEHILL, O.G.
  English gun maker related to C.G. Bonehill

BORED BY SKILLED MECHANICS, BLUE DIAMOND STEEL, ST. LOUIS ARMS CO.
  J. Stevens Arms Co.

BORDER CITY GUN CO.
  Marking found on a 10 ga hammer double maker unknown

BOSS-DRILLING
  S. Gunther, German maker in business before 1940

BOSSMAKER, SCHOUS
  Marking found on a 20 gauge over/under with 25" barrels, serial no. 9,048

BOSS, THOMAS & CO., LTD.
  English gun maker 1830 to 1960

BOSSSEL, LORENZ
  Marking found on German made hammer drilling

BOSWELL, CHARLES
  English gun maker 1869 to 1963
  Charles Boswell

BOSTON ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BOSTON ARMS CO. SUPERFINE TWIST
  H. Pieper

THE BOSS LONDON FINE TWIST J. N. SCOTT
  H. Pieper

BOTT, JAMES & SON
  English gun maker 1888 to 1900

BOTTI, PIETRO
  Italian gun maker 1863 to 1878

J. BOUCHER
  French gun maker 1929 to 1939 at least

BOUDIN & GAUTHEY
  French gun maker c. 1920 to 1940 at least

BOURCHEZ, A. LIEGE, BELGIUM
  Belgian gun maker. Dates of operation not certain

BOUDEAUX, PIERRE
  Gun maker located in New York City- 1866 to 1873 Peoria, IL- 1876 to 1878

BOURDEREAUX & SON
  Gun maker located in Peoria, IL 1878 to 1884

BOURNE, JOSEPH & SON
  English gun maker 1877 to 1960

T.J. BOVEY PRIZE GUN
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

BOWN, JAMES & SON LTD.
  See ENTERPRISE GUN WORKS

BOYD & TYLER
  Gun maker located in Boston, MA 1870 to 1872

BOYD BREECHLOADING ARMS CO.
  Boyd & Tyler

BOYLE, WILLIAM
  English gun maker 1893 to 1894

BOZARD & CO.
  English gun maker 1888 to 1897 and 1900 and later

BOZARD, REDINGSFIELD, PHILLIPS & CO.
  English gun maker 1898 to 1899
BRAEDLIN ARMOURY CO.
English gun maker 1884 to 1898

BRANDON, JOEL B.
English gun maker 1873 to 1877

BRAUN & BLOEM
German gun maker. Dates of operation uncertain.

BRAZIER, JOSEPH & SONS
English gun maker 1827 to at least 1900

J. BREDDELL & SON
Irish gun maker in the 1880's at least

BREECHLOADING GUN CO.
English gun maker 1862 to 1864 at least.

BRENNEKE, WILHELM
German gun maker 1895 to date.

BRENNEN, SIDNEY J.
English gun maker 1899 and later

BREWER, EUGENE G.
English gun maker 1877 to 1895

BREWSTER, HARRY JAMES
English gun maker 1870 to 1928

BRIDGE ARMS CO. BELGIUM
H. Pieper

BRIDGE BLACK PRINCE
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

BRIDGE CITY PAT MAY 27, DEC. 9, 02
W.H. Davenport Arms Company on single guns.

BRIDGE GUN CO.
- H. Pieper
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
  for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

BRIDGE GUN CO. LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
- H. Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN CO. BELGIUM
- H. Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN CO. LAMINATED FIGURE BELGIUM
H. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN CO. LAMINATED FINISH BELGIUM
- H. Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN WORKS
- H. Pieper
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

BRIDGE GUN WORKS BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
H. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN WORKS FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
Anciens Etab. Pieper

BRIDGE GUN WORKS FINE TWIST BELGIUM
Anciens Etab. Pieper
BRIDGEPORT ARMS CO.
- Belgian made hammer double Fred Biffar & Co.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
for Fred Biffar & Co.

BRIGGS, H.A.
- A partner in Hopkins & Allen he supposedly made some shotguns under his own name.

BRIGHT ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BROOKS, C.C.
- Brooks Arms & Tool Co.

C.C. BROOKS ARMS & TOOL CO.
- Gun maker located in Portland, ME 1883 to 1903

BROQUA SCHOLBERG & CO. ALLEN & MATTHEWS NEW YORK
- Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double with 30" Damascus barrels.

BROWN, A.A. & SON
- English gun maker c. 1890 to 1925

H. S. BROWN FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
- H. Pieper

H. S. BROWN T. J. BOVY PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883 BELGIUM
- Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

JIM BROWN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

BROWN, JAMES & SON
- see ENTERPRISE GUN WORKS

BROWN, JOSEPH M.
- Dealer located in San Francisco, CA. Dates of operation not certain.

BROWN & HILDER
- Dealer located in St. Louis, MO c. 1879

R.H. BROWN & CO.
- Shotgun and yachting cannon maker located in New Haven, CT 1883 to 1904.

THO. H.S. BROWN PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883 BELGIUM
- Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

BROWNIE (THE)
- Davenport Arms Co. Used c. 1898 to 1900

BRUN, J.G.
- English gun maker 1879 to 1882

BRUNNER, J.G.
- Marking found on a German made hammerless double, serial no. 40,222. Possibly same as J.G. BRUN.

BRYCE & BUDD
- Chatham, NJ 1881 to 1885. Possibly made some doubles

F.R. BUCHLIN
- E. Tilton, NH c. 1880 to 1900. Made a few single barrel shotguns of which 6 are known

BUCKEYE
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

BUCKEYE GUN CO., LYNCHBURG, VA
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

BUCK-EYE GUN CO., LYNCHBURG, VA PAT'D DEC. 28, '91
- W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

BUCKEYE GUN CO., LYNCHBURG, VA IMPROVED BUCKEYE FULL CHOKE
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

BUCKINGHAM, JOHN FINE LAMINATED STEEL
- Marking found on a hammer double marked MC on the barrels. Probably Pieper made.
BUCKLAND H.
   H. Pieper made. Both hammer and hammerless doubles

BUCKLEY, DANIEL
   12 gauge hammerless trap gun c. 1890 to 1910. Apparently English made.

BUCKLEY, SAMUEL & CO.

BUCKLEY, SAMUEL & CO.- LONDON
   English gun maker (or retailer). Specimens seen seem to be made from Westley Richards actions and barrels.

BUCKLEY, SAMUEL & CO.- BIRMINGHAM
   See SAMUEL BUCKLEY & CO.-LONDON above

BUFFALO
   Jules Pire & Co. Antwerp, Belgium

BUFFALO
   Bolt Action single shot shotgun made by Manufrance in .410, 12MM & 14MM

BUFFALO DOG
   P. Massonet, Liege, Belgium

A Bulldog's Head Inside a Circle
   Neumann Freres

BULLSEYE in a Circle with a Bull's Head with a Monocle
   Charles Clement and later by Neumann Freres

BURACK SPECIAL
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. Used on Model 850 (AJAX)
   Made for Burhans & Black

BURACK
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made single gun made for Burhans & Black c. 1930's to 1950's.

BURDICK
   Hammer double imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co. and sold by Sears, Roebuck 1903 to 1906

BURGESS
   Trade name used by Charles J. Godfrey on doubles sold by them. Maker not known.

BURGESS GUN CO.
   Gun maker located in Buffalo, NY 1898 to 1903

BURGSMUELLER & SOHNE
   German gun maker 1921 to 1944

BURHANS & BLACK, INC.
   Dealer located in Elmira, NY from the 1930's to the 1950's at least.

BURKHART, JOHN
   Probable gun maker located in St. Paul. MN in 1883 at least. See Frank Novotny

BURNAND, RICHARD
   English gun maker 1800 to 1890

BURNAND
   Richard Burnand

BURROW, James
   English gun maker c. 1817 to 1890

BURROW
   James Burrow

BURROWS, EDWIN
   English gun maker c. 1878

BURY, ANTOINE
   Belgian gun maker c. 1925 to 1940

BUSSEY, G.G. & CO.
   English gun maker 1870 to 1889

(THE)BUSHMAN
   Fabrique D'Armes Reunies, A. Bertrand. Used on ZULU type shotguns
BUTLER, JOSEPH & CO.
   Gun maker located in Chicago, IL 1870 to 1880

BUTLER, JOSEPH
   Joseph Butler & Co.
A Butterfly or an Insect
   John Moreton & Co., England

BUXTON, ALFRED C.
   Gun maker located in Nashville, MI 1865 to 1924
C

C. A. CO.
Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Manufacturing Co. on single guns made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

C. A. & C. in an Oval with a Shield
Schaeffer & Kaufmann. Registered in Belgium

C. C. intertwined back to back CAST STEEL
Neumann Freres

C. C. CAST STEEL
Charles Clement. Later Neumann Freres

CC inside an octagon PATENT COMPOUND CAP and 2 Arrows
Joseph Cap

C.C.C.L.
Charles Clement

J C
Joseph Cap. Used on barrels.

CMC
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

COQ
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

"C" SPECIAL
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

CADIOT, EMMANUEL H.
English gun maker 1875

CALDERWOOD & SON
Irish gun maker in the 1880's at least

CALIFORNIA ARMS CO.
Gun making and gunsmithing firm c. 1880 to 1906

CALIFORNIA FIELD GUN NO. 2
Marking found on a hammer double

CALISHER & TERRY
English gun maker 1857 to 1869.

CAMBRIDGE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles.

A Camel Inside a Triangle
A. Simonis

CAMEL
Janssen Fils & Co.

CAMP & WISE
Dealer located in Stoughton, WI c. 1877. Sold shotguns marked DANE

CAMPHAUSEN
European Gun maker c. 1882. Made hammer doubles. Located in Crefeld, ??

CANADIAN BELLE
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LTD.
J. Stevens Arms Co. on singles and doubles.

CANARDIERS
Regis Darne mark used on sliding bolt double

CANNON BREECH
• Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on single guns.
• J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. in single guns

CANNON BREECH-SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.
J. Stevens Arms Co. in single guns

CANTON HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Canton, OH. Sold shotguns marked NOT-NAC MFG. CO.
CANUCK
H.W. Cooey Machine & Arms Co. Used on shotguns

CAP
Joseph Cap

CAP, JOSEPH
Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to 1910. Made barrels as well as some complete guns.

CAPITOL ARMS CO.
Davis-Warner Arms Corp. Probably made for Kirtland Bros.

CARABE
Joseph Janssen

CARLETON PATENT HAMMERLESS
Watson Bros.

CAROLINA ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
  for Smith-Wadsworth Hardware Co.

CAROLINE ARMS
Crescent Fire Arms Co. c. 1894 to 1900

CARR BROS.
English gun maker 1880 to 1914

CARR, J. & SONS
English gun maker 1870 to c. 1970

CARTER'S SPECIAL
Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co. hammerless double with November 25, 1890 patent date

CARTER-EDWARDS PATENT BREECHLOADING CO.
English gun maker 1869 to 1870

CARTER, FREDRICK W.
English gun maker 1898

CARTER-GARNETT CO.
Dealer located in Chattanooga, TN. Dates not certain

CARTRIDGE FIREARMS
Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

CARUSO
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

CARVER, ALFRED
English gun maker 1889 to 1893

CARVER, ROBERT
English gun maker 1865 to 1879

CASHMORE, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1847 to 1957

CAST STEEL (on top rib)
H. Pieper

CAST STEEL-BELGIUM A. BALDWIN & CO., LTD.
- Henri Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper

CAST STEEL C.C.
Charles Clement

CAVELIER "A"
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

CENTAURE
Manufacture Liegeoise D'armes a Feu

CENTENNIAL U.S.A.
J.B. Ronge & Sons
CENTRAL
   J. Stevens Arms Co. for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

CENTRAL ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • W. H. Davenport Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms Co.
      All for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

CENTRAL ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS, MO NO. 512 (with 1891 to 1902 patent dates)
   W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns

CENTRAL ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS, MO MODEL. 812 KING NITRO
   J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

CENTRAL ARMS CO. MODEL. 6012
   J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 311 hammerless doubles

CENTRAL ARMS CO. THE 20TH CENTURY GUN
   Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

CENTRAL GUN WORKS
   William Watson & Son

CENTURY
   J. Stevens Arms Co. for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

CENTURY ARMS CO.
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

CERTIFIED
   Davis-Warner Arms Corp.

CHALLENGE
   Meriden Fire Arms Co. on single guns.

(THE) CHALLENGE GUN, LAMINATED STEEL, W. RICHARDS
   Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

CHALLENGE EJECTOR
   Meriden Fire Arms Co.

CHALLENGER
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works for George Worthington Co.

CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN
   English gun maker 1869 to 1876

CHAMBERLAIN, RICHARD JOHN
   English gun maker 1877 to 1880

CHAMBERLAIN, E.
   English gun maker c. 1880's

CHAPLAIN, R.
   Probably English. Gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1877 catalog.

THE CHAMPION
   Auguste Francotte

CHAMPION
   • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works 1880's and later.
   • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

CHAMPION
   English made hammer double sold by Henry C. Squires in the 1880's. Possibly Greener made.

CHAMPION JR.
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Hartley & Graham 1898 to 1902

THE CHAMPION OF THE WORLD
   J.B. Ronge & Sons

CHAMPIONSHIP GUN
   C. Hunt & Co., Birmingham, England

CHANCE
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.
CHAPIN, C.J.
Located in St. Louis, MO. Either made doubles, or had them made for him.

W. R. CHARDO
Mark found on a hammer double - maker unknown

CHARLESTON HARDWARE CO., CHARLESTON, W.V.
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

CHARLIN
Marking on a Darne-type double made by J. Gaucher

CHATHAM ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
CHATHAM ARMS CO. FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
- H. Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper

CHICHER, BURCHARD & CO.
Dealer located in St. Louis, MO 1871 to 1881. Sold a single gun made by T.J. Ryan

CHEROKEE
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works

CHEROKEE PAT'D AUG. 11, '96
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

75 CHEROKEE
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

CHEROKEE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. for C.M. McClung Co., Knoxville, TN

CHESAPEAKE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

CHESAPEAKE CLUB
Probably Neumann Freres c. 1885

CHESAPEAKE CLUB GUN, LAMINATED STEEL
- Belgian made 8 guage Le Faucheaux action single barrel with 34" Laminated Steel barrel.
- Belgian made 8 gauge Le Faucheaux action double with 34" Laminated Steel barrels.

CHESAPEAKE GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

CHICAGO
Trade brand sold by Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. from the late 1880's until about 1914. Maker not known

CHICAGO ARMS CO.
- Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. for Fred Biffar & Co. and Sears, Roebuck
- Marlin Fire Arms Co. used on Model 26A slide action shotguns
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 94 single guns

CHICAGO GUN & CUTLERY CO.
Dealer located in Chicago, IL from 1884 to 1895

CHICAGO LONG RANGE
Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.

CHICAGO LONG RANGE WONDER
- Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. - 1903 to 1905
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. - 1908 to 1918
- Meriden Fire Arms Co. - 1905 to 1908
- J. Stevens Arms Co. - 1918 to 1925
Made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

CHICAGO REPEATING FIRE ARMS CO.
Chicago, IL 1883 to 1885. May have made some shotguns.

CHICOPEE ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
CHICOPEE FALLS ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

CHOKE (preceded by gauge in numbers)
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. if found on a single gun.

CHRISTOPHE, JULIEN
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

L. CHRISTOPHE, BRUSSELS
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammerless double made c. 1910

CHURCHILL, E. & J., LTD.
English gun maker 1892 to date

CLABROUGH & GOLCHER
Dealer located in San Francisco, CA from about 1870 to 1940. Owned J.P. Clabrough & Bros. until 1893.

J.P. CLABROUGH & BROS.
English gun maker 1870 to 1893

CLABROUGH & BRO.
J.P. Clabrough & Bros.

CLABROUGH & JOHNSTONE
English gun maker 1893 to 1937

CLAIR FRERES
French gun maker c. 1875 to 1914

G. W. CAFLIN & CO.
Dealer located in New York City 1889-1890

C.E. CLARK, ARERGAVENNY, WALES
Marking found on a double screw grip type sidehammer single gun.

CLARKE, NEWTON ABBOT
John Clarke

CLARKE, HENRY
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

CLARKE, JOHN
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

CLARK, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1853 to 1900

CLARK & SNEIDER
Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1873 to 1882

CLEMENT ARMS CO.
Charles Clement. Used 1885 and later on guns made for Powell & Clement

J. B. CLEMENT
Henri Pieper made for Powell & Clement

J. B. CLEMENT PAT. JUNE 30, 1885 BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

CLEMENT, CHARLES
Belgian gun maker 1886 to 1914.

CLEMENT, LUCIEN
Belgian gun maker 1894 to 1914

CLEVELAND ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

CLIMAS
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns
CLIMAX
- Louis Muller trade mark found on Belgian made shotguns
- J. Stevens Arms Co. Used on Model 90 single guns
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

CLIMAX LAMINATED STEEL E. C. MEACHAM
Mark found on Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

CLIMAX XL
Mark found on shotguns sold by Herman Boker & Co. New York City

CLOUGH, THOMAS
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least

CLOUGH, THOS.
Thomas Clough

T. CLOUGH, BATH
Thomas Clough

CLUB
Louis Muller trade mark used on Belgian made shotguns

CLUB GUN
Sold by B. Kitteridge & Co. Maker not known

COAST-TO-COAST
J. Stevens Arms Co. made for Coast-to-Coast Stores

COCKERILL, JOHN
Belgian barrel and gun maker c. 1875 to 1914.

COCKERILL (and a Rooster)
- John Cockerill
- Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

A Coconut Palm Tree
Scholberg, Jouela & Silva, Liege, Belgium and later by Scholberg & Co.

COGSWELL & HARRISON
English gun maker 1863 to 1980

COLE, FREDRICK
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least

COLE, FREDK.
Fredrick Cole

COLE
Fredrick Cole

COLE, JOHN
English gun maker 1866 to 1897

COLLATH
Teschner-Collath c. 1907 to 1921

COLLATH, W.
German gun maker c. 1900 to 1910

COLLECTOR
Isaac Hollis & Sons. Used on .410 bore hammer doubles exported to Australia for F. Lassetter & Co.

COLONIA, LIEGE
Janssen, Fils & Co.

COLONIAL
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

COLT’S PAT. FIRE ARMS MFG. CO.
U.S. gun maker 1836 to present

COLT TRAP GUN

COLTON ARMS CO.
Colton Fire Arms Co.
COLTON FIRE ARMS CO.
U.S. gun maker 1895 to 1903. Became Union Fire Arms Co. in 1903

COLTON MANUFACTURING CO.
Colton Fire Arms Co. and Union Fire Arms Co. made for Sears, Roebuck

COLUMBIA (with patent dates 1891-1902)
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.- single barrel guns

COLUMBIA
- Hammer double with Twist barrels sold by Henry C. Squires in 1883. Maker unknown
- Jules Kaufmann (St. Nom. Coll.)
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

(THE) COLUMBIA
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

COLUMBIA ARMS CO.
- Rheinhart Torkelson on hammerless doubles.
- Trademark owned by Henry Keidel & Co.

COLUMBIA EJECTOR
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.- single barrel guns

(THE) COLUMBIA MACHINE GUN
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

(THE) COLUMBIA PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

COLUMBIA SINGLE
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. Used on Model 1905 singles
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co. (if upper and lower tangs marked as such)
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

COLUMBIAN FIREARMS CO.
Philadelphia city directory lists them at 30th and Thompson Sts. in 1895 and 1897. No other records.
- Supposedly made doubles. May have been a trade name used by E.K. Tryon Jr. & Co. Also possibly owned by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

COLUMBIAN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. On single guns.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. Used on Model 650 (AJAX)
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. On single guns

COLUMBIAN NEW YORK ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

COLVIN, M.S.
Gun maker located in Salamanka, NY 1872 to 1889.

COMMERCIALE BELG., S.A.
Belgian maker or wholesaler c. 1888 to 1890.

THE COMPASS
Auguste Francotte

COMPEER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

COMPEER GUN CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

COMPETITION
- John Meunier Gun Co. Late 1880's

COMPETITOR
- Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

COMPLETE GUN
- C.G. Bonehill
- Isaac Hollis & Sons
For Charles J. Godfrey

COMPOUND CAP
- Joseph Cap
COLTON FIRE ARMS CO.
U.S. gun maker 1895 to 1903. Became Union Fire Arms Co. in 1903

COLTON MANUFACTURING CO.
Colton Fire Arms Co. and Union Fire Arms Co. made for Sears, Roebuck

COLUMBIA (with patent dates 1891-1902)
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.- single barrel guns

COLUMBIA
- Hammer double with Twist barrels sold by Henry C. Squires in 1883. Maker unknown
- Jules Kaufmann (Ste. Nom. Coll.)
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

(THE) COLUMBIA
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

COLUMBIA ARMS CO.
- Rheinhart Torkalson on hammerless doubles.
- Trademark owned by Henry Keidel & Co.

COLUMBIA EJECTOR
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.- single barrel guns

(THE) COLUMBIA MACHINE GUN
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

(THE) COLUMBIA PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on hammer doubles.

COLUMBIA SINGLE
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. Used on Model 1905 singles
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co. (if upper and lower tangs marked as such)
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

COLUMBIAN FIREARMS CO.
Philadelphia city directory lists them at 30th and Thompson Sts in 1896 and 1897. No other records.
Supposedly made doubles. May have been a trade name used by E.K. Tryon Jr. & Co. Also possibly owned by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

COLUMBIAN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.- On single guns.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. Used on Model 850 (AJAX)
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. On single guns

COLUMBIAN NEW YORK ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

COLVIN, M.S.
Gun maker located in Salamanka, NY 1872 to 1889.

COMMERCIALE BELG., S.A.
Belgian maker or wholesaler c. 1888 to 1890.

THE COMPASS
- Auguste Francotte

COMPEER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

COMPEER GUN CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

COMPETITION
- John Meunier Gun Co. Late 1880's

COMPETITOR
- Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

COMPLETE GUN
- C.G. Bonehill
- Isaac Hollis & Sons
For Charles J. Godfrey

COMPOUND CAP
- Joseph Cap
COMPOUND DAMASCUS
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
COMPOUND STEEL-CAP with an Eagle
   H.J. Cap
COMPOUND STEEL-CAP with an Eagle and CAP, LIEGE
   Joseph Cap
COMPRESSED STEEL with a Paddle Wheel and a Rudder
   Neumann Freres
COMPRESSED STEEL
   Charles Clement
COMSTOCK ARMS CO. MESABI FLUID STEEL
   J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 315 doubles made for Marshall-Welles Co.
CONEWAGO
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on Acme Model single guns
CONNECTICUT ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.
JOHN CONOVER THE INTERCHANGEABLE
   F. Dumoulin & Co.
THE CONQUEROR
   Auguste Francotte
CONSTABLE
   Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
CONTINENTAL
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. Used on Models 90, 215, 311 and 315
   • Great Western Gun Works. Used on imported hammer doubles.
   • Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
CONTINENTAL ARMS CO.
   J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 5100
CONTINENTAL ARMS CO. 1916
   Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
CONTINENTAL FINE DAMASCUS PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
CONTINENTAL FINE LAMINATED STEEL PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
CONTINENTAL FINE TWIST PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
THE CONTINENTAL
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin on guns made for Marshall-Welles Co.
THE CONTINENTAL PAT'D JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
CONVERSE
   Name found on a sidehammer single barrel gun.
CONVERSE, E.A. NORWICH, CONN.
   Marking found on a single barrel gun
CONWAY, T.
   English gun maker 1832 to 1880
CONWAY, THOMAS G.
   Importer located in New York City 1879 to 1881.
CONWEGO
   Marking used on W.H. Davenport Fire Arms Co. single guns. See also CONEWEGO
COOEY, H.W. MACHINE & ARMS CO.
   Canadian gun maker 1919 to 1970
COOMBES CO., LTD. RANGOON
   Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
COOPER & GOODMAN
   English gun maker 1862 to 1880

COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS
   Importer and dealer located in New York City 1868 to 1874

J. COOPER
   Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

COOPER, JOSEPH
   Dealer located in New York City 1831 to 1874

COOPER, SIEGEL & CO.
   Dealer located in New York City c. 1890 to 1910

Cordes
   German gun maker c. 1880 to 1890

   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on Forehand Model hammerless doubles

Cornell Firearms Co. London Fluid Steel
   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on Forehand Model hammerless doubles

CORNWALL & JESPERSO
   Dealer and importer located in New York City 1880 to 1898

Cosmopolitan
   Janssen, Fils & Co.

Courally, Ferdinand
   Belgian gun maker 1896 to 1919

Coutts, William
   English gun maker 1871 to 1894

Crabb, George
   English gun maker 1880 to 1883

Crack-A-Jack
   W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on Model 1896 single guns

Cracker Jack
   Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

Crangers Field Gun
   Marking found on hammer double with steel barrels. No proof marks

Cranberry
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

Cranberry-Knoxville
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

Crandall, G.B.
   Tobin Arms Mfg. Co.

Crane, J.H.
   English gun maker 1866 to 1879

Creedmor Arms Co.
   Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

Crescent Arms Co., Norwich, Conn. New Empire
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. Also may have been used for a year or so after 1935 sale of Crescent to Savage/Stevens on shotguns assembled by Folsom from existing parts.

Crescent Arms Co.
   Mark used by H & D Folsom Arms Co. on shotguns imported from Belgium as well as some very late Crescent Fire Arms Co. guns.

Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   U.S. gun maker 1892 to 1931. Owned by H & D Folsom Arms Co. 1893 and later.

Crescent International IXL
   Maker not known. Sold by Herman Boker & Co. New York City

Crescent No. 9- Belgium
   Marking found on 10 and 12 gauge Belgian made hammer doubles. Maker not known.
A Crescent Moon with a Fringe and Three Stars
V.L. Malherbe, Liege, Belgium

CRESALL, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1858 to 1873

CREVE COUR
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian made guns imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co. for Isaac Walker Hardware Co.

CRISIS
- C. S. Shattuck Arms Co. on single guns

CRITERION THE INTERCHANGEABLE BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
- F. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles

CROCKART, J. & SONS
- Irish gun maker c. 1870 to 1890

(The) CROON GUN
- Lincoln Jefferies & Co. on hammer doubles

CROPLEY & SONS
- Dealer located in Georgetown, D.C. c. 1879

A Crown, ML and Stars in an Oval
- Manufacture Liegeoise O'Armes a Feu

CROWN ARMS CO.
- Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

CRUCIBLE ROLLED STEEL-JOHN M. SMYTHE PAT. DEC. 11, 1900
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. for John M. Smythe Hardware Co.

CRUSO
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian made shotguns

J. A. CRUTCHFIELD LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
- H. Pieper

CRUZEIRO
- Albert Janssen

CUMBERLAND ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. and Gray, Dudley Hardware Co.

CURRITUCK QUALITY
- J.P. Clabrough & Bros. Made for Von Lengerke & Detmold
D
D With Two Crossed Hammers under a Crown and a Star
   G.J. Demarteau
DF Crossed by a Arrow
   Dumoulin Freres
DF with an Ant
   Dumoulin Freres
DF in a Frame
   Dumoulin Freres
DALY, CHARLES
   Schoverling, Daly & Gales trade name used on shotguns made by a number of U.S. and foreign makers.
DALY ARMS CO.
   Trade name used by Schoverling, Daly & Gales on shotguns made by a number of U.S. and foreign makers.
   Insert: DAMASCUS FEATHERWEIGHT Wm. Stoke
   Schoverling, Daly & Gales
DAMAS SPECIAL ML
   DAMAS SPECIAL
   Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
DAMON & CIE
   French gun maker c. 1920 to 1940
DANE, J.C.
   Gun maker located in LaCrosse, WI 1870 to 1885.
DANE
   J.C. Dane
DANGERFIELD & LEFEVER
   U.S. gun maker 1872 to 1874
DANIEL BOONE GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. Used on guns made for Belknap Hardware Co.
DANNEFELSER, JOHN P.
   Dealer located in New York City 1886 until 1920's.
DAREDEVEL
   Trade name used by Lou J. Eppinger, Inc., Detroit, MI on shotguns made by others for him.
   (note this spelling is correct. Mr. Eppinger used it deliberately on guns and fishing lures because he believed that many of his more religious customers would object to the use of the word "devil").
F. DARNE FILS ET L'AINE
   French gun maker 1881 to c.1985
DARTMOUTH
   W&C Scott. Used on hammer doubles sold by G.W. Turner & Ross in 1878
W.H. DAVENPORT FIRE ARMS COMPANY
   W.H. Davenport Arms Company
W.H. DAVENPORT ARMS COMPANY
   U.S. gun maker 1891 to 1910
DAVENPORT ARMS COMPANY
   U.S. gun maker 1880 to 1884
W.H. DAVENPORT & CO.
   U.S. gun maker 1878 to 1880
N.R. DAVIS ARMS COMPANY
   U.S. gun maker 1853 to 1883
N.R. DAVIS & SONS CO.
   U.S. gun maker 1883 to 1917
DAVIS CERTIFIED SINGLE #400
   Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
DAVIS DELUXE
   Davis Warner Arms, Corp, Norwich, Conn.
DAVIS, AMOS R.
   Gun maker located in Deposit, NY 1818 to 1874. Supposedly made some breechloading doubles.
DAVIS
   Marking found on a damascus barreled hammer double. May be N.R. Davis made.
DAVIS GUN
  Davis-Warner Arms Corp. made for Kirtland Bros. c. 1925-1930

DAVIS, THEODORE B.
  Gunsmith and dealer located in Portland, ME 1874 to c. 1936.

DAVIS-WARNER ARMS CORPORATION
  U.S. gun maker 1917 to 1930

G.H. DAW & CO.
  English gun maker 1861 to 1889

DAW GUN CO.
  English gun maker 1890 to 1892

DAY, FRANK
  English gun maker 1878 to 1880

DAY & HALSEY
  New York City dealer 1867 to 1880.

DEAD SHOT 12 GA CHOKE
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns

DEANE, JOHN & SON
  English gun maker 1858 to 1872

DEBOUXTAY, D.D.
  Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1930

DECARBONIZED STEEL with 2 Comets
  Charles Clement

DECARBONIZED STEEL with 1 Comet
  Charles Clement

DECOERTIS, ADOLPH
  Resident of Liege, Belgium. Patented a hammerless double with Hart O. Berg of Brick Church, NJ.

DEGRELLE, CH. & CO.
  English gun maker 1884 to 1888

DELHEID, JULES
  Partner in Scholberg & Delheid

DELCOUR-DUPONT, JEAN
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

DELCOUR-HERQUET, GILLES
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

DELCOUR, JOSEPH & Dieudonne
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

DELEBOURSE, F.P.
  French gun maker c. 1850. Made early breechloading double that used combustible shotshells.

DELPHIAN
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • J. Stevens Arms Co.

DELPHIAN MANUFACTURING CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

DELPHIAN ARMS CO.
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • Belgian made Folsom imports
  • Hunter Arms Co. on some Fulton Model shotguns
  • Made for Supplee-Biddle Hardware Co.

DELEZ, Y.
  Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

DEPTO REL VALLE CUERRO DE CELO
  Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

DELTA
  • Marking found on a single barrel gun-maker unknown
DELU
  Fabrique D'Armes Delu & Co. (Belgian)

DELUXE
  Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

DELVAUX-HEUSE, ARTHUR
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

DEMARET, ALEXANDER
  English gun maker 1892 to 1895

DEMARTEAU
  Etablissments Demarteau Fastre D.

DEMON
  - Auguste Francotte & Co- Belgian made shotguns
  - Midland Gun Co.- English made shotguns

DE MOYA, JOSE
  Belgian barrel maker c. 1890 to 1914. May have made some complete guns.

DE MOYA STEEL with a Whip and a Horseshoe
  Jose De Moya

DE MOYA FLUID STEEL
  Jose De Moya

DE MOYA FLUSS STAHL
  Jose De Moya

DE PREZ, J.M.
  Belgian gun maker c. 1865 to 1900

DESTROYER
  Dangerfield & Lefever

DETROIT ARMS CO.
  Dealer located in Detroit, MI c. 1920's

DE TULLE
  Marking found on a 16 gauge hammerless double. Maker not known

DEXTER, JOSEPH
  English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1874 and 1877 catalogs

DENYER, BERNARD
  English gun maker 1850 to 1875

DIADEM
  Webley & Scott on hammerless doubles made for Alcock & Pierce.

DIADEM SMOKELESS STEEL
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

DIADEM SMOKELESS STEEL CHOOSE BORED RICH-CON PIONEER ARMS CO.
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

DIAMOND
  J. Stevens Arms Co.

DIAMOND ARMS CO.
  - G.B. Crandall (Tobin type hammerless doubles)
  - Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
  - Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on single guns
  - J. Stevens Arms Co.
  made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

DIAMOND ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS MODEL 410
  J. Stevens Arms Co.

DIAMOND SPECIAL
  Dumoulin Freres on .44 caliber hammer doubles

DIAMOND ARMS CO. THE INTERCHANGEABLE OXFORD DAMASCUS BELGIUM
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.
DIANA
- Anciens Etablissments Pieper-if Belgian made
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

DIANE
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

A figure of Diana (Goddess of the Hunt)
- Pirot & Fresart
- Henri Pieper

DICKERMAN, AMOS
His single barrel guns were made by Strong Firearms Co. 1880-88

DICKINSON, E.L.
Springfield, MA 1863 to 1880. May have made a few shotguns

DICKINSON, HERBERT
English gun maker 1854 to 1903

DICKSON, JOHN & SON
Scottish gun maker 1820 to 1890's

L. DIETER HOFBUSCHSENMACHER IN MUNCHEN
German gun maker c. 1875 to 1885

DODDS, JAMES
Gun maker located in Dayton, OH 1866 to 1891

DODGE BROS. ARMS CO.
Washington, D.C. gun maker c. 1864 to 1880

DOELL, FREDERICK G.
Gunsmith and gunmaker located in Boston, MA 1884-1895

DOELL, FREDERICK H.
Gunsmith and gunmaker located in Boston, MA 1895-1909

DOMINION ARMS CO.
Janssen, Fils & Co.

DONN
James Donn & Bro.

DONN, JAMES & BRO.
Peoria, IL gun maker 1873 to 1911

DONALD, ATKEY & CO.
English gun maker 1872 to 1876

DORNHEIM, G.C.
German gun maker prior to 1940

DOUGALL, JAMES D. & SON
English gun maker 1857 to 1928

DOUGLAS ARMS CO.
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

DOUGLAS GUN CO.
Mark found on a single barrel gun

DOYEN, BAUDUIN
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

DOYEN, JULIEN
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914. Also known as FABRIQUE D'ARMES JULIEN DOYEN

DREADNAUGHT
J. Stevens Arms Co. Used 1911 to 1936

DRESSE-LALOUX CO.
Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to 1914

DREYSE, N.V.
German gun maker 1894 to 1901

DREYSE, F. VON, SOMMERDA
German gun maker 1867 to 1894
DRISKET & WAROUX
Belgian gun maker 1870 to 1873

DRISKET & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1874 to 1876

DRISSEN, FREDRICK
English gun maker 1876 to 1879

DRUMMOND, S.
Chicago, IL c. 1875. May have made some shotguns

DUBUQUE FIREARMS COMPANY- SPECIAL GUN (Locks marked FIELD GUN)
Marking found on a 10 gauge hammer double. Probably Belgian made.

"POP" DUDLEY, NASHVILLE, TENN.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

DUMONTIER B.D.S.G.
Marking found on a French made shotgun cane

DUMOULIN, DEMARTEAU
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

DUMOULIN, F. & CO.
Belgian gun maker c. 1894 to c. 1930

DUMOULIN, ERNEST
Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to c. 1910

DUMOULIN FRERES
Belgian gun maker 1849 to date

DUMOULIN, LAMBERT
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

T. DUMOULIN & CO.
Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to c. 1940

DUNHAM-FULTON GUN CO.
Oshkosh, WI dealer c. 1900 to 1920

DUNLAP HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Macon, GA 1867 to 1930

DUNLAP SPECIAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co and Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. for Dunlap Hardware Co.

DUPLEX AUTO(MATIC)

DUPONT, A.
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

DUPREZ, A.
Del Norte, CO 1873 to 1875. Made or assembled a few shotguns.

DURWOOD, D.
Boston, MA 1870 to 1920. May have made some shotguns.

DYKE, FRANK & CO.
English gun maker 1893 to 1946
E

E.K. with Deer Horns
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

E.L. with a trefoil and 4 Leaves
A.J. Thonon, Liege, Belgium

E.L.B. inside a frame with a Rooster
E. Breuer, Belgium

A.E.P. traversed by a sword
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

E.S.
Ed. Schroeder, Belgium

E.Z.
E. Zehna Waffenfabrik

EAGLE
Fabrique D'Armes Reunies, A. Bertrand
An Eagle (2 headed Imperial type) TRADEMARK(on 2 banners)
Manufacture D'Armes Le Page
An Eagle, 2 Crowns and other marks
Schaeffer & Kaufmann, Liege, Belgium

EAGLE ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian made back action 12 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown
Made for Kirtland Bros. & Co.
Note: This mark was also used by J.L. Galef & Sons on Italian made single guns in the 1950's and 60's.

EAGLE GUN WORKS-BIRMINGHAM
W.S. Risley

EAGLE GUN WORKS
Anciens Etablissments Pieper 1-1-1894 and later
An Eagle with a Snake in its Beak
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
An Eagle with its wings spread with a shield and LT
Lambin Theatre
An Eagle with its wings open and 2 horses
J. Dumoulin & Co.

EDWARD GEM & CO.
Alfred Field & Co., New York City and Birmingham, England

EASTERN
- Meriden Fire Arms Co. (1905 to 1915)
- J. Stevens Arms Co. (1915 and later)
- Andrew Fyrberg & Co. (1905 to 1907)

EASTERN ARMS CO.
- Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. (1907)
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

EASTON ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.-single guns

EATON, E.E.
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1872 to 1884. Usually found on English-made hammer doubles.

EATON, T. & CO.
Canadian dealer. Sold Iver Johnson made single gun marked RANGER

EATON, WILLIAM, NORWICH, N.Y. PAT'D' AUG. 9, 1870
Marking found on a revolving shotgun
THE EBONY QUEEN
Mark found on a Belgian made hammer double.

ECKER
Marking found on a hammerless double c. 1890-1900

E.C.MAC
Crescent Fire Arms Co. and possibly others. Made for E.C. Meacham Arms Co.

ECLIPSE BEAUTY
Anciens Etablisments Pieper
ECLIPSE BEAUTY NO. 7212 PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892 DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissiments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE BEAUTY NO. 7212A PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892 DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE BRILLIANT NO. 7219GD PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892 DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE COMPANY
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE CO.
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE COMET
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892 ECLIPSE METEOR
Belgian made hammer double sold by E.C. Meacham Arms Co. NOTE: Patent 488316 was granted to M.A. Keller of Batavia, NY

ECLIPSE GIANT
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GIANT NO. 7212G PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892 ECLIPSE GUN CO: TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissiments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE GUN CO.
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. NO 5212 DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. NO 5212 TWIST FINISH BELGIUM CHoke
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. NO 5212D OXFORD I. M. DAMASCUS BELGIUM CHoke
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. NO 7216H DAMASCUS FINISH ECLIPSE CHoke BORE PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. BELGIUM GIANT MODEL 1212 PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE GUN CO. ECLIPSE LEADER TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE HERCULES
Anciens Etablissments Pieper
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
ECLIPSE HERCULES PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE HERCULES NO. 6222B PATENT 488316 DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE HERCULES PATENT DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE LEADER
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles
ECLIPSE METEOR
Anciens Etablissments Pieper, hammerless doubles.

ECLIPSE METEOR TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ECLIPSE STAR NO. 7213 TWIST FINISH BELGIUM PAT. DEC. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE STAR
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE VICTOR ECLIPSE GUN CO. TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE VICTOR NO. 5212. LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

ECLIPSE WONDER NO. 5212.
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles

EDWARDS, C.G. & SONS
English gun maker 1855 to c. 1888

EGAN, SAMUEL G. & CO.
English gun maker 1888 to 1893

EGG, HENRY WILLIAM
English gun maker 1870 to 1880

EHRHARD LAUF
Rhinemetall

EISENWERKE GAGGENAU
German gun maker 1890 to 1920

ELECTRA BELGIUM 1894
Mark found on Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

ELECTRO STEEL* CHoke BORED
J. Stevens Arms (& Tool) Co. 1910 to 1920

ELECTRO STEEL* CHoke BORED PAT. AUG. 12, 1913
J. Stevens Arms (& Tool) Co. 1913 to 1920

ELECTRIC CITY
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
  Made for Wyeth Hardware Co.

ELECTRIC CITY 8075
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. Model 105 and 107. Made for Wyeth Hardware Co.

ELECTRIC HAMMERLESS
Eagle Mfg. Co. Philadelphia (?)

ELGIN
Marking found on a Belgian made sidehammer single gun- maker unknown

ELGIN ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Fred Biffar & Co. and Strauss & Schram.

ELGIN DOUBLE 7
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Fred Biffar & Co. and Strauss & Schram.

ELITA
- Baker Gun & Forging Co. Single barrel trap gun
- Belgian made hammer double in .44 Shot.
- Davenport Arms Co. single gun

ELLIS, J.A.
Gun maker located in Canandaigua, NY c. 1870 to 1890

ELLIS, RICHARD
English gun maker 1880 to 1900

ELMIRA ARMS CO.
Dealer located in Elmira, NY c. 1886 to present
EMME, JOHN
   English gun maker 1867 to 1875
EMMONS-HAWKINS HARDWARE CO.
   Dealer located in Huntington, WV at least 1900 to 1930

EMPIRE ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Savage Arms Co.
     Made for Sears, Roebuck

EMPIRE STATE ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
   • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.
   • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

EMPIRE NO. 60
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.

(THE) EMPRESS
   • C.G. Bonehill
   • J. & W. Tolley
Hammer doubles made for G.W. Turner & Ross 1878 to 1888

EMPRESS EXTRA
   • C.G. Bonehill
   • J. & W. Tolley
Hammer doubles made for G.W. Turner & Ross 1878 to 1882

(THE) EMPRESS FAVORITE
   • J. W. Tolley made for G.W. Turner & Ross 1880 to 1888

EM-ROE
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns made for Em-Roe Sporting Goods Co., Indianapolis, IN

ENBAU, SUHL
   • Marking found on a German made 3 barrel gun, serial No. 822

ENDERS M-SPEC SERVICE
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

ENDERS OAKLEAF
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

WM. ENDERS OAKLEAF, WALDEN, N.Y. U.S.A. PATENTED AUGUST 12, 1913
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. single barrel gun

ENDERS SPECIAL SERVICE
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60 made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

ENDERS ROYAL with ROYAL STEEL
   • Hunter Arms Co. Fulton Model made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

ENDERS ROYAL AMERICAN
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60

ENDERS ROYAL ONE
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. single barrel gun

ENDERS ROYAL PIGEON
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

ENDERS ROYAL SERVICE
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60 hammerless doubles
   • Hunter Arms Co. Fulton Model
   Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

ENDERS ROYAL WESTERN
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60 hammerless double & Model 15 single guns
   • Hopkins & Allen Model 1912 single guns
   Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

ENDERS SPECIAL RESERVE
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60
ENDERS SPECIAL SERVICE
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 60 made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

THE ENGLISH BULLOCK
Neumann Freres

ENSIGN EJECTOR PAT. DEC. 28, '91, MAY 27, '02
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns

ENTERPRISE ARMS CO.
Anciens Etablissements Pieper

ENTERPRISE ARMS CO. PATENT
Henri Pieper

ENTERPRISE ARMS CO. PATENT 1883
Henri Pieper

ENTERPRISE ARMS CO. PATENTED DEC. 20, 1892 PAT. 488366 PIEPER BREECH MODIFIED DIANA
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

ENTERPRISE ARMS CO. MODIFIED DIANA ELITE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissements Pieper on hammer doubles

ENTERPRISE GUN WORKS
Gun maker and dealer located in Pittsburgh, PA 1871 to 1882

(THE) INTERNATIONAL
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker unknown

EPPINGER, LOU J. INC.
Dealer located in Detroit, MI

ERKELENZ, LEO
Mark found on a 12 gauge back action hammer double with 30" Damascus barrels.

ESCHERICH, FRANCIS H.
Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1864 and later. May have made a few breechloading shotguns.

ESHA
Schmidt & Haberman

ESSEX
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
  made for Belknap Hardware Co.

ESSEX GUN WORKS
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on Handy Guns
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns
  made for Belknap Hardware Co.

ESSEX SX
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Belknap Hardware Co.

ETABLISSEMENTS DARNE
F. Darne Fils et L'Aine

ETABLISSEMENTS DEMARTEAU-FASTRE D.
Belgian gun maker 1924 to 1928 at least

ETABLISSEMENTS PIEPER
Anciens Etablissements Pieper. Used 1898 to 1905

ETABLISSEMENTS RADARM FABRIQUE D'ARMES
Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1930

ETIENNE JALLAS & CIE
Successors to F. Darne et L'Aine c. 1930

ETONIA

EUREKA
- Auguste Francotte & Co.
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. - hammer double sold by J.P. Lovell Arms Co. c. 1902
EUREKA ARMS CO.
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. Used on sidelock hammerless doubles.

EUREKA COMPLETE GUN-FINE DAMASCUS
  Isaac Hollis & Sons

EUREKA GUN CO.
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles
  • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on boxlock hammerless doubles

EUREKA GUN FINE DAMASCUS J. P. LOVELL ARMS CO.
  C.G. Bonehill on hammer doubles made for J.P. Lovell Arms Co.

EUREKA STANDARD
  Auguste Francotte & Co.

EUTEBOUK, CHARLES H.
  U.S. gun maker 1876 to 1892

EVANS, CALEB
  Located in Union City, IN. Supposedly made some shotguns.

J.R. EVANS-FINE DAMASCUS STEEL
  • C.G. Bonehill.
  • Also found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

EVANS, WILLIAM
  English gun maker 1883 to c.1911

EVER BEST MADE IN U.S.A.
  J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns  Insert: EVRIN, J. Belgian BBH

EXCEL
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
  • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
  • J. Stevens Arms Co.

(THE) EXCELSIOR ARMS COMPANY WEDE-EXCELSIOR BEST SIEMENS-MARTIN STEEL
  Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu on hammerless doubles

EXCELSIOR MACHINE GUN
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

EXCELSIOR
  • Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
  • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works

EXCELSIOR STEEL
  Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
  Also: J. Stevens Arms Co.

EXCELENTIA
  W. & C. Scott & Sons

EXPERT
  • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
  • Davis-Warner Arms Corp. Used on hammerless doubles.
  • W. H. Davenport Arms Co. Used on Singles made for Witte Hardware Co.

EXPERT TRAP
  W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

EXPLORA
  Westley Richards

EXTRA FINE LIEGE STEEL
  Charles Clement

EXTRA FINE LIEGE STEEL between two 1/2 moons
  Neumann Freres

EXTRA FINE TWIST STEEL-MACHINE MADE GUN-BELGIUM
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin
F
F.A. DISCOVERER-EIBAR
  Francisco Arizmendi
F.A.L. with 4 girls
  Fabrique D'Armes de Liege, S.A.
F.A.R. and a Lighthouse
  Fabrique D'Armes Reunies
FC intertwined inside 2 circles
  Alfred Field & Co.
FD in a Diamond with a Crown above
  Ferdinand Drissen
FL with 2 crossed rifles and 2 stars
  F. Lovinfosse-Hardy, Herstal, Belgium
F.R. with a Crown above
  Renkin & Sons
F.R. in a Shield held by a Lion
  Renkin & Sons
F. W. ARMS CO. NEW YORK
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown
FABRIQUE D'ARMES F. DELU & COMPANY
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1930
FABRIQUE D'ARMES DE GUERRE HAUTE PRECISION-ARMAND GAVAGE
  Belgian gun maker c. 1910 to 1930
FABRIQUE D'ARMES DE LIEGE
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1919
FABRIQUE D'ARMES REUNIES
  Belgian gun maker 1880 to 1919
FABRIQUE D'ARMES UNIES DE LIEGE
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1919
  Better known by its trademark CENTAURE.
FAERSTER, W.
  German gun maker c. 1920 to 1940
FALCON
  Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works. Made for National Lead Co., San Francisco, CA
FALCON ARMS CO.
  T. Dumoulin & Co. Used 1910 to 1924. NOTE: Dumoulin & Cie used T. Dumoulin as a trade mark
  1910 to 1924.
A Falcon attacking a Gazelle
  Livingston, Zeytoon & Co., Ltd. (probably a dealer located in what is now South Africa)
J. H. FALL & CO.
  Dealer located in Nashville, TN 1880-1916
FALLS ARMS CO.
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
FALLS ARMS CO. NITRO SPECIAL
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
FAMOUS
  Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works. Made for Hirsch Merchandising Co., Los Angeles, CA
FARWELL, OZMUN & KIRK
  Dealer located in St. Paul, MN. Sold shotguns marked FARWELL ARMS CO., MINNESOTA and
  KIRK GUN CO.
FARWELL ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for Farwell, Ozmun & Kirk
FAUNETA
  Westley Richards & Co.
L.A. FAVE DEFIANCE, OH.
  Gun Mkaer 1903-04. Made Lefever-type sidelock hammerless doubles.
FINE BARREL STEEL- RUSSELL ARMS CO.
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown.

(THE) FAULTLESS inside a border
  Jules Gervais (Belgium)

FAULTLESS
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for John M. Smythe Co.

FAULTLESS GOOSE GUN
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for John M. Smythe Co.

FAULTLESS SPECIAL JOHN M. SMYTHE & CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. Made for John M. Smythe Co.

FAVORITE
  Auguste Francotte & Co.

FAVORITE
  - Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  - Meriden Fire Arms Co.
  - Marking on a 10 gauge double sold by John P. Lovell Arms Co. Not a Belgian made gun.

(THE) FEATHERLIGHT
  Trade name used by Sears, Roebuck on Belgian made small bore hammer doubles

FEBIGER ARMS CO. (LTD.)
  Dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1886 to 1914

FEDERAL ARMS CO.
  Meriden Fire Arms Co. Single guns

FEDERAL FIRE ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

FERRISS, GEORGE H.
  Gun maker located in Utica, NY 1848 to 1882. Made some hammer doubles.

FIEDL, J.
  Marking found on a 16 gauge by 9.3X72R hammer drilling, serial no. 3,408

FEGELY ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

FIELD, ALFRED & CO.
  Dealer located in London, England and New York City 1891 to at least 1914.

THE FIELD
  - Crescent Fire Arms Co. 1894 and later
  - Forehand Arms Co. 1894 and earlier
  Made for H & D Folsom Arms Co.

C. S. FIFIELD-BOSTON
  Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown

FINLAY, WILLIAM
  English gun maker in the 1880's at least.

FINE DAMASCUS-BELGIUM
  - F. Dumoulin & Co. 1923 and later
  - Henri Pieper until 1922

FINE DAMASCUS FIELD GUN LONDON R. GROVE
  Hammer double. Possibly English made; possibly a retailer

FINE DECARBONIZED STEEL
  Forehand Arms Co. 1896 and later

FINE LAMINATED STEEL either alone or with other marks.
  Henri Pieper

FINE STEEL-W. RICHARDS
  Henri Pieper. Used on LeFaucheaux action doubles

FINE TWIST BELGIUM STEEL
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.
FIRE ARMS MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED, SELF EXTRACTOR PAT. OCTOBER 10, 1887, ML
REGISTERED OCTOBER 31, 1887, with a Crown above
Manufacture Liegeoise d'Armes a Feu

FIREFLY WARRANT'S PATENT
L. & J. Warrant Freres

FIRESIDE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

FISHER, CHARLES
English gun maker 1850 to 1881

FISHER
Trade name used by Cyrus Fisher, Lynchburg, VA 1850 to 1877

FISHER, GEORGE
• Henri Pieper made hammer double imported by Schoverling, Daly & Gales in the 1890's.
• Marking also found on a Belgian made pinfire double. Maker unknown.

FISHER, HOMER
Trade mark used by Fisher's of New York City (1875 to 1900) on hammer doubles they sold in the 1870's.

JIM FISHER
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double (sn 746,780)

THE FISTICUFF and a closed Fist
Auguste Francotte & Co.

Five Pointed Star with a Constellation of Stars in a Circle of Stars
Albert Janssen

512 GUN
Hammer double, maker unknown. Sold by both White & Wills and P. Powell & Son

FLETCHER ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. On hammerless double and single guns made for Fletcher hardware Co.

FLETCHER HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Wilmington, MI

FLETCHER SPECIAL
Ithaca Gun Co.

FLIEGENSCHMIDT, MAX
Gun maker located in London, England 1884 to 1888. Also in Liege, Belgium until at least 1895.

FLOHR, ANDREW
California gun maker 1850 to 1896

FLUES, EMIL F.
Gun maker located in Buffalo, NY c. 1900 to 1905. Made a few hammerless over/under shotguns. Also designed Ithaca Single Barrel Trap Gun.

FOGERTY
George F. Fogerty

FOGERTY, GEORGE F.
Gun maker located in Cambridge, MA 1889 to 1895

FOLK'S GUN WORKS
Ohio gun maker. Made single barrel guns 1885 to 1889 and possibly later.

FOLSOM ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Also used by H & D Folsom on Belgian imports.

FOLSOM ARMS CO. NEW YORK
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Also used by H & D Folsom on Belgian imports.

FOLSOM, CHARLES
New York City dealer 1882 to 1888. Related to H & D Folsom.

H. & D. FOLSOM ARMS CO.
Wholesaler and retailer located in New York City and other cities 1849 to 1954.

F.F. FORBES
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
FOREHAND ARMS CO.
  Worcester, MA gun maker 1890 to 1903

FOREHAND
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. 1903 and later

(THE) FORESTER
  Jules Kaufmann & Co.

FOREST STANDARD
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

(THE) FORGERON with a Blacksmith
  Alphonse Forgeron, Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1940

FORSYTE, WILLIAM
  English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1874 & 1877 catalog

FORT PITT ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

FOSS BROS. & CO.
  Chicago, IL gun maker 1878 to 1879. Successors to F.J. Abbey & Co.

FOSTER, JAMES A.
  Partner in Abbey & Foster c. 1878 to 1880.

FOX
  Trade mark used by J. Stevens Arms Co. on some hammerless doubles c. 1925 to 1935. These are Model 315's as a rule and not Savage made A.H. Fox guns.

FOX, A.H. GUN CO.

C.H. FOX
  American Arms Co.

FRANCIS, CHARLES & SON
  English gun maker 1850 to 1951

FRANCK, ERNST FREDRICK
  English gun maker 1876 to 1880

FRANCOTTE, AUGUSTE & CO.
  Belgian gun maker 1849 to date.

THE FRANCOTTE
  Auguste Francotte & Co.

FRANCOTTE'S ARMS CO.
  Auguste Francotte & Co.

FRANK, ADOLPH
  German dealer c. 1900 to 1910

FRANKFURTH HARDWARE CO.
  Dealer located in Milwaukee, WI 1885 to 1979

FRANKLIN
  F. Dumoulin & Co. made for Weibusch & Hiller, Limited, New York City

FRANKLIN, C.W.
  Used on Belgian shotguns imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co. Maker unknown

FREMONT ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

FREMONT ARMS CO. FINE TWIST BELGIUM STEEL
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE FRENCH MARKSMAN
  Jules Kaufmann & Co.

THE FRENCH-RUSSIAN, C. CLEMENT, LIEGE, BELGIUM all inside a border
  Neumann Freres

FRIES & CO.
  Dealer located in Bellvue, IA. Marking was found on a Crescent Fire Arms Co. made double.
FROHN, A.
German gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

FRY, MURRIAN & WELLS
English gun maker 1900 and later. Possibly T.H. Wells.

(THE) FULL SINGLE GUN
J. Stevens Arms Co.

FULLER, GEORGE
English gun maker 1850 to 1880.

FULLERD, W.
English gun maker 1844 to 1937

FULLERTON SPECIAL
Tobin Arms Co. On hammerless doubles. May also have been used by Ithaca Gun Co. On some Nitro Specials.

FULLY GUARANTEED
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns

FULLY GUARANTEED SINGLE GUN
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns

FULTON ARMS CO.
• W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
• Hunter Arms Co.

FULTON
Hunter Arms Co.

FUNK, CHRISTOPHER
German gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

FUSIL GRAND PRIX
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

FUSIL NEMROD
Auguste Francotte & Co.

(LE) FUSIL NEMROD
Societe Francaise de Metallurgie et la Mechanique

FYRBERG, ANDREW & CO.
Gun maker located in Worcester, MA 1896 to 1903

FYRBERG, ANDREW ARMS CO., HOPKINTON, MASS.
Marking found on a Fyrberg made QUICKSHOT HAMMERLESS shotgun.

FYRBERG, ANDREW & SONS MANUFACTURING CO.
Gun maker located in Hopkinton, MA 1903 to 1907
G
G in a Diamond preceded by the gauge in numerals
Crescent Fire Arms Co. single gun marking found on frame near firing pin housing
Both the Diamond and the numbers can vary greatly in size.

G with a Javelin
Gulikers-Maquinay, Belgium

G.N.C. above a Sphinx
A. Simons

GP and a Lion
London Gun Maker’s Company (London Proof House)

GP, Crowns, V and Crowns
London Gun Maker’s Company (London Proof House)

GV
Goeme & Van Heer, Liege, Belgium. Used on barrels.

GALAND, CHARLES FRANCOIS
Gun maker located in
• Paris, France- 1869 to 1920
• Liege, Belgium- 1877 to 1920
• London, England- 1865 to 1910

GALAND, RENE CHARLES
Gun maker located in Paris, France and Liege, Belgium c. 1904 to 1930

GALE, A.
English gun maker in the 1880's at least.

GALLAGHER
Single barrel shotgun made by Richardson & Overman 1866 to 1874.

GALLYON, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1835 to date

GAMBLE'S ACE
• Ithaca Gun Co.- on Lefever Nitro Specials
• J. Stevens Arms Co. on Old Model 311

GAME GETTER
Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.

HOWELL GANO & CO.
Hardware dealer located in Cincinnati, OH 1844-1900

HOWELL GANO & CO. LONDON FINE TWIST
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. for Howell Gano & Co.

GARDEN, ROBERT S.
English gun maker 1861 to 1891

GARDEN & SON
Robert S. Garden

GARDEN, W.
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least.

GARDNER
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

GARDNER GUN CO.
Gun maker located in Cleveland, OH 1887 to 1895. Supposedly made some hammerless doubles.

GARNET CARTER CO.
dealer located in Chattanooga, TN probably c. 1900 to 1930

GATES, FREDERICK
English gun maker 1869 and later.

GATES, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1863 to 1869

E. L. GATHERS
Mark used by Pritzlaff Hardware Co. on Belgian made hammer doubles
GAVAGE, ARMAND
see Fabrique D"Armes de Guerre Haute Precision

GEBRUDER REMPT
German gun maker 1865 to 1940

GECADO
G.C. Dornheim

GECO
G.C. Dornheim

GEHA
Bayard Arms Co. (Pieper). Also used by some small German makers. Used on Mauser 98 rifles converted to shotguns.

GELLER, WARD & HASNER
Dealer located in St. Louis, MO c. 1890 to 1930

THE GEM
F. Dumoulin & Co. c. 1904. Small bore (.44 Shot) hammer double.

GENERAL ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

GENERAL FIREARMS MANUFACTORY
J.B. Ronge & Sons

GENEZ, AUGUST
Gun maker located in New York City 1861 to 1879.

GENSCHOW, GUSTAVE & CO.
German gun maker 1919 to 1944.

GENUINE ARMORY STEEL-CHOKE BORED
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Meriden Fire Arms Co.

GENUINE DAMASCUS STEEL-CHOKE BORED
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

GENUINE LAMINATED STEEL-CHOKE BORED
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

GENUINE TWIST STEEL-CHOKE BORED
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

GET THERE
Marking found on a single gun-maker unknown

GEVELOT, J.F.
French gun maker 1866 to 1878

O. GEYGER
Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown

GIBBS & PITT
English gun maker 1873 to 1940

GIBRALTAR
- Meriden Fire Arms Co. c. 1907 to 1915
- J. Stevens Arms Co. 1915 and later

GIFFORD GUN CO.
English gun maker 1891 to 1893

GIDDINGS, CHARLES
Marking found on a 16 gauge hammer double with Belgian proofs.

GILBERT, J.C.
Supposedly a gun maker located in Whitman, MA in 1908. No record found

GILKS, G.H. & CO.
English gun maker 1864 to 1890

GILLET, D.
Barrel maker located in Liege, Belgium c. 1900 to 1925
GILON, A.
Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1925

A Giraffe and a Palm Tree
Lucien Clement and later Neumann Freres

GLADIATOR
- Hunter Arms Co. on some boxlock guns made for Sears, Roebuck
- Meriden Fire Arms Co.

GLENWOOD
Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.

GLORIA
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

I. GLOSSNER IN NEWMARKT
Marking found on a 16 gauge German made pinfire double.

GODFREY CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Charles J. Godfrey

GODFREY, CHARLES J.
Dealer and importer located in New York City 1875 to 1907

GOEDECKE, C. & CO.
English gun maker 1876 to 1877

GOFF, SAMUEL & CO.
English gun maker 1879 to 1889

GOLCHER, GEORGE W.
Gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1876 to 1892

GOLCHER, THOMAS
Gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1868 to 1875

GOLCHER, W.J. -LONDON LAMINATED STEEL
J.P. Clabrough & Bros.

GOLCHER, WILLIAM, ST. PAUL, MINN. PATD OCT. 19, 1869
Gun maker located in St. Paul, MN. Eventually marking used by J.P. Clabrough & Bros.

GOLD HIBBARD
Neumann Freres made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

GOLD HIBBARD-MODIFIED DIANA
Henri Pieper made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

GOLD HIBBARD THE INTERCHANGEABLE FINE DAMASCUS FINISH
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

GOLDMANN, E.
German gun maker c. 1880 to 1910

GOLD METAL MACHINE GUN
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

GOLD MEDAL WONDER
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

GOLDEN, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1847 to 1914

GOLDEN, C.
English gun maker 1847 to c. 1888

GOOCH, CHARLES
English gun maker at least in the 1870's and 1880's.

GOOCH, C.C.
Charles Gooch

GOOCH, GEORGE
English gun maker 1869 to c. 1888

GOOSE GUN
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 89

J. GORDON
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles and single guns
GORDON GUN CO. TWIST-BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on hammer doubles.

GORDON GUN COMPANY
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

GORDON GUN COMPANY MODEL 1908
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. Barrels marked FINE DAMASCUS

GOVERNMENT TESTED BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS CHoke BORED
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

GOVERNMENT TESTED CHoke BORED
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

GOW, J.R.
Scottish gun maker c. 1830 to 1900
GOWLING, FREDERICK
   English gun maker 1873 to 1875

GRAND PRIZE PARIS 1889 MODOFOED DIANA LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
   Henri Pieper

GRAF & JORDAN
   See LOUIS JORDAN

GRANGER, GEORGES
   Gun maker or dealer located in St. Etienne, France. Mark on a Darne type double

GRANT & CO.

GRANT & CO. MACHINE MADE
   Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

GRANT, STEPHEN
   English gun maker 1867 to 1888

GRANT, STEPHEN & SONS
   English gun maker 1889 to 1901

GRANT, STEPHEN & JOSEPH LANG, LTD.
   English gun maker 1901 to date

GRAY & CO. INVERNESS
   Scottish gun maker 1901 and later.

GRAY & DUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
   Dealer located in Nashville, TN c. 1880 to 1930.

GREAT AMERICAN NITRO
   W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS
   Gun maker and importer located in Pittsburgh, PA 1860 to 1923

GREAT WESTERN GUN & RIFLE WORKS
   Samuel Marston & Co. English gun maker 1840 to 1885

THE GREAT WESTERN INTERCHANGEABLE
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

GREAT WHITE POWDER WONDER
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
   • Meriden Fire Arms Co. on Model 1916 single guns

GREEN & ALLING
   Gun maker located in Rochester, NY 1872 to 1875.

GREEN
   Marking found on an English hammer double with Birmingham proof marks made between 1875 and 1887.

GREEN BUG, BRIDGE GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co. (J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.)

GREEN, CHARLES H.
   English gun maker in the 1870's at least.

GREEN, C.H.
   Charles H. Green

GREEN, EDWINSON C. & SONS
   English gun maker 1872 to 1929

GREEN, E.C.
   Edwinson C. Green & Sons. See G & A Hayden

GREEN, WILLIAM C.
   English gun maker 1870 to 1885

GREENBACK
   Fabrique D'Armes Reunies on ZULU type singles.

GREENBRIAR, CHARLESTON, W.V. LOWENSTEIN & SONS
   Marking found on a single gun made for Lowenstein & Sons
GREEN POWDER TESTED WITH SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS. NO DANGER TO FEAR, REGISTERED TRADEMARK with a Running Fox and a Shield
Ste. Ame. Pour L'Exploitation des Etablissements Bachmann, Brussels, Belgium

GREENER
Lucien Clement

GREENER, ALBERT
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker unknown.

GREENER, M.J.
Marking found on a Damascus barrelled hammer double. Maker unknown

GREENER, W.W. LTD.
English gun maker 1860 to 1985

GREENER-SQUIRES ARMS CO.
Trade name used by Henry C. Squires on some W.W. Greener made guns 1888-89.

GREENFIELD
Crescent Fire Arms Co. and probably others. Guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

G. GREENOUGH BELGIUM STEEL
Marking found on Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

N. C. GREENOUGH
J. P. Clabrough & Bros.

W. H. GREENFIELD
Fabrique D'Armes Liege

GREGORY, C.J.
Belgian made side snap hammer double made c. 1888 to 1890.

C. J. GREGORY LONDON LAMINATED STEEL
Marking found on English made hammer double-maker unknown

GREIF with a Griffon above
Greifelt & Co.

GREIFELT & CO.
German gun maker 1885 to 1940

GREER & LAING
Gun and hardware dealer located in Wheeling, WV c. 1880 to 1920

GREER & LAING (with patent dates of 1900-1902)
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

GREVILLE, HARSTON & CO.
English gun maker 1874 to 1893

GREY, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1858 to 1872

GRIESSELICH, HENRY & CO.
English (?) gun maker 1869 to 1876.

GRIFFITHS, WILLIAM R.
English gun maker 1855 to 1906

GRIMARD, EDGARD
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

GRIMM, RUDOLPH
Gun maker located in Chicago, IL 1872 to 1903

GRIMM & STARK
Gun maker located in Chicago, IL 1872 to 1875

GRIMWADE & CO.
English gun maker 1880.

GRIFF HELICO
Marking found on a 28 gauge hammerless double. Probably German made c. 1920 to 1940.

GROOT (GROUT), HENRY
Gun maker located in Pittsfield, MA 1849 to 1868, Minneapolis, MN 1869 to 1872

R. GROVE
Marking found on an English made hammer double made c. 1875-1887
GRUBB, JOSEPH C. & CO.
Dealer and importer located in Philadelphia, PA 1839 to 1886

P. GRUNERT IN GORLITZ
German dealer c. 1891 to 1910

GUARANTEE
- Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu- if Belgian made.
- G.E. Lewis & Sons- if English made.

(The) GUARANTEED GUN
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 1900 single guns.

GUARANTEE SUPPLY CO.
Dealer located in Philadelphia, PA c. 1910 to 1920. Mail order dealer.

A Gun Breech with a Carbine
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

GUNTER, S.
German gun maker c. 1900 to 1940

GUSTLOFF WERKE
German gun maker 1930 to 1945

GUANDOT EMMONS-HAWKINS HARDWARE CO. HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. made for Emmons-Hawkins Hardware Co.

GYE & MONCREIFF
English gun maker 1876 to 1887
H.B.C.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Hudson's Bay Co.
- Also used by other companies on shotguns made for Hudson's Bay Co.

H. & D.
- Henrion & Dassy c. 1900 to 1910

H.D.H.
- Henrion, Dassy & Heuchen 1910 and later

H.F.L.
- Ferdinand Courally

H. G. L. & CO.-PERFECTION
- C. S. Shattuck Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

H. K
- Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

H. L and a Crown
- E. Heuse-Lemoine Liege, Belgium

H. O. RUSO
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

H.S. & Co.
- Belgian made hammer doubles, maker unknown.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns.
- Made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

H.S.B. & CO. MODEL W RUSO
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

H.S.B. & CO.
- Mark used by Crescent Fire Arms Co., J. Stevens Arms Co. and others on shotguns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

H.W. M.
- Herman Weirauch

H.SBS
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

HACKETT, EDWIN & GEORGE
- English gun maker 1876 to 1878

HACKETT, EDWIN
- Gun maker located in New York City 1879 to 1885. Formerly part of Edwin & George Hackett.

HAENEL & FORTUNA
- German gun maker. See J.P. Sauer & Sohn

HAJJAR
- Marking found on a brass frame single barrel gun. Maker unknown

HALIFAX
- Marking found on a Darine doubles made c. 1920 and later.

HALL, J.H. & CO.
- Dealer located in Nashville, TN. Sold shotgun marked TIGER.

HALL, WILLIAM B.
- Gun maker located in Lancaster, PA 1882 to 1890. Made over/under combination guns.

HALLOWAY, G. & S.
- see Imperial Gun Works

HALLOWAY & NAUGHTON
- see Imperial Gun Works

HAM ARMS CO. PAT MARCH 27, 1882
- Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

HAMAND ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS, MO.
- Mark found on a 410 bore single gun- maker unknown
A.J. HAMILTON BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

W. H. HAMILTON FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

W. H. HAMILTON TURKISH DAMASCUS BELGIUM
Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

W. H. HAMILTON TWIST BELGIUM
Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles made for Thomas Leary c. 1900

HAMILTON, W.H.
Importer located in New York City c. 1875 to c.1885. This name also used as a trade name by Thomas Leary on shotguns made by F. Dumoulin & Co. 1904 to 1910

HAMILTON, W.H. N.Y.N.Y.
Torrison & Son, Liege, Belgium

HAMMERED FLUID STEEL with 2 crossed Hammers, 2 angled Hammers and either C.J.C.J. or C.L.C.L.
Charles Clement. Later by Neumann Freres

HAMMOND BROS.
English gun maker in the 1880's at least.

HAMMOND, S.
English gun maker in the 1880's at least.

HAMPDEN COLUMBIAN
Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown

HANLEY ARMS CO.
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

HANCOCK, W.J. & CO.
English gun maker 1891 to 1899

HANOVER ARMS CO.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.- if U.S. made
• Janssen Fils & Co.- if Belgian made.

HANOVER ARMS CO. BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
Janssen Fils & Co.

HANOVER ARMS CO. BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
Janssen Fils & Co.

HANOWE ARMS CO. 71
Janssen Fils & Co.

HANSCOMB HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Haverhill, MD

HANQUET, FERDINAND
Belgian gun maker 1872 to 1920

HANQUET, J.B.
Belgian gun maker 1868 to 1878

HANS, A.P. & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1885 to 1889

HANSON, JOHN
English gun maker in the 1870's at least

HARDACKER, JOSEPH
Dealer located in Chicago, IL c. 1893

HARDER'S PATENT
George Washington Harder, Williamsport, PA 1888 to 1890

HARDY BROS., AINWICK
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.

HARRINGTON, S.H.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
S. H. HARRINGTON  BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

HARRIS, EDWIN S.
   Dealer located in New York City 1875 to 1882 at least

HARRIS, HENRY J.
   English gun maker 1877 to 1879

HARRIS, J. & SONS
   English gun maker in the 1870's at least

HARRISON ARMS CO.
   Belgian made for Sickles & Preston Co., Davenport, IA

HARRISON, FRANK ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Sickles & Preston Co.

HARRISON & HUSSEY
   English gun maker 1900 to 1945

HARRISON, WILLIAM
   Dealer located in Baltimore, MD c. 1888

HARSTON, G. & CO.
   English gun maker 1874 to 1877

HART ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. for George Worthington Co.

HART, S.L.
   Dealer located in Menasha, WI-1857 to 1879 and Tombstone, AZ-1881 to 1895

HARTFORD ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Simmons Hardware Co.

HARTFORD FIREARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

HARTLEY & GRAHAM
   Dealer located in New York City 1890 to 1892

HARVARD
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for George Worthington Co.

HARVARD GEORGE WORTHINGTON CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns made for George Worthington Co.

HASDELL, THOMAS R.
   Gun maker and dealer located in Chicago, IL 1877 to 1886.

HAUVARLET-DEGIN
   Belgian gun maker 1922 to 1939

HAUVEAU ROUEN
   Belgian gun maker 1920 to 1940

HAYDEN, ALFRED
   Gun maker located in Jacksonville, IL 1872 to 1896

HAWKEYE GUN CO. LYNCHBURG, VA
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

HAYDEN & GAY
   see Alfred Hayden

HAYDEN, GEORGE
   Dealer and importer located in New York City 1848 to 1910. Operated as George Hayden's Sons 1879 and later.

HAYDEN, G. & A.
   Dealer and importer located in Jacksonville, IL 1880 to 1888. Operated under other names with Hayden in them until at least 1920.

HAYDEN-GREEN
   E.C. Green made for G & A Hayden

HECT & CO.
   English gun maker 1897 to 1899
HEIM
C.E. Heinzelmann

HEINIGE, JOSEPH
Austrian gun maker c. 1890 to 1910

HEINZELMANN, C.E.
German gun maker 1900 to 1929

HEINTZMANN & ROCHUSSEN
The firm was the London, England agent for the following firms:
- 1858 to 1861- Malherbe, Prosper & Co. (Liege)
- 1865 to 1866- Andre & Charles Deloneux (Liege)
- 1867 to 1869- H.J. Lang (Solingen)
- 1867 to 1880- Liege Small Arms Factory (Liege)
- 1882 to 1884- Liege Firearms Mfg. Co. (Liege)

HELFRICT
Alfred Krausser Waffenfabrik

HELFRICT, HUGO
German gun maker 1900 to 1933

HELFRICT & FISCHER
German gun maker 1933 to 1940

HELLIS, CHARLES & SONS
English gun maker 1894 to 1901

HELVICE
Fabrique D'Armes de Grand Precision (Spanish gun maker 1900 to 1937)

HEMENWAY COMPLETE GUN
- Isaac Hollis & Sons
- G. HEMENWAY (TRAP)
  J.P. Clabrough & Bros.

HENDERSON BROS.
Marking found on a hammer double- maker unknown

C. HENDRICK
Henri Pieper

HENRION & DASSY
Belgian gun maker 1903 to 1910

HENRION, DASSY & HEUCHEN
Belgian gun maker 1910 to 1934

HENRION & DASSY MRE. D'ARMES HDH S.A.
Belgian gun maker 1934 and later

HENRY ARMS CO.
- Anciens Etablissments Pieper
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- F. Dumoulin & Co.

HENRY ARMS CO. TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

HENRY ARMS CO. TWIST FINISH BELGIUM 1898
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

HENRY ARMS CO. LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
F. Dumoulin & Co.

HENRY GUN CO.
Henri Pieper. Sold in early 1890's by both H & D Folsom Arms Co. and Schoverling, Daly & Gales

CHARLES HENRY
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

J.C. HENRY, ST. PAUL
Probably Henri Pieper
J.C. HENRY ARMS CO. ST. PAUL
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

HENRY HEIGH and HENRY LEIGH SUPERIOR
Markings found on a Belgian made hammer doubles. Maker unknown

HENRY RIFLED BARREL COMPANY
English gun maker 1875 to at least 1900

HENRY RIFLED BARREL ENGINEERING & SMALL ARMS CO.
Henry Rifled Barrel Co.

HENSER, DAN
English gun maker 1880 to 1889
The figure of Hercules, a Lion's Head with a Shield and a Hammer
J.P. Sauer & Sohne

HERCULES
- Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle Works singles and hammerless doubles
- J.Stevens Arms Co.

HERCULES GUN CO. MACHINE MADE BELGIUM DAMASCUS FINISH
Mark found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

HERMANN, EDWIN
English gun maker 1889 to 1890

HERMITAGE
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
All made for Gray-Dudley Hardware Co.

HERMITAGE ARMS CO.
see Hermitage

HERMITAGE GUN CO.
see Hermitage

HERMITAGE K-S-CO.
Iver Johnson Arms & Cycle Works for Keith-Simmons Co.

HERO ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for E.K. Tryon, Jr. Co.

HEUSE, ERNST
Partner in Heuse-Lemoine Co. 1868 to 1893

HEUSE, JOSEPH
Partner in Heuse-Lemoine Co. c. 1893 to 1914

HEUSE-LEMOINE CO.
Belgian gun maker 1868 to 1914

HEUSE-MEAN, FRANCOIS
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

HEUSE-RIGA, HENRI
Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1914

HEUSE-SAIVE, HENRI
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1919

HETRICK, LEVI
Dealer and gun maker located in Lima, OH 1880 to 1911. Made some shotguns 1880 to 1894

HEWITT, JOHN C.
English gun maker 1862 to 1893

HEXAGON
Belgian made double. maker unknown. Made for Sears, Roebuck in 1908

HEYM, H.
German gun maker c. 1885 to 1940

HIBBARD MODEL WH
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
HIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO.
Hardware and Sporting goods dealer located in Chicago, IL from 1855 to 1960's.

HIP SPE BAR
Crescent Fire Arms Co. and others on shotguns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

HIBBARD
Same as HIP SPE BAR

HIGGINS & SON
Supposedly a gun maker located in West Chesterfield, MA 1888 to 1890. No record.

HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSED STEEL BARREL AND LUG FORGED IN ONE
J. Stevens Arms Co. 1915 and later on single guns

HIGHAM, GEORGE C.
English gun maker c. 1880 to 1900

HIGNEY, AUGUSTE
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

HILL, J.H. & CO.
Dealer located in Nashville, TN. Dates of operation uncertain

HILL, W.J.
English gun maker 1872 to 1879

HILLIARD, GEORGE E.
Gun maker located in Cornish, NH 1873 to 1900.

HILLSDON & STONE
English gun maker 1896 to 1897

HINTON, GEORGE
English gun maker 1867 to at least 1914

HIRSCH MERCHANDISE CO.
Dealer located in Los Angeles, CA. Sold and Iver Johnson made single marked FAMOUS.

Hives, Flowers, Bees and Trees in an oval
Pirlot & Fresart

HOBSEN, FREDERICK & CO.
English gun maker 1892 to 1895

HODGES, EDWIN C.
English gun maker 1860 to 1900. Made actions only.

HODGES, LIONEL
English gun maker 1899 to 1902

HODGKINS, WALTER C.
Dealer located in the following places:
- 1858 to 1865- Macon, GA as Hodgkins & Sons
- 1865 to 1874- New York City as Cooper, Hodgkins & Haigh
- 1875 to 1884- New York City as Hodgkins & Haigh

HOLDEN, CYRUS B.
Gun maker located in Worcester, MA 1857 to 1906

HOLLAND & HOLLAND
English gun maker 1877 to date

HOLLANDS, EDWARD
English gun maker 1870 to 1875

(THE) HOLLENBECK
Syracuse Arms Co.

HOLLENBECK GUN COMPANY
Gun maker located in Wheeling, WV 1905 to 1910. see also THREE BARREL GUN CO. and ROYAL GUN CO.

HOLLIS, ALFRED & CO.
HOLLIS, BENTLEY & PLAYFAIR
   English gun maker 1895 to 1900
HOLLIS, CHARLES & SONS
   English gun maker 1900 to 1960
HOLLIS, ISAAC & SONS
   English gun maker 1890 to 1940
HOLLIS, I. & SONS
   Isaac Hollis & Sons
S. HOLT ARMS CO., BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
   F. Dumoulin & Co. made for Sears, Roebuck
HOLT, SAM
   Henri Pieper and Anciens Etablissments Pieper
S. HOLT ARMS CO. RALEIGH STEEL
   Neumann Freres
C. HOMERICH SAN JOSE
   Marking found on a hammer double either made or retailed by him.
HOMERICH, CHRISTIAN
   Gun maker located in the following places:
   • 1872 to 1882 - San Francisco, CA
   • 1883 to 1905 - San Jose, CA
HOMOGENEOUS WROUGHT STEEL
   Whitney Arms Co.
HOOD FIRE ARMS CO.
   Gun maker located in Norwich, CT 1857 to 1887.
HOO HOO GUN CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms Co.
HOO HOO MFG. CO.
   J. Stevens Arms Co.
HOOTEN & JONES
   English gun maker c. 1880 to c. 1920
HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO.
   Gun maker located in Norwich, CT 1898 to 1915
HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG. CO.
   Gun maker located in Norwich, CT 1868 to 1898
HOPKINS, C.W.
   Bacon Arms Co.
HOPKINTON ARMS CO.
   Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. for Sears, Roebuck 1904-05
HORNE, GEORGE A.
   Located in Syracuse, NY c. 1902. May have made a few semi-auto shotguns based on his own patent.
HORSLEY, THOMAS & SON
   English gun maker 1834 to 1954
HORTON, WILLIAM
   Scottish gun maker 1855 to c. 1925
HOURAT & VIE
   Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1930
HOWARD ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Fred Biffar & Co.
HOWARD BROS.
   Dealers located in Detroit, MI c. 1870 to 1890.
HOWARD THUNDERBOLT
   Whitney Arms Co. made for Howard Bros. using Howard Bros. patents
HOWELL, ARTHUR & CO.
English gun maker c. 1920 to 1950

HUAER, ROBERT - DARMSTADT
Marking found on a German made hammer three barrel gun, serial no. 25,188

HUB ARMS CO.
Henri Pieper made for J.P. Lovell Arms Co.

HUBBARD, MICHAEL J.
English gun maker 1874

HUBERTUS
- Inman, Meffert Gewehrfabrik
- J. Meffert
- Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

HUBERTUS WAFFENWERKE
Czechoslovakian gun maker 1922 to 1939

Hudson
Crescent Fire Arms Co. and others on guns made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY IMPERIAL NO. 3
Charles Hollis & Sons

HUELS, FREDERICK
Gun maker located in Madison, WI 1875 to 1909

HUGHES, ROBERT
English gun maker 1858 to 1900

HULBERT BROS.
Importers and dealers located in New York City 1882 to 1898

HUNGARIAN
A. Simonis

HUMMER
H. Pieper for Lee Hardware Co.

HUMMER GIANT GUN CO.
Anciens Etab. Pieper

HUMMINGBIRD
Marking found on a 20 ga. Hammer double-maker unknown

HUNT, THOMAS
English gun maker 1875 to 1882

(THE) HUNT
Auguste Francotte & Co.

HUNTER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Belknap Hardware Co.

(THE) HUNTER
Fabricque D'Armes Reunies. Used on ZULU type single guns

THE HUNTER PAT. AUG. 11, '96
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

HUNTER ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Fulton, NY 1890 to 1945

HUNTER & COMSTOCK ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Fulton, NY 1888 to 1890

HUSQVARNA VAPENFABRIKS AKTIE BOLAG
Swedish gun maker c. 1920 to date

Hussey, H.J.
English gun maker 1900 to 1945

HUTCHINSON, JOHN W.
Importer and dealer located in New York City 1868 to 1884

HUZZEY, RICHARD
English gun maker 1881 to 1897
HYDE, SHATTUCK & CO.
Gun maker located in Hatfield, MA 1876 to 1878

HYDE & SHATTUCK
Gun maker located in Hatfield, MA 1879 to 1888

HYPOWER
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
INDIANA GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

INFALLIBLE
   Lancaster Arms Co., Lancaster, PA on doubles retailed (or made) by them

INGRAM, CHARLES
   Scottish gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

An Indian in Full Headdress holding a Bolt Action Gun
   Gebruder Rempt

INMAN, MEFFERT GEWEHRFABRIK
   German gun maker 1939 to 1945

INTERCHANGEABLE
   Auguste Francotte & Co.

THE INTERCHANGEABLE BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
   Neumann Freres

(THE) INTERCHANGEABLE, BELGIUM TWIST, STAR OF DAVID BRAND, T. DUMOULIN
   T. Dumoulin & Co.

THE INTERCHANGEABLE F. DUMOULIN & CO.
   F. Dumoulin & Co.

THE INTERCHANGEABLE FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
   F. Dumoulin & Co.

THE INTERCHANGEABLE Schoverling, Daly & Gales FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
   F. Dumoulin & Co.

(THE) INTERCHANGEABLE, WARRANTED GOVT NEUMANN BROS. CHoke BORED
   Neumann Freres

INTERCHANGEABLE MARVEL
   Neumann Freres

THE INTERCHANGEABLE JANSSEN SONS & CO.
   Janssen, Fils & Cie

(THE) INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL OF 1900
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

(THE) INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL OF 1901
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

INTERCHANGEABLE FINE DAMASCUS
   F. Dumoulin & Co. Imported by Thomas Leary 1902 to 1904. C.H. Bierman 1904 and later

INTERNATIONAL ARMS CO.
   Henri Pieper

(THE) INTERNATIONAL-FINE LAMINATED STEEL
   Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

(THE) INTERNATIONAL ARMS CO.

INTERNATIONAL
   Trade name used by E.C. Meacham & Co. on shotguns made by a number of makers.

INTER-STATE ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Nfg. Co. on boxlock hammerless doubles made for Townley Metal & Hardware Co.

INVINCIBLE
   • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
   • Also found on Belgian made hammer doubles imported by H & D Folsom. Probably Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. made.

THE INVINCIBLE FINE DAMASCUS
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE INVINCIBLE FINE DAMASCUS MACHINE MADE
   Probably Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.
(THE) IRRESISTABLE PIGEON GUN
    B. Raine (Raine Bros.)
ISLEY, GEORGE
    English gun maker 1879 to 1890
ITHACA GUN COMPANY
    Gun maker located in Ithaca, NY from 1885 to 1985
IVER JOHNSON’S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS
    Gun maker located in Fitchburg, MA 1870 to 1978
IVER JOHNSON SPORTING GOODS COMPANY
Retailer owned by Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works 1904 to c. 1933. Used as a trade name on shotguns made by the following:
    • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
    • Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
    • Torkelson Arms Co.
(WILLIAM T.) IVELAND, THE BEST GUN ON EARTH
    Marking found on what seems to have been a J. Stevens Arms Co. Model 105 single gun
J

JBL
Belgian. Maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

JFC
With or without
• A Triangle with a Crown in the Center
• LG
• An Ellipse with a Star above
Janssen Fils & Cie

JG
Joseph Cap

JGD
Jean-Gillis Delcour. Belgian, used on barrels

JJ
Joseph Janssen

JK
With a Crown above
Jules Kaufmann & Co. Used on barrels c. 1914

JL
With a Crown
Joseph LeMille

JL
With a Ladybug and J.F. & CO. With or without
• An Ellipse and a Barbell
• inside 2 Circles
Janssen Fils & Co.

J.R. & CO.
John Reeves & Co. marking used on McEntee & Hughes hammerless guns made by McEntee & Co.
who owned John Reeves

J V
Joseph Vanbalem, Chaufontaine, Belgium. Used on barrels

JACARE & CAIMAN
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

JACOB, JOSEPH
Gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1861 to 1899

JACOBI HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Philadelphia, PA and Wilmington, NC 1890 to 1914

JACQUEMART, J.
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

JACKSON ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for C.M. McClung & Co.

JACKRABBIT
H.W. Cooey Machine & Arms Co.

JACKSON, MAKER, NOTTINGHAM
S. Jackson

JACKSON, RICHARD
English gun maker 1866 to 1869 and 1873 to 1897

JACKSON, RICHARD & ELIAS
English gun maker 1870 to 1872

JACKSON, S.
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

JACKSON, THOMAS
English gun maker 1850 to 1872

JACKSON, THOMAS & SON
English gun maker 1872 to 1879

JAMART, J.
Belgian barrel maker c. 1880 to 1914.

(THE) JAMES GUN
Enos James made in the late 1880's and early 1890's
JAMES, ENOS & CO.
English gun maker 1880 to at least 1920

JAMES, E. & CO.
Enos James & Co.

T. B. JANNEY TWIST BELGIUM
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

T. B. JANNEY
Marking found on a Belgian made 10 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown

JANNEY, SEMPLE, HILL INVINCIBLE
- Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works on single guns
- Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin Co.- hammer doubles
made for Janney, Semple, Hill & Co.

JANNEY, SEMPLE, HILL & CO.
Dealer located in Minneapolis, MN c. 1860 to 1960

JANSEN, DIEDERICH W.
Dealer located in Joplin, MO 1879 to 1899

JANSEN, H.
Gun maker located in Wesel, ?. Made hammer doubles c. 1882

JANSSEN & SONS
Janssen Fils & Co.

JANSEN & SONS
Janssen Fils & Co.

JANSSEN, A.
Belgian gun maker 1854 to 1882.

JANSSEN, J.
Belgian gun maker 1876 to 1895

JANSSEN FILS & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1895 to c. 1965

JANSSEN SONS & CO.
Janssen Fils & Co.

JANSSEN SONS & CO. THE INTERCHANGEABLE
Janssen Fils & Co.

JARRETT, HENRY J.
English gun maker 1869 to 1871

JEFFRIES, LINCOLN
English gun maker 1875 to 1930

JEFFERY, S.R.
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least.

JEFFERY, W.J. & CO.
English gun maker 1888 to 1929

JENKINS SAFETY CATCH GUN CO.
Gun maker supposedly located in Rock Hill, SC 1892 to 1894. No record exists of their existence.

JENNEY & GRAHAM GUN CO.
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1887 to c. 1910

JEROMA, A.S.
Marking found on a 10 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown.

JEWEL
Fabrique D’Armes Reunies, S.A.- A. Bertrand

JIEFFE
Janssen Fils & Co. Also used by Manufacture Liegeoise D’Armes a Feu 1912 to 1914

JIEFFE
Janssen Fils & Co.

JOHNSON, J.H.
see Great Western Gun Works
JOIRIS & GEURTEN
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940.

JONES THREE BARREL GUN CO.
Supposedly a U.S. maker. No information. No specimens seen.

JONES, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1826 to 1898

JORDAN, LOUIS
Gun maker and dealer located in Chicago, IL 1889 to 1898, St. Louis, MO 1902 to 1906. Operated as Graf & Jordan in 1889

JOSEPH, SOLOMON & CO.
English gun maker 1868 to 1876

(THE) JOSEPH ARMS CO. NORWICH, CONN.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

JOSLYN ACTION
12 gauge single gun made on a Joslyn carbine action. Advertised in 1898 by Charles J. Godfrey.
K

• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co. Note: KK stands for Keen Kutter

K L & CO.
Marking found on a single gun-maker unknown

K-S-CO.
Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works made for Keith-Simmons Hardware Co.

KAFFIR
Fabrique D’Armes Reunies on ZULU Type single barrel guns

KAINTUCKEE
W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on single barrel guns

KAINTUCKEE 1901
W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on single barrel guns

KANSAS CITY ARMS CO. NITRO BLACKBIRD
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

KAUFMANN, JULES & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1790 to 1975

KAUFMANN, MICHAEL
English gun maker 1879 to 1899

KAUTZKY, JOSEPH
Gunsmith and gun maker located in Fort Dodge, IA and Perry, IA c. 1870 to 1920. Invented single trigger used on A.H. Fox doubles.

KAVANAUGH, WILLIAM & SON
Irish gun maker in the 1880’s at least.

KEEN KUTTER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

KEEP BROS.
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

THE KEEPER’S GUN
Thomas Bland & Sons on hammer doubles

HENRY KEIDEL & CO.
Dealer located in Baltimore, MD 1866 to 1978

KEITH, BENHAM & DEZENDORF
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1883 to 1908

KEITH-SIMMONS CO.
Largest hardware & sporting goods wholesaler in U.S. 1900 to 1940. Owned Winchester Repeating Arms Co. in the 1930’s.

KENNEDY, M.F. & BROS.
Gun maker and dealer located in St. Paul, MN 1867 to 1940.

KELLY MFG. CO.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles
• J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

KERNER, EMIL & SON
German gun maker 1934 to 1939

KERR, CHARLES
English gun maker 1810 to c. 1890

KESSLER, F.W. & KURT
German gun maker 1934 to 1939

KETTNER, ED.
German gun maker at least 1922 to 1939

KETTNER, FRANZ
German gun maker at least 1920 to 1939
THE KEYSTONE, INTERCHANGEABLE

KEYSTONE
    • W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
    • Neumann Freres (hammer double)
      Made for E.K. Tryon Jr. & Co.

KEYSTONE ARMS CO.
    • W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
    • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
    • Hunter Arms Co. on Fulton Model boxlock
      Made for E.K. Tryon Jr. & Co.

KEYSTONE ARMS CO. PAT. JUNE 20, 1883 FINE DAMASCUS STEEL BELGIUM

KIE, WILLIAM CO. LIVERPOOL
    Marking found on an English made 12 gauge hammer double.

KILBY, RALPH A.
    Dealer located in the following places:
    • London, England- 1874 to 1877
    • Montreal, Quebec- 1862 to 1892
    Canadian agents for Smith & Wesson and others.

KIND, ALBRECHT
    German gun maker 1922 to 1929 at least. Used AKAH as a trade mark.

KINDLER, VINCENT
    Dealer located in the following places:
    • Monroe, MI - 1868 to 1877 Operated as MOSSER & KINDLER 1868 to 1871
    • Saginaw, MI 1879 to 1899

A.C. KINDGREN, SIOUX CITY, IA
    Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

A. KING
    Marking found on a Lefauvauch action, Belgian made, hammer double-maker unknown.

KING OF CLUB
    Neumann Freres

KING FISCHER
    Marking found on a hammer three barrel gun- maker unknown

KING'S HARDWARE GUN 12 GAUGE FULL CHOKE
    Crescent Fire Arms Co.

KING NITRO DOUBLE
    J. Stevens Arms Co. (Model 315). Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

KING NITRO
    • W.H. Davenport Arms Co. single made until 1903.
    • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made 1904 and later
    • J. Stevens Arms Co. (Model 315).
      Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

KINGSLAND GUN CO.
    Crescent Fire Arms Co.

KINGSLAND SPECIAL
    Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Geller, Ward & Hasner

KINGSLAND 10 STAR
    Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Geller, Ward & Hasner

KIRCHBAUMER, J. UNT. FERLACH
    see P.R. SPECIAL STAHL

KIRCHOFF
    Marking found on a 16 gauge hammer double, serial no. 169,167.

KIRK GUN CO.
    Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Farwell, Ozmun & Kirk.
KIRK, JAMES
Scottish gun maker c. 1910 to 1930

KIRK, W. STOKES
Dealers located in Philadelphia, PA 1893 to 1974

KIRKWOOD BROS.
Dealer and gun maker located in Boston, MA 1897 to 1946

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
Dealer and gun maker located in Boston, MA 1874 to 1897

KIRTLAND BROS.
Dealer located in New York City from the 1890's until at least 1956.

KITTERIDGE ARMS CO. CONTINENTAL FINE TWIST PAT. JUNE 20, 1883
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

KITTERIDGE, BENJAMIN
Dealers located in Cincinnati, OH from 1845 to 1891. Sold Belgian made guns marked with their name 1881 and later.

KITTERIDGE, B. & CO.
Belgian made for Benjamin Kitteridge

KLEAN KILLER PIGEON GUN
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.

KLEIN, MAXWELL
Gun maker and dealer located in the following places:
- Lansing, MI - 1891 to 1895
- Mt. Pleasant, MI - 1895

KNAAK, GEORGE
German gun maker c. 1910 to 1945.

KNICKERBOCKER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. brand until 1915
- J. Stevens Arms Co. used this name after 1915

KNICKERBOCKER NO. 2
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

KNICKERBOCKER CLUB GUN
Enos James & Son made for Charles J. Godfrey. See BOGARDUS CLUB GUN.

KNOCK ABOUT
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. before 1925
- J. Stevens Arms Co. - 1925 and later
Made for Montgomery, Ward & Co.

THE KNOCKABOUT GUN
Auguste Francotte & Co. made for Von Lengerke & Detmold

KNOLL, MAX
German gun maker. Dates of operation uncertain.

KNOXALL
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Used on hammerless doubles.
Made for Iver Johnson's Sporting Goods

KNOX-ALL I.J. BOSTON
- N.R. Davis & Sons
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
Made for Iver Johnson's Sporting Goods

KOBER, MAX
German gun maker. Dates of operation not known.

KOBOLD
Neumann Freres

KONIG, H. & A.
German gun maker 1922 to 1939
KONIG, BAYR. HOFGEWEHRFABRIK CARL STIEGELE MUNCHEN
   German gun maker c. 1922 to 1939. See CARL STIEGELE.
KORINSKI, A. ERLANGEN
   German gun maker c. 1900 to 1914
KRAUSS-KLEIN, PAUL
   English gun maker 1871 to 1874
KRAUSSER, ALFRED
   German gun maker 1920 to 1929
KRIDER, JOHN H.
   Gun maker and dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1826 to 1887.
KREIGHOFF, HEINRICH
   German gun maker 1929 to date
KROYDEN
   Savage Arms Co.
KRUPP
   F. Krupp of Essen, Germany. Used on barrels.
KRUSE HARDWARE CO.
   Dealer located in Cincinnati, OH c. 1890 to 1920.
KUPFER, GEER
   Marking found on a 24 gauge hammerless double. Maker unknown.
SAM KYLE & CO.
   Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

L L intertwined with PHOENIX EJECTOR and PATENT underneath
L. Lairosse, Belgium

L L intertwined with PHOENIX HAMMERLESS PATENT
L. Lairosse, Belgium

L A M below a Triangle
L. Ancion-Marx

L B
Lhermitte & Pruynenky, Belgian, used on barrels c. 1914

L C in an Ellipse with "the Perron"
Charles Clement

L C
Lucien Clement

L L C with a Crown above
F. Courally

L H
Henri Lochet, Chaufontaine, Belgium. Used on barrels

L L H
L. Lochet-Habran. Used on barrels

THE LPG
Decatur Bull & Co., Montreal, Quebec importer. Maker unknown

THE LPG IMITATION TWIST GUARANTEED GOVERNMENT TEST
Decatur Bull & Co., Montreal, Quebec importer. Maker unknown

L S and the Sun
L. Soliel, Liege, Belgium

L S below a Crown
Leruitte nee Smeets, Liege, Belgium

W. LACEY LONDON FINE LAMINATED STEEL
Marking found on an 8 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown

LACLEDE GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

LACLEDE GUN CO. MADE FOR RAWLINGS SPORTING GOODS CO. ST. LOUIS, MO
Francotte & Cie on hammer doubles

A Ladybug inside a Circle and a Lightning Bolt
Janssen Fils & Co.

LA FAVE ARMS CO. DEFIANCE, OHIO
Gun maker located in Defiance, OH c.1907-08

G. LAFLEY
Hammer double sold by Henry C. Squires in 1878 and 1879. Possibly Greener made.

LA HAYE, OSCAR
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

LA HAYE-MARBAISE, JEAN
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

LAKESIDE
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Montgomery Ward.

LAIRD, J.W. & CO.
English gun maker 1889 to 1896

LAJOT, W.
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double

LALOUX, GEORGES
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940
LA LIEGEOISE, C. CLEMENT, LIEGE, BELGIUM
    Neumann Freres
LAMBERSON, FURMAN & CO.
    Importer located in New York City 1884 to 1888
L. LAMBLIN & CO.
    Belgian gun maker 1868 to 1882.
LAMBLIN & THEATE
    Belgian gun maker 1883 to 1893.
LAMINATED FIGURE BELGIUM
    Henri Pieper
LAMINATED STEEL, S. SUTHERLAND
    Marking found on a 10 gauge hammer double also marked G.H. FERRISS PATENT 1874. George H. Ferriss made.
LAMINATED STEEL MADE EXPRESSLY FOR H.B. ADAMS
    G. LaLoux on hammer doubles
LANATA, GIOVANNI
    Italian gun maker 1911 to 1925
LANCASTER, ALFRED
    English gun maker 1862 to 1892
LANCASTER, CHARLES & CO.
    English gun maker 1850 to 1936
LANDRY, J.A. SPORTING GOODS, LTD.
    Dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1904 to 1910
LANE, CHARLES
    English gun maker 1869 to 1900
LANE, GEORGE J.
    English gun maker 1879
LANG, EDWARD
    English gun maker 1880 to 1889
LANG & HUSSEY
    English gun maker 1896 to 1901
LANG, JAMES
    English gun maker 1887 to 1900
LANG, JOSEPH & SON
    English gun maker 1850 to 1896
LANGLEY, J.J.
    English gun maker c. 1900 to 1920
LANGENHAN, FRANZ
    Fredrich Langenhan Gewehre u Fahrradfabrik
LANGENHAN, FREDRICH, GEWEHRE U FAHRRADFABRIK
    German gun maker 1892 to 1945 located in Zella-Mehlis.
LA ROYALE with a Shield
    A. Andre, Belgium
LARSON HARDWARE CO.
    Dealer located in Sioux Falls, SD. Sold Iver Johnson made single gun marked SIOUX.
F.L. LASSETTER & CO.
    Retailer located in Sidney, Australia at least 1900 to 1914
LAU, J.H. & CO.
    Dealer located in New York City 1873 to 1905.
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM
    Gun maker located in Laconia, NH 1862 to 1879. Made some tip-up shotguns.
LAYMAN CAREY & CO. LONDON FINE TWIST
    Marking found on a hammer double-maker unknown
LEA, F.
   Marking found on a Birmingham, England proofed boxlock hammerless double.
LEADER GUN CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Charles Williams Stores
THE LEADER
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
LEADER, C.F.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.
LEADER
   Shattuck Arms Co.
LEARY, THOMAS
   Dealer and importer located in New York City until 1904
LEBEAU-COURALLY, AUGUST
   Belgian gun maker 1865 to date
LEBEDA, A.V.
   Gun maker located in Prague, Bohemia from 1847 until at least the mid 1880's.
LECLERCQ, LEON
   Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940
LEE HARDWARE COMPANY
   Dealer located in Salinas, KS from 1895 to 1912
LEE'S SPECIAL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Lee Hardware Co.
LEE'S MUNNER SPECIAL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Lee Hardware Co.
LEE, WILLIAM
   English gun maker 1860 to 1900
LEESON, WILLIAM R.
   English gun maker 1880 to 1931
LEFAUCHEAUX, EUGENE
   French gun maker 1870 to 1871
LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY
   Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1885 to 1915
LEFEVER & BARBER CO.
   Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1874 to 1875
THE D.M. LEFEVER ARMS COMPANY
   Gun maker located in Bowling Green, OH 1903 to 1906
THE D.M. LEFEVER COMPANY
   Gun maker located in Bowling Green, OH 1906 to 1907
LE FRANC-TIREUR
   Manufacture D'Armes LePage
LE FULGUR
   Charles Clement
LEGIA
   Nicolas Pieper
HENRY LEIGH
   Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double made c. 1880.
HENRY LEIGH ARMS CO. PAT. JUNE 23, 1885
   Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co. on single guns
LEJEUNE, GASPARD
   Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914
LEMILLE, JOSEPH
   Gun maker located in Liege, Belgium c. 1820 to 1885
LENZ, C.
see Manufacture Stephanoise D'Armes

LEONARD, D. & SON
   English gun maker 1880 to 1891

LEOPOLD ARMS CO.
   Henri Pieper on small bore hammer doubles

LEOPOLD ARMS CO. GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXHIBITION 1889 MODIFIED DIANA FINE DAMASCUS
   Henri Pieper

LE PAGE with a Cavalier standing above it
LE PAGE LE PAGE with an open Book
LE PAGE OF LIEGE
LE PAGE LIEGE
   Jules Kaufmann & Co. S.A./Manufacture D'Armes Le Page

A. LE PAGE & SON, LIEGE
   Piriot & Fresart

LEPPER, EDUARD
   German gun maker 1887 to 1899

LEPPER, MAX
   German gun maker 1899 to 1935

LE PERSONNE, L. & CO.
   English gun maker 1894 to 1960

LE RAPIDE
   J. Bertrand

LE RATIONNEL with or without the Goddess Minerva
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper

LESNIK
   Auguste Francotte & Co.

LESTON
   Fredrick Turner & Co. Sidney, Australia

LESTON DALY CO.
   Fredrick Turner & Co. Sidney, Australia

LEUGRANN STEEL, L., a Cartridge, ORIGINAL MARK
   F. Courally

LEVE, CHARLES
   Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

LEVIN, MOSES
   English gun maker 1885 to 1888

LEWIS, G.E. & SONS
   English gun maker 1880 to 1920

LEWIS & TOMES

LIDDLE & KAEDING
   Gun maker located in San Francisco, CA 1859 to 1898. Operated under the following names:
   - 1859 to 1872- Liddle & Co.
   - 1873 to 1889- Liddle & Kaeding
   - 1890 to 1894- Liddle Gun Co.
   - 1895 to 1898- Liddle & Co.

LIEGE ARMS CO.
   Fabrique D'Armes de Liege

THE LIEGE ARMS CO., LTD.
   Fabrique D'Armes de Liege

LIEGE FIREARMS MANUFACTURING CO.

LIEGE FIREARMS MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
LIEGE FIREARMS MFG. CO.
   Manufacture Liégeoise D'Armes a Feu
LIEGE GUN CO.
   Manufacture Liégeoise D'Armes a Feu made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.
LIEGE SMALL ARMS MFG. CO.
   Belgian gun maker located in London, England 1882 to 1884
LIEGE SMALL ARMS FACTORY
   Belgian gun maker located in London, England 1867 to 1880
LIGNOSE D'ARMES
   Marking found on a Belgian made boxlock hammerless double made c. 1900-1914.
LINDER, H.A.
   German gun maker c. 1870 to 1920
A Lion with a Crown of Leaves and 2 Anchors with a Rope
   Auguste Francotte & Co.
LIPSCOMB, H.G. & CO.
   Dealer located in Nashville, TN until about 1920. Sold a single gun marked Perfection.
LISLE, R.
   Marking found on an English made hammer double made c. 1880-1910
LITTLE, G. & CO.
   English gun maker 1889 to 1896
LITTLE DIAMOND LAMINATED FIGURE BELGIUM
   Anciens Etab. Pieper on 410 bore hammer doubles
LITTLE GEM
   Marking found on a 410 bore sidehammer single gun, trigger guard opening-maker unknown
LITTLE PAL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns made for Townley Metal & Hardware Co.
LITTLE PET
   J. Stevens Arms Co.
LITTLE PET ROYAL GUN WORKS
   Anciens Etab. Pieper on 410 bore hammer doubles
LITTLE WONDER
   Anciens Etab. Pieper on 410 bore hammer doubles
   Also found on a bolt action 410 bore- maker unknown
LIVERSIDGE, CHARLES F.
   English gun maker c. 1880 to 1900
LIVINGSTON, J.W., MAKER AND PATENTEE
   Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1881 to 1883 and in Cazenovia, NY 1884 to 1887.
LIVINGSTON, J.
   Henri Pieper made LeFaucheaux Action hammer doubles c. 1885 to 1890.
   Made for C.E. Overbaugh, New York City
LLOYD'S OF LONDON
   Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double.
LLOYD & SON
   English gun maker 1880 to 1900
L. LOCHET-HABRAN
   Belgian barrel maker 1880 to 1925
LOCHET, HENRI
   Belgian gun maker 1887 to 1914
LOCK, W. WATTS & CO.
   English gun maker 1882 to 1892
LOESCHE, ADOLPH
   German gun maker 1921 to 1926 (Hanover, Germany)
LOHMeyer, TAIT & CO.
LOHSE, CARL
   Located in Liege, Belgium. Patented a hammerless double January 16, 1906 (# 810,162)

LONDON ARMOURY CO.
   English gun maker 1857 to at least 1901

LONDON BREECHLOADING FIREARMS CO.
   English gun maker 1882 to 1884

LONDON, EDWARD
   English gun maker 1850 to 1872

LONDON FINE TWIST
   Marking found on Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

LONDON FIRE ARMS CO.
   English gun maker 1885 to 1887

LONDON FLUID STEEL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

LONDON GUN CO.
   English gun maker 1888 to 1934

LONDON LAMINATED STEEL
   Marking found on hammer double- maker unknown

LONDON SMALL ARMS CO.
   English gun maker 1867 to 1926

LONG RANGE MARVEL
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. made- 1893 to 1909
   • Meriden Fire Arms Co. made- 1910 to 1917
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. made- 1917 and later

LONG RANGE WINNER
   Same as LONG RANGE MARVEL

LONG RANGE WONDER
   Same as LONG RANGE MARVEL

LONG, RICHARD
   London, England agent for A. BOURCHEZ of Liege, Belgium

LONG TOM
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
   • Meriden Fire Arms Co. on Fyrberg type single guns
   • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. Models 90 and 95

LONG TOM PAT. AUG. 1913
   • J. Stevens Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

LOOMIS
   Burgess Gun Co. on a small number of doubles made between 1895 and 1899. All guns had Belgian Damascus barrels.

F. A. LOOMIS
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Belgian made hammer double. Maker unknown

F.A. LOOMIS, IXL NO. 9
   Belgian made. Imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 9 LAMINATED STEEL
   Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 11
   Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 15
   Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 16
Henri Pieper

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 17
Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 19
Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 19 DAMASCUS STEEL
Joseph Bourne & Co.

F.A. LOOMIS IXL NO. 33
Joseph Bourne & Co.

WM. LOOMIS
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

LOUIS ARMS CO.
Henri Pieper made rifle/shotgun

LOVELL ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works on single guns
- Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles
Made for John P. Lovell Arms Co.

LOVELL CHAMPION
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works

LOVELL CHAMPION MADE BY JOHN P. LOVELL COMPANY, PORTLAND, ME
John P. Lovell Arms Co. made.

LOVELL, JOHN P. ARMS CO.
Dealer located in Boston, MA; Portland, ME and Worcester, MA 1887 to 1904.
Sold to Iver Johnson in 1904

J. P. LOVELL ARMS CO. BOSTON, MASS. EUREKA GUN FINE DAMASCUS
C. G. Bonehill on hammer doubles made for John P. Lovell Arms Co.

LOWENSTEIN & SONS
Dealer located in Charleston, WV 1900 to 1977

LOWER, JOHN P. (& SONS)
Dealer located in Denver, CO 1872 to 1915

LOWER, JOHN P. & SONS, DENVER, CO
Marking found on a German made 16 gauge hammerless double.

LUTTICHER FEUER-WAFFENFABRIK, A.G.
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

LYON ARMS CO.
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double, serial number 82

LYON & LYON
Marking found on an English made 16 gauge hammer double.
M

M.B.F
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914.

M.D. inside a Circle
A. Andre, Belgium

M.F. PATENT
Max Fleigenschmidt

M.G. Bte
Marking found on a G.H. Ferriss action with Belgian proofs and Francotte barrels.

M H
Matheiu Huoart, Belgian. Used on barrels c. 1914

M.K. PATENT with a Triangle and a Star
Michael Kaufmann

ML in a Circle
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

ML and a Comet
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

M M C J D
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

M N W
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

M R F
Heuse-Riga Freres. Used on barrels c. 1914

MSA ARMES CYCLES
Manufacture Stephanoise D'Armes. (French gun maker)

M W
Mathieu Waaure of Trayon, Belgium. Used on barrels c. 1914

McCARTHY BUCK & CO.
English gun maker 1898 to c. 1920

McCLAREN, SAXON, WILLIAMS & CO.
Imported Belgian made shotguns c. 1870

McCLUNG, C.M. & CO.
Dealer located in Nashville, TN c. 1880 to 1920

McCIMAS, ALEXANDER
Gunsmith located in Baltimore, MD 1843 to 1889

McENTEE & CO.

McGILL HARDWARE CO. PATENT MAY 14, 1901
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on Model 1900 single guns

MACGUIRE, JOHN
English gun maker 1865 to 1887

MACHINE GUN
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin made 10 gauge back action hammer double

MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

MACHINE MADE (with other marks)
Neumann Freres

MACHINE MADE-SAFETY ACTION-BAYARD GUN
Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

MACKENZIE BROS.
English gun maker 1881 to 1894

MACKIE, JAMES
English gun maker 1879 to 1893

MADISON, EDWARD H.
Gun maker located in New York City 1870 to 1882
MAGIC
  Trademark used by F. Lassettet & Co., Sydney, Australia (1870 to 1925) on shotguns made by others.

MAGNUM
  Webley & Scott on hammerless doubles made for Alcock & Pierce.

MAHILLON, EMILE
  Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1940

MAIN ASC
  Alfred Schuchard & Co., Belgium

MAIRLOT, EDMOND
  Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

MAISON MODE
  French gun maker c. 1875 to c. 1900. Created by the merger of LeFaucheaux, Chavelier and Rieger.

MALEHAM, CHARLES H.
  English gun maker 1873 to c. 1914

MALHERBE, LOUIS
  Belgian gun maker 1843 to at least 1881

MALTBY, HENLEY & CO.
  Dealer located in New York City 1888 to 1893. Operated as Maltby, Curtiss & Co. 1873 to 1887.

MANCHESTER ARMS CO.
  Henri Pieper

MANCHESTER ARMS CO. PAT 488366 DECB. 20, 1892 PIEPER BELGIUM
  - Henri Pieper
  - Anciens Etab. Pieper
  on hammer doubles

MANHATTAN ARMS CO.
  - Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
  - Neumann Freres until 1903, if Belgian made hammer double
  - F. Dumoulin & Co. 1903 and later, if Belgian made hammer double
  - J.P. Sauer & Son, if German made hammerless double
  - Harrington & Richardson Arms Co., if a single gun
  - Hunter Arms Co., if U.S. made hammerless double
  Mark used by Schoverling, Daly & Gales

MANHATTAN DOUBLE
  Hunter Arms Co. Also used on Belgian made doubles. See MANHATTAN ARMS CO.

MANHATTAN ARMS-NITRO POWDER, SUPERIOR QUALITY
  Hunter Arms Co. Used on FULTON Models made for Schoverling, Daly & Gales

MANTON, JOSEPH & CO.
  - Henri Pieper, if Belgian made.
  - Also used on some English made doubles, maker not known.
  Imported by Schoverling, Daly & Gales

J. MANTON
  Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

J. MANTON GOVERNMENT TESTED CHoke BORED
  Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

J. MANTON & CO.
  Gun maker located in London, England and Calcutta, India 1850 to 1877.
  This mark has also been found on some Belgian made hammer doubles. Probably Pieper made.

W. H. MANTON
  Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

MANTOIT
  Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

MANTOIT FINE DAMASCUS FINISH
  Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

MFG., J.F. & CO.
  Janssen Fils & Co.
MANUFACTURE D'ARMES DE HDH S.A.
Name of Henrion, Dassy et Heuschen after 1910.

MANUFACTURE LIEGEEOISE D'ARMES A FEU
Belgian gun maker 1885 to 1940

MANUFACTURE D'ARMES LE PAGE S.A.
Belgian gun maker 1790 to 1975

MANUFACTURE D'ARMES DE L'ETAT
Gun maker located at 131 Rue St. Leonard, Liege, Belgium 1922 to 1930

MANUFACTURE STEPHANOISE D'ARMES
French gun maker in the 1920's at least

MANUFACTURE
French gun maker 1893 to 1987

(THE) MAINE
Trade name used by Fredrick Turner & Co. (Australia)

MACQUINAY, LAMBERT
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.

MARLIN FIREARMS CO.
Gun maker located in New Haven, CT 1873 to date.

MARCA GARCIA HERON
Janssen Fils & Co.

MARCA PAPAGAIO with a Parrot
F. Dumoulin & Co.

MARCHNER, HANS
German gun maker 1895 and later. Located in Bamberg, Germany.

MARECHAL-VERVIER
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

MARKSMAN
I. Hollis & Sons. Used on 12 gauge hammer doubles exported to Australia and sold by F.L. Lasseter & Co.

MARNES, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1871 to 1881

MARNES, JOSEPH
English gun maker 1878 to 1893

MARRISON, ROBERT D.
English gun maker 1859 to 1880

MARSHALL, S.R. & CO.
Marking found on a Belgian made double.

MARSHALL ARMS CO.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
• Marking found on a Belgian made double

MARSHALL-WELLES CO.
Large Canadian dealer. Had some U.S. locations. In business c. 1900 to 1986

MARSTON, SAMUEL & CO.
English gun maker 1840 to 1934

MARSWELLS
Marlin Firearms Co. slide action made for Marshall-Welles Co.

MARSWELL'S IMPROVED MODEL
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. made for Marshall-Welles Co.

MARSWELL'S MODEL 1922
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. made for Marshall-Welles Co.

MARTEL- NATIONAL FIRE ARMS CO.
Marlin Firearms Co. on Model 20

MARTIN, A.
Alexander Martin

MARTIN, ARTHUR
English gun maker 1885 to 1890

MARTIN, ALEXANDER
Scottish gun maker 1850 to 1956

MARVEL
J. Stevens Arms Co.

MASSACHUSETTS ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Chicopee Falls, MA 1880 to about 1893. Made some shotguns on Maynard single shot actions.

MASSACHUSETTS ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on doubles made before 1920
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on singles and doubles made 1920 and later

MASQUELIER, E.
Belgian gun maker 1811 to 1975

MASU BROTHERS
English gun maker 1865 to 1892

MATE
Marking found on a hammerless double.

MATHEWS & BOUCHER
French gun maker c. 1920 to 1928

MAXMIN
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

MEACHAM ARMS CO.
N.R. Davis & Sons hammerless double

MEACHAM, E.C. ARMS CO.
Dealer located in St. Louis, MO 1871 to 1900

MEARS
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. if U.S. made
- F. Dumoulin & Co. if Belgian made

Probably a trade brand of E.K. Tryon Jr. & Co. as Edward V. Mears was a Vice-President of that firm 1908 to 1918

MEARS ARMS CO.-LAMINATED STEEL-BELGIUM
F. Dumoulin & Co.

MEARS ARMS CO. TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
F. Dumoulin & Co.

MEARS BROS.
English gun maker 1886 to 1892

MEFFERT, M.
German gun maker 1910 to 1938

MEKHANE
Blaise Camet, Lyon, France

MENZ, AUGUST
German gun maker 1912 to 1924

MERIDEN FIRE ARMS CO.
U.S. gun maker 1905 to 1918. Owned by Sears, Roebuck

MERKEL BROTHERS
German gun maker 1920 to 1945. Also known as GEBRUDER MERKEL

MERRIMAC ARMS & MFG. CO.
Gun maker located in Newburyport, MA 1861 to 1866. Part of Brown Mfg. Co. in 1866. Both firms made falling block 20 gauge shotguns

MERRITT, BENJAMIN
Gun maker located in Newton, MA 1883 to 1886. Supposedly made some 10 gauge revolving shotguns.

**MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.**
Dealer located in New York City 1855 to 1898. Operated as Hulbert Bros from 1882 on.

**MESABI FLUID STEEL-COMSTOCK ARMS CO.**
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. for Marshall-Welles Co.

**METAL VAN'T HORN H with a Saber across a Crown**
F. Courally

**METEOR**
Louis Muller

**METEOR FABRIQUE D'ARMES LIEGE**
Fabrique D'Armes Liege on hammer doubles

**METROPOLITAN**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Seigel Cooper Co.

**METROPOLITAN ARMS CO.**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Seigel Cooper Co.

**METROPOLITAN ARMS CO. BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS FINISH**
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

**METTUBE**
Henri Pieper

**MEUNIER, JOHN**
Gun maker and dealer located in Milwaukee, WI from 1840 to 1930.

**MEURICE, LOUIS-JOSEPH**
Gun maker located in Rys, Belgium c. 1900 to 1914

**MEXICAN**
Manufacture Liegeois D'Armes a Feu

**MIDDLETON, EDWARD**
English gun maker 1855 to 1895

**MIDDLETON, JOHN**
English gun maker c. 1896 to 1924

**MIDDLETON, JOSEPH**
English gun maker 1924 to 1927

**MIDDLETON, JOSEPH & ROBERT**
English gun maker 1927 to 1934

**MIDLAND GUN CO.**
English made at Demon Works, 1878 to 1940

**MIDLAND GUN WORKS-LEICESTER**
Henry Clarke mark

**MILLER NO. 3**
T. Theate & Co.

**MILLER, CHARLES & SON**
English gun maker in the 1870's at least

**MILLS CO.**
Marking found on a hammer double - maker unknown

**MILWAUKEE ARMS CO.**
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on sidelock hammer doubles

**MILWAUKEE GUN CO.**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.

**MIMARD**
French gun maker c. 1890 to 1920

**MINNESOTA ARMS CO.**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Farwell, Ozmun, Kirk & Co.

**MISSAUBI ARMS CO.**
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
MISSISSIPPI ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

MISSISSIPPI ARMS CO. ST. LOUIS
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
Made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY FIRE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

MODELE A 1907
Regis Darne mark on a sliding breech double

MODELE C 1881 PERFECTIONNE
Regis Darne mark on a rotary breech double

MODELE C 1909
Regis Darne mark on a side swing opening double

MODELE P 1898 PERFECTIONNE
Regis Darne mark on a sliding breech double

MODELE R 1894
Regis Darne mark on a sliding breech double

MODELE R 1909
Regis Darne mark on a sliding breech double

MODELE V 1909
Regis Darne mark on a sliding breech double

MODELO CENTRAL AMERICAINE
A. Aldazabal

MODERN
Auguste Francotte & Co.

MODIFIED DIANA
- Henri Pieper until 1895
- Anciens Etablissments Pieper 1895 and later

MODIFIED DIANA, GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXPOSITION 1889
- Henri Pieper until 1895
- Anciens Etablissments Pieper 1895 and later

MODIFIED DIANA NO. 2410 LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper 1895 and later

MODIFIED DIANA LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

MODUC
Marking found on a ZULU type single gun

MOELLER & KELLNER
German gun maker c. 1880 to 1910

MOHAWK
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Blish, Mize & Silliman Co.
- H.W. Cooey Machine & Tool Co. made on a single gun sold in Canada
- Union Arms Co. on hammerless doubles
- Union Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

MOHAWK ARMS CO., WILSON'S WELDED STEEL
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

MOHAWK CHIEF
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

MOHAWK GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Blish Mize & Silliman Co.

**MOHAWK MODEL 1929**
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on single barrel guns.

**MONARCH ARMS CO.**
- Anciens Etablissements Pieper

**MONARCH ARMS CO. HAMMERLESS**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Kirtland Bros., Inc.

**MONARCH MACHINE GUN**
- Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

**MONITOR**
- Trade name used by Paxton & Gallagher Hardware Co. on shotguns made by the following firms:
  - Crescent Fire Arms Co., if the gun is a VICTOR Model single gun
  - Harrington & Richardson Arms Co., if the gun is a single barrel with the trigger guard set into the frame and not fastened by screws.
  - Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, if the gun is a single barrel and the top snap turns only to the right.
  - J. Stevens Arms Co., Model 90 single, if the number is stamped on the inside frame on the left and on the underside of the barrel near the chamber.
  - J. Stevens Arms Co., if the gun is a Model 315 hammerless double

**MONK, W.H.**
- English gun maker 1870's to date.

**MONOBLOC below a Circle with a Crown and R R as a monogram**
- P.E. Hennequin, Paris, France c. 1880's

**MONOGRAM ARMS CO.- BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS**
- Probably Charles Clement on hammer doubles.

**MONOPOL**
- Auguste Francotte & Co.

**MONTGOMERY ARMS CO.**
- Dealer located in Montgomery, AL at least 1892 to 1893.

**MONTGOMERY ARMS CO.**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

**MONTGOMERY, C. W.**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

**MONTGOMERY, T.C.**
- J.P. Clabrough & Bro hammer doubles.

**MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.**
- Large catalog retailer located in Chicago, IL 1890 to date.

**MONTGOMERY WARD HERCULES MODEL 1929**
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

**MONTULET, SERVAIS**
- Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

**MOODY, C.**
- English gun maker in the 1880's at least.

**MOORE & HARRIS**
- Back action hammer double made 1890 and later by W & C Scott & Sons

**HENRY MOORE**
- Marking found on a side lever opening Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

**MOORE'S, JOHN P. SONS**
- Dealer located in New York City until at least 1882. Owned 1876 and later by Schoverling, Daly & Gales

**MOORE, WILLIAM & CO.**
- English gun maker 1854 to 1872
- Henri Pieper trade brand on Belgian made shotguns

**WM. MOORE & CO. BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS**
- Henri Pieper
WM. MOORE & CO. BELGIUM FINE LAMINATED STEEL
   Henri Pieper

MOORE, WILLIAM & GREY
   English gun maker 1873 to 1931

MORAY, JACQUES-JOSEPH
   Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

MORETON
   John Moreton & Co.

MORETON, JOHN & CO.
   English gun maker c. 1860 to 1920

MORLEY BROS.
   Dealer located in Saginaw, MI c. 1895 to 1930

MORLEY & MURPHY HARDWARE CO.
   Dealer located in Green Bay, WI. see also MORLEY BROS.

MORRIS & BROTHER
   Dealer located in Baltimore, MD. Dates of operation uncertain.

MORRIS, HENRY
   Marking found on a hammerless double

W. MORSE & CO. LAMINATED STEEL
   Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double, serial number 50

MORTIMER, CHARLES
   see Mortimer & Kirkwood

MORTIMER GUN CO. BOSTON LAMINATED STEEL W. KIRKWOOD
   Mortimer & Kirkwood on hammer doubles

MORTIMER & KIRKWOOD
   Dealer and gun maker located in Boston, MA 1870 until 1946. Operated as Kirkwood Bros 1884 and later.

MORTIMER & SON
   Scottish gun maker 1730 to c. 1965

MORTON, WILLIAM
   English gun maker 1876 to 1888

MOSER & KINDLER
   see Vincent Kindler

MT. VERNON ARMS CO.
   • Belgian made hammer doubles
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. On hammerless doubles

MOYA STEEL
   Jose De Moya

MUCHLER, W. & SOHNE
   German gun maker 1931 to 1945

MUGICA, JOSE CRUZ
   Spanish gun maker 1934 to 1948

MULLER, LOUIS
   Either a gun maker or an agent located in Liege, Belgium from about 1880 to at least 1914. He was connected with the Crescent Fire Arms Co. and H & D Folsom Arms Co.

MULLIN, PATRICK
   Gun maker located in New York City until about 1887.

MURCOTT, THEOPHILUS
   English gun maker 1861 to 1878

MUR ARMS CO.
   Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

R. MURDOCK, NATIONAL FIREARMS COMPANY
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
   • Marlin Firearms Co. 1915 and later
MURRAY, D. JR.
   English gun maker in the 1880's at least
MURRAY, T.W. & CO.
   Irish gun maker 1884 to 1956
MURRAY & CO. CORK
   T.W. Murray & Co.
MUSSEN, JACQUES
   Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940
MUZZY, N.M.
   Barrel maker and choke borer located in Chicago, IL 1874 to 1894
N

N inside a Circle with a Cone and a Post
Neumann Freres

N F in a Flag on top of a Lighthouse
Neumann Freres

Fres N
Neuprez Freres. Belgian, used on barrels

N P with a Pistol Handle and an Oval Medallion
Nicolas Pieper

N P intertwined in a Oval
Nicolas Pieper

N P with a Pistol Handle around the letters
Nicolas Pieper

N P in a Circle
Nicolas Pieper

NRM
Nicolas Remade Mardy, Belgian, used on barrels c. 1914

NTC
F. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles

NANA
Marking found on a Belgian made 12 ga rolling block shotgun. (probably Nangant made)

NANGANT, F. M. & L.
Belgian gun maker 1875 to 1890

NANGANT, E. & L.
Belgian gun maker 1891 to c. 1914

NANGANT FRERES
Belgian gun maker c. 1914 to 1935

NATIONAL
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

NATIONAL FINE LAMINATED STEEL
Anciens Etabl. Pieper

NATIONAL ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1898 to 1899 (A.H. Fox)

NATIONAL ARMS CO.
Dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1918 to 1920

NATIONAL ARMS CO.
Hammer Doubles
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.
• Henri Pieper/Anciens Etablissments Pieper

Hammerless Doubles
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.

Single Guns
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Also found on Belgian made Martini action shotguns

Slide Action Guns
• Marlin Firearms Co.

NATIONAL ARMS CO.-R. MURDOCK
Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.- single barrel gun

NATIONAL ARMS & AMMUNITION CO.
English gun maker 1873 to 1896

NATIONAL BELLAS HESS & CO.
Large mail order dealer located in New York, NY c. 1910 to 1970's

NATIONAL FIRE ARMS CO.
U.S. gun maker 1866 to 1870
NATIONAL FIRE ARMS CO.
Marlin Firearms Co. on Model 20 shotguns

NATIONAL FIREARMS CO.
Marking found on a 8 gauge Martini-type Belgian made single gun with an 1887 patent date.

NATIONAL GUN CO.
Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1897 to 1898 (A.H. Fox)

NATIONAL LEAD CO.
Large manufacturer of lead and lead related products. Around 1920 in San Francisco, CA location purchased some single barrel guns from Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works marked FALCON.

A Native in a Landscape with a Crocodile
Nicolas Pieper

NEAL, JOHN H.
Dealer located in Bangor, ME 1881 to 1917

J. H. NEAL, BANGOR, ME., FINE TWIST
John H. Neal marking found on Belgian made shotguns he imported.

NEEDHAM, HENRY & JOSEPH
English gun maker 1870 to 1880

NEEDLER, W.B.
English gun maker 1843 to at least 1888

THE NEEDLE GUN
Marking found on a single shot bolt action shotgun- maker unknown

NEEL
French gun maker 1923 to 1926

NEO PLUS ULTRA
Fabrique D'Armes Reunies

NEUBER, FRANZ
Austrian gun maker 1901 to 1939

NEUMANN BROS.
Neumann Freres

NEUMANN BROS. THE INTERCHANGEABLE
Neumann Freres

NEUMANN BROS, THE INTERCHANGEABLE WARRANTED GOVT TEST
Neumann Freres

NEUMANN BROS. MACHINE MADE BELGIUM DAMASCUS FINISH
Neumann Freres

NEUMANN FRERES
Belgian gun maker 1863 to 1957

NEVER MISS
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

NEVER MISS MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles sold by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

NEW AMERICAN HAMMERLESS
Rheinhart Torkalson on hammerless doubles with a May 12, 1891 patent date.

NEW AMERICAN HAMMERLESS-SPENCER GUN CO.
Rheinhart Torkalson on hammerless doubles

NEWARK, J.
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

NEW AUBREY
Meriden Fire Arms Co.

NEW BAKER
Baker Gun & Forging Co.

NEW BRIDGEPORT
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

NEW BRITAIN ARMS CO.'S MONARCH
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Kirtland Bros., Inc.
NEW BRITAIN ARMS CO. MACINE MADE
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

NEW CAROLINA FLUID STEEL
  Marking found on a single gun-maker unknown

NEW CHIEFTAIN
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

(THE) NEW CONTINENTAL
  Janssen Fils & Co.

NEW DEFENDER
  Marking found on a 14 gauge hammer double. Probably made by Fabrique D'Armes Reunies

NEW ELGIN ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NEW EMPIRE
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.

THE NEW ENGLAND
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on hammer doubles

NEW ENGLAND
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co. c. 1914
  • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. 1903 to 1906
  • Meriden Fire Arms Co. 1906 to 1909

Made for Sears, Roebuck.

NEW ENGLAND ARMS CO.
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.
  • Meriden Fire Arms Co.

Made for Sears, Roebuck.

NEW ENGLAND ARMS CO. EXTRA FINE TWIST STEEL-MACHINE MADE GUN-BELGIUM
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin made for Charles J. Godfrey Stores and Rhode-Spencer Co.

NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS CO.
  • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.
  • Meriden Fire Arms Co.

NEW ENGLAND HAMMERLESS
  Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. made for Sears, Roebuck 1908

NEW ENGLAND WESTINGHOUSE CO.

NEW ENGLAND WONDER
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

NEW ERA GUN WORKS NEW YORK NITRO HAMMERLESS
  Baker Gun & Forging Co. (if no Belgian proofs)

NEW ERA GUN WORKS, NEW YORK NITRO HAMMERLESS PAT. AUGUST 12, 1884
  Baker Gun & Forging Co. on boxlock hammerless doubles.

NEW ERA GUN WORKS, NEW YORK NITRO HAMMERLESS PAT, AUG. 12, 1884 WITH 2 Quail in a Circle.
  Simonis, Janssens & Dumoulin, if gun has Belgian proofs

NEW ERA GUN WORKS
  Possibly used by Baker Gun & Forging Co. on some shotguns

NEW ERA NITRO HAMMERLESS 4012 MODEL 1900
  Baker Gun & Forging Co. on boxlock hammerless doubles

NEW HAVEN ARMS CO.
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • T. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles
  • Hunter Arms Co. on some FULTON model shotguns
NEW HAVEN ARMS CO: INTERCHANGEABLE
T. Dumoulin & Co.

NEW ITHACA GUN
Ithaca Gun Co. on some hammer doubles

NEW KEYSTONE RAPID FIRE STEEL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

NEW LIBERTY
Trade name used by Sears, Roebuck on Belgian made hammer doubles

NEW LONDON 1891
Hopkin & Allen Mfg. Co. on hammer doubles

NEW LONG RANGE MARVEL SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. CHICAGO, ILL. WILSON’S WELDED STEEL
Andrew Fyrberg & Co. on single guns

NEW LONG RANGE WINNER CHOKE BORED GENUINE ARMORY STEEL
Andrew Fyrberg & Co. on single guns

NEW LONG RANGE WINNER- WELDED STEEL
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

NEWHAM, GEORGE
English gun maker in the 1880's at least

NEW NITRO
Marking found on a single barrel gun- maker unknown

NEW ORLEANS
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA. FINE DAMASCUS-BELGIUM
Henri Pieper made for Baldwin & Co. Ltd.

NEW PINFIRE-1866
see W. Parker

NEWPORT
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• W. H. Davenport Arms Co. - single guns
• Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works - single guns
• J. Stevens Arms Co. - doubles
Made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

NEWPORT MODEL CN
J. Stevens Arms Co. made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

NEWPORT MODEL WN
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
• Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
Made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

NEW RIVAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

NEW RIVAL ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.

NEW WHITE POWDER WONDER
• Crescent Fire Arms Co. made before 1919
• W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns
• J. Stevens Arms Co. made 1919 and later

NEW WORCESTER
Torkalson Arms Co.

NEW YORK ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NEW YORK ARMS CO. MODEL 6214
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

(The) NEW YORKER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
NEW YORK GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. for Charles Atlinger

NEW YORK MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

NEW YORK MACHINE MADE LAMINATED STEEL PAT’D MARCH 27, APRIL 14, JUNE 20, 1883
MACHINE MADE PAT’D JUNE 20, 1883
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

NEW YORK MATCH GUN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co.

NEW YORK MANUFACTURER’S CO. N.Y.C.
Sold by mail c. 1883. It was a breechloading hammer double with case, brass shells and cleaning rod.
Maker not known but probably Belgian made.

NEW YORK NITRO HAMMERLESS
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO.
Dealer located in New York City from 1892 to at least 1920.

NEW YORK STEEL CO.
Marking found on a hammer double

NIAGARA ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

NICKEL TOLEDO
Neuprez Freres, Belgium

NICHOLS, JOHN A.
Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1870 to 1880.

NICHOLS & LEFEVER
Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1876 to 1878

NICOLET-DELcour, NICOLAS
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

NIMROD with a Man with a Gun on his Shoulder
Nimrod-Gewehr Fabrique Thiemle et Schlegmilch, Suhl, Germany

NIMROD in a Circle with A in a Triangle
H. Alard, Germany

(THE) NIMROD GUN MANUFACTORY
Auguste Francotte & Cie.

(THE) NIMROD LIEGE
Auguste Francotte & Cie.

NITRO
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns

NITRO BIRD
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Richards & Conover Hardware Co.

NITRO BLACKBIRD KANSAS CITY ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

NITRO HUNTER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co., if a single gun
- W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns
- Mark found on a Belgian made hammer double
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co., if a single gun
Made for Belknap Hardware Co.

NITRO KING
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. made 1908 to 1917
- Meriden Fire Arms Co. on Fyrberg-type single 1905-17
- J. Stevens Arms Co. 1918 and later
Made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.
NITRO KING GENUINE TWIST  
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NITRO LEADER  
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns

NITRO MARVEL  
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns  
- W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns

NITRO PROOF  
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. 1906 and later. Used on Model 115

NITRO SPECIAL  
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.  
- J. Stevens Arms Co.

NITRO STEEL  
Janssen Fils & Co.

NITRO WASHINGTON  
(Crescent Fire Arms Co.)

NITRO WASHINGTON PAT AUG 12, 1913  
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

NOIRFALISE BROS.  
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

NORCOTE, S.S.  
J. P. Clabrough & Bros. On hammer doubles

NORMAL SAFETY  
S.W. Silver & Co.

NORTHWESTERNER  
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 94's

NORVELL-SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS.  
Hardware dealer in St. Louis, MO 1903 to 1915. This marking found on a TOBIN ARMS CO. hammerless double

NORWICH ARMS CO.  
- Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. - boxlock hammerless double  
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. - sidelock hammerless double  
Made for Marshall-Welles Co.

NORWICH GUN CO.  
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

NOT-NAC MFG. CO.  
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Belknap Hardware Co. and Canton Hardware Co.

NOUVELLE, ARTHUR  
French gun maker c. 1860 to 1910

NOVOTNY, FRANK  
Gunsmith and gun maker located in St. Paul, MN 1878 to 1916.

NOVOTNY, JOHN  
Gunsmith and dealer located in Jorden, MN 1878

NOVOTNY, P.  
Gunsmith and dealer located in St. Paul, MN 1878 to 1900

NOWOTNY  
Sometimes spelled NOVOTNY. A family of European gun makers.

NO. 30  
Auguste Francotte & Cie., c. 1893

NO. 5212 DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM ECLIPSE GUN CO.  
Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

NO. 60 EMPIRE HAMMERLESS  
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
ODC on a Tripod
Victor Leynen & Co., Antwerp, Belgium

FRQS
Oliver Freres, Belgian, used on barrels c. 1914

LM
Oscar LaLauye Maise, Belgian, used on barrels c. 1914

OAKLEAF
J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 90's made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

OBERHEU, LOUIS C.
Dealer and importer located in Cincinnati, OH 1866 to 1900

OBERHEU, LOUIS J.
see LOUIS C. OBERHEU

(THE) OCCIDENTAL
- Auguste Francotte & Cie
- Neumann Freres- hammer double

OGILIVIE HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Shreveport, LA. Sold single gun marked PELICAN

OHCO THE BEST
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

OHIO ARMS CO. GENUINE ARMORY STEEL CHOKE BORED
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

OHIO VALLEY
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Forehand Arms Co.
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
on single guns

OKZET
August Menz

OLD COLONY
Crescent-Davis Arms Corp. Used on Model 850 (AJAX) doubles.

OLD HICKORY
Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

OLD TIMER
J. Stevens Arms Co. Used on Model 94’s

OLE KANTUCK
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on single guns

OLYMPIA MADE IN U.S.A. PAT. AUG. 11, ’96
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

OLYMPIC
Stevens Model 315 Dbl
J. Stevens Arms Co. made for Morley & Murphy Hardware Co., Green Bay, WI

OLYMPIC ARMS CO.
- Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 311 hammerless doubles
  Made for Morley Bros., Saginaw, MI

O’NEIL, J. PALMER & CO.
Dealer located in Pittsburgh, PA 1875 to 1885

ONE PRICE
Marking found on a single gun- maker unknown

OPTIMUS
Henri Pieper and Anciens Etablissements Pieper

ORBAN & GILMAN
Barrel makers located in Liege, Belgium c. 1890 to 1914
THE ORIENTAL MACHINE MADE
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

ORIGINAL DIANA
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper

ORIGINAL GECO PRAZISIONS KARABINER MODEL 1919 .350 (9MM)
   Gustav Geneschow & Co. Used on bolt action 9MM rimfire shotgun 1919 to 1940

ORTMANN, H.
   English gun maker 1888 to 1890

ORTON ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co.

ORY & DUQUENNE
   Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

OSBORNE, CHARLES & CO.
   English gun maker 1881 to c. 1920

OSHKOSH GUN CO. MODEL 1895
   Forehand Arms Co. sidehammer model single gun made for Frank Percy

OSHKOSH TRAP GUN CO.
   Forehand Arms Co. made for Frank Percy c. 1895 to 1915

OSHKOSH TRAP GUN NO. 2
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Frank Percy

OSHKOSH TRAP GUN MODEL 1895
   Forehand Arms Co. sidehammer model single gun made for Frank Percy

OSHKOSH EJECTOR FIELD GUN NO. 1
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. made for Frank Percy 1897 to 1903

OSHKOSH TRAP DOUBLE GUN NO. 3X
   Forehand Arms Co. made hammer double. Made for Frank Percy

OSPREY
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Lou J. Eppinger, Detroit, MI

OSTRANDER REPEATING GUN CO.
   U.S. gun maker 1890 to 1906. Factory in MA, Office in CA

OUR FAVORITE
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. single guns

OUR FAVORITE ACME & PLAIN GUN SCREW KEY PAT. DEC. 15,91, AUG. 11,96
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. single guns

OUR VIRGINIA
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. single guns

OVERBAUGH, CHARLES E.
   Dealer located in New York City 1879 to 1896

OVIAN GUN
   Trade name found on a Belgian made hammer double. Maker not known

OWEN, ROBERT G.
   Gunsmith and gun stocker located in Sauquoit, NY in the 1920's. Imported shotguns from Suhl, Germany and Birmingham, England and stocked them

OXFORD
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
   Made for Belknap Hardware Co.

OXFORD ARMES
   • Belgian made hammer double.
   • J. Stevens Arms Co.- hammerless double (old Model 311)
   Made for Belknap Hardware Co.

OXFORD ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless sidelock doubles.
   • J. Stevens Arms Co.- hammerless double (old Model 311)
   Made for Belknap Hardware Co.
OXFORD ARMS CO. BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
  F. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles

OXFORD DAMASCUS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA PAT. 488366 DECB. 20, 1892
  Anciens Etab. Pieper on hammer doubles

OXFORD DAMASCUS BELGIUM THE INTERCHANGEABLE
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

OXFORD GUN CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammerless sidelock doubles.

OYEZ ARMS CO.
  Gun maker located in Liege, Belgium c. 1900 to 1930
P in a Circle
If on the bottom of the barrel and no other marks with it, it is indicative of a J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. or J. Stevens Arms Co. made gun.

P
Pirard Belgian. Used on barrels

P with a Crown or Wreath above it
Anciens Etablissements Pieper

P. A.
Pirard-Ancion, Rayon, Belgium. Used on barrels

P & G
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
• J. Stevens Arms Co.
Made for Paxton & Gallagher Hardware Co.

P P with a Crown in an Oval
Pirlot & Fresart

P. R. SPECIAL STAHL around 2 crossed Arrows
Barrel marking found on a Ferlach, Austria made hammer rifle/shotgun. Gun was also marked J. Kirchbaumer unt. Ferlach. Made c. 1904-05

PAFF
H. Shuermans, Liege, Belgium

PAGOMA
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
• J. Stevens Arms Co.
Made for Paxton & Gallagher Hardware Co.

Palace of Justice in Brussels
A.A. Schudle, Brussels, Belgium

PALMER, E.
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least

PALMETTO
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. Models 90 and 94

PALMETTO ARMS CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
• Hammerless doubles- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Single guns
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
  • Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
  • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

PALMETTO ARMS CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. ELECTRO STEEL CHOKE BORED PAT. AUG 12, 1913
• J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

PAPE, WILLIAM R.
English gun maker 1830 to 1930

PARAGON
• Baker Gun & Forging Co. used a model designation for a high grade gun.
• J. Stevens Arms Co. used on Old Model 311 double (Usually found with a year)

PARAGON WS
J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

PARK & McLEISH
Gun maker located in Columbus, OH 1878 to 1880

PARK & GARBER
Gun maker located in Columbus, OH 1886 to 1888

PARK & IRWIN
Gun maker located in Columbus, OH 1889 to 1891

PARKER BROS.
Gun maker located in Meriden, CT 1865 to 1936

PARKER TRAP GUN
Hammer double made by Parker Bros. for H & D Folsom Arms Co.

PARKER, FIELD & SON
English gun maker and dealer 1850 to 1886

PARKER, C. & CO.
Trade name used by H & D Folsom Arms Co. on Belgian made shotguns

PARKER, E.D.
Hammer double sold in the 1890's. Probably Henri Pieper made.

T. PARKER
Hammer and hammerless doubles, Belgian made. Probably Henri Pieper made.

T. PARKER NEW YORK
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles.

T. PARKER NEW YORK GENUINE LAMINATED STEEL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles.

T. PARKER ROYAL DAMASCUS
Henri Pieper 1892 and earlier

T. PARKER BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
Henri Pieper

T. PARKER (with BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS between 2 arrows)
Henri Pieper

THOMAS PARKER
Henri Pieper

THOMAS PARKER THE INVINCIBLE GUN FINE DAMASCUS
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THOMAS PARKER NEVERMISS
Henri Pieper

W. PARKER NEW PINFIRE-1866
Marking found on a 12 gauge pinfire double. Maker not known.

PARKER-SMITH-WILLIAMS
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double.

PARKHURST
• J.P. Clabrough & Bros., if English made
• Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.- if Belgian made.
By 1906 only Belgian made.

W. G. PARKHURST-BELGIUM
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

WM. PARKHURST BELGIUM DAMASCUS FINISH
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

WM. PARKHURST BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

WM. PARKHURST DECARBONIZED STEEL
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

WM. PARKHURST LONDON FINE TWIST
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

WM. PARKHURST MACHINE MADE
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PARKINSON, J.
English gun maker 1880's at least
PARR, THOMAS W.
  Dealer located in Cleveland, OH c. 1879

PARRY FIRE ARMS CO.
  Gun maker located in Ithaca, NY 1889 to 1898

PATENT APPL'ED FOR
  W.H. Davenport Arms Co. Usually found with no other marks. This mark also used by Meriden Fire
  Arms Co. on some early hammerless doubles.

PATENT MARCH 27, APRIL 14, JUNE 20, 1883
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

PATENT 23 APRIL, 1881 NO. 6379
  Henri Pieper

PATENTED AUGUST 12, 1884 with 2 Quail in a Circle
  Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

PAT'D AUGUST 3RD 1886
  N.R. Davis & Sons. Only marking other than trade name on trade branded guns

PATENT NO. 3718 with 1877 in a Diamond and J.R. EVANS
  C.G. Bonehill

PATENT 2323 J.R. EVANS
  C.G. Bonehill

PATENT COMPOUND
  see C. C.

PATENT OXINITE
  Marking found occasionally on some shotgun barrels. Probably a type of steel

PATENT TWIST
  E. Heuse-Lemoine

PATON, EDWARD & SONS
  English gun maker 1871 to 1885

PATTON, ROBERT F.
  Gunsmith located in Quincy, OH 1858 to 1865 and in Sidney, OH 1866 to 1875. May have made a few
  shotguns.

PAXTON & GALLAGHER CO.
  Dealer located in Omaha, NE 1880 to 1935.

PAYNE, E. SCOTT & BRO.
  Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1876 to 1889. Made some doubles under their own name with
  locks marked Richard Moore.

PEACOCK & THATCHER
  Gun maker located in Chicago, IL 1839 to 1884. See F.J. Abbey.

PECK & SNYDER
  Dealer located in New York City in the late 1870's.

PEERLESS
  • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
  • Savage Arms Corp.
  • J. Stevens Arms Co.

Pegasus carrying a Warrior
  Kirpeit & Co., Hamburg, Germany

PELICAN
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Ogilvie Hardware Co.

PEMBERTON
  English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1874 and 1877 catalog

PENN, JOHN
  English gun maker 1867 to 1880

PENN, WILLIAM J.
English gun maker 1873 to 1899

PEORIA MODEL WORKS
Located in Peoria, IL 1890 to 1893. May have made some cheap single guns

PEPPER, L.
Gun maker located in Frankfurt, Germany 1866 to 1877. Made pinfire doubles.

PERCY, FRANK
Dealer located in Oshkosh, WI 1893 to 1913

PERFECT EMPEROR FINE DAMASCUS G. W. CLAFLIN & CO.
Marking found on an English made hammer double

(THE) PERFECT GUN
Mark used by William Horton on a boxlock hammerless double

PERFECTION
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for H & G Lipscomb & Co.

PERFECTION PAT. AUG 11, '96
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

PERIN & GAFF MFG. CO.
Dealer and importer located in Cincinnati, OH 1861 to 1884

PERKES, THOMAS
English gun maker 1882 to 1895

PERKES, ADAMS & CO.
English gun maker 1896 to 1898

PERRIN, L. & CIE
French gun maker c. 1890 to 1910

PERRINS & SON
English gun maker 1859 to at least 1888

PETERMAN 131 WALNUT ST. PHILA
Marking found on a hammer double made by Abraham Peterman of Philadelphia, PA (1847 to 1886)

PETERLONGO, JOHANN
Austrian gun maker at least 1923 to 1939

PETRICK
French gun maker c. 1900 to 1940

PEVÉE, JOSEPH
English gun maker 1878

PHEATT, GIDEON
Gun maker and dealer located in Ohio 1868 to 1894. Made pinfire doubles 1868 to c. 1875

PHILADELPHIA ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1903 to 1906

PHILLIPPS, H.
English gun maker 1885 to 1886

PHOENIX
Whitney Arms Co.

PHOENIX ARMS CO.
Whitney Arms Co.

PHOENIX CO.
Whitney Arms Co.

PICARD-FAYOLLE
Gun maker located in St. Etienne, France 1894 to date.

PIDAULT, CHARLES
French gun maker 1866 to 1930

PIEDMONT
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Piedmont Hardware Co.

PIEDMONT PAT. MAY 12, '91
Rheinhart Torkelson
PIEPER ARMS CO.
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIEPER BREECH TWIST FINISH BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIEPER BREECH TWIST FINISH BELGIUM PAT. 488366 DECB. 20, 1892
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIEPER Bte
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIEPER, HENRI
Belgian gun maker 1877 to 1898

H. PIEPER
Anciens Etablissments Pieper. mark put in use January 4, 1894 and discontinued September 24, 1907

N. PIEPER'S PATENT
Nicolas Pieper

PIEPER'S COMPRESSED STEEL
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIEPER TOP BOLT
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

PIGEON CLUB GUN
W & C Scott

PILON, MARTIN REGUL
Belgian gun maker, but a U.S. citizen, 1859 to c. 1870. Made a very few very odd looking shotguns.

PIONEER ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
Made for Kruse Hardware Co.

PIONEER QUALITY
J.P. Clabrough & Bros. made for Von Lengerke & Detmold

PIRLET-BADIN
French gun maker c. 1872 to c. 1935

PIRARD-ANCION, JULES
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

PIRLOT & FRESART
Belgian gun maker 1879 to 1890

PIROTTÉ, CORNEILLE
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

Y. PIROTTÉ & FILS
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

PITTSBURGH ARMS CO.
Marking found on a double. May be a variant of PITTSBURGH FIREARMS CO.

PITTSBURGH FIREARMS CO.
dealer located at 68 5th Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 1860 to 1882. Imported hammerless doubles marked ANSON & DEELEY as late as 1882. Guns made by Westley Richards.

PITTSFIELD
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

PIZANI-ALGEN
Marking found on a 14 gauge double.

THE PLAINSMAN
Marking found on a 12 gauge x 44/40 rifle/shotgun sold by G.W. TURNER & ROSS in 1883

PLATE, A.J. & CO.
dealer located in San Francisco, CA 1850 to 1878

PLIMPTON, A.H.
Gunsmith and dealer located in Honeoye, NY 1870 to 1910

PLYMOUTH
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
- Marking also found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown
Made for Spear & Co.

POLLARD, WILLIAM H.
- English gun maker 1884 to c. 1914

POOL, J. GUN CO.
- Dealer located in Milwaukee, WI 1900 to 1920 at least

PORTLOCK, JOHN
- English gun maker 1870 to 1880

PORTLOCK & GODFREY
- English gun maker 1879

POTTS & HUNT
- English gun maker 1868 to 1874

POTTS, JOSEPH
- Marking found on an English made double screw grip hammer double. Possibly Potts & Hunt.

POULTNEY & TRIMBLE CO.
- Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1860 to 1875

POULTNEY & SNEIDER
- see Poultney & Trimble

POWELL, WILLIAM & SON
- English gun maker 1802 to date

POWELL & CLEMENT
- Dealer located in Cincinnati, OH 1891 to 1903

P. POWELL
- Dealer located in Cincinnati, OH 1831 to 1870

P. POWELL & SON
- Dealer located in Cincinnati, OH 1870 to 1891

POWHATAN PAT. AUG. 11, 1896
- W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

POWHATAN ARMS CO. RICHMOND, VA
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

PRAIRIE QUALITY
- J.P. Clabrough & Bros. made for Von Lengenke & Detmold

PRAIRIE QUEEN
- Hammer double made by Wm. Moore & Grey for G.W. Turner & Ross 1876 to 1888

PRAIRIE QUEEN EXTRA
- Hammer double made by Wm. Moore & Co. for G.W Turner & Ross 1880 to 1888

PREMIER ARMS CO.
- Anciens Etablissements Pieper

THE PREMIER followed by a Flag in an Oval
- W. Scott & Son

THE PREMIER IMPERIAL
- W. Scott & Son

PREMIER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on sidelock hammerless doubles
- Henri Pieper- if Belgian made hammer double
- G.W. Turner & Ross made if a single barrel sidehammer gun.
Made 1879 to 1882.

PREMIER TARGET
- G.W. Turner & Ross
G. W. PRICE
  J. Stevens Arms Co.

H. PRICE 1913
  J. Stevens Arms (& Tool) Co.

J. W. PRICE
  • W. H. Davenport Arms Co.
  • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. Used on Model 90's.
Made for Belknap Hardware & Iron Co.

J. W. PRICE MODEL 1899 PAT. AUG. 11, '96
  W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

PRIDE
  Marking found on a 12 ga hammerless double sn 1,472 with 30" bbls- maker unknown

PRIMA FLUSS STAHL with a Suit of Armor
  Neumann Freres

PRIMA FLUSS STAHL with various other marks
  • Charles Clement
  • Neumann Freres (successors to Clement)

PRIME SERESIAN STEEL
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIOTTE & FILS, LIEGE, BELGIUM
  Marking found on a 16 gauge hammerless double. Possibly correspondent misspelled PIRLOTTE & FILS.

PRITZLAFF QUALITY MODEL 435
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammerless double made for Pritzlaff Hardware Co., Milwaukee, WI

PRIZE FIELD
  Isaac Hollis & Sons made for Charles J. Godfrey Stores

PRIZE MACHINE GUN
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE MACHINE GUN CO.
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE MACHINE GUN CO. PAT. MARCH 27, 1882, JUNE 20, 1883
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE MACHINE GUN CO. PAT. JUNE 20, 1883
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE QUALITY DAMASCUS STEEL BELGIUM PRIZE MACHINE GUN T. J. BOVEY BREVETE 1315
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE QUALITY LAMINATED STEEL PAT. JUNE 20, 1883
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE QUALITY STEEL
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

PRIZE TRAP
  Isaac Hollis & Sons made for Charles J. Godfrey Stores

HY PROCTOR
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

PROOF TESTED (followed by the gauge)
  J. Stevens Arms Co.

PROGRESS
  Auguste Francotte & Co.

PROGRESS inside a running Stag with MACHINE MADE
  Fabrique D'Armes Unies de Liege

PROSPER, LAMAL
  Importer located in New Orleans, LA 1886 to 1887. Imported Belgian made shotguns
PRUDIE, HENRY
    English gun maker 1888

PRYSE, JOHN & CO.
    English gun maker 1874

PRYSE, CHARLES & CO.
    English gun maker 1889 to 1893

PURDEY, JAS.
    Marking found on a Belgian made double screw grip type hammer double.

PURDEY, JAMES & SON
    English gun maker 1850 to date.

PURUS
    Manufacture Liegeois d'Armes a Feu

PYRO ELECTRO STEEL
    J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

PYROXILE STEEL
    Janssen Fils & Co.

QUAIL
    Crescent Fire Arms Co.

QUAIL GUN BELGIUM
    Anciens Etab. Pieper on .410 bore hammer doubles

QUAIL HAMMERLESS
    Crescent Fire Arms Co.

A Queen Bee
    Etablissments G. LaLoux (Belgium)

QUEEN CITY
    Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Elmira Arms Co.

QUICKSHOT HAMMERLESS
    Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Manufacturing Co.
R.B. CO. MODEL A
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. sidelock hammerless doubles

R with an Eagle and a Shield
Fabrique D'Armes Reunies, S.A., A. Bertrand, S.A.

R P F
Rivoliere Pere & Fils

R S
L. Recomprez, Trooz, Belgium. Used on barrels c. 1914

RACKOCZ
Arnez Soren

RADARM
Etablissments Radarm

RAENER
Marking found on a 12 gauge single gun. Maker unknown

RAICK FRERES
Belgian gun maker 1807 to 1982.

RAINE BROS.
English gun maker located in Carlisle, England c. 1900 to ???

RALEIGH STEEL
If on barrels, means that the barrels were made by Neumann Freres
If on frame, means that the frame was made by Neumann Freres

RAMSDELL & NEAL
Gun maker located in Bangor, ME 1871 to 1880.

J.T. RANDALL-CAST STEEL
Charles Clement

RANGER
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on No.3 hammerless single gun.
- Jules Kaufmann & Co. on ZULU type single guns
- Meriden Fire Arms Co. on single guns
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on hammerless doubles.

RANGER MODEL 1929
J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

RANGER NO.30
J. Stevens Arms Co. On Model 520 slide action guns.

RANGER 101.6
J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 311's made for Sears, Roebuck

RANGER PRECISION GRADE NO. 104.3
Ithaca Gun Co. on Lefever Nitro Specials. (probably made for Sears, Roebuck)

RANGER CHIEF 104.7
J. Stevens Arms Co. on Old Model 311 hammerless doubles made for Sears, Roebuck.

THE RATIONAL (LE RATIONNEL)
Henri Pieper

RAVIZZA, CARLO
Italian gun maker 1857 to 1935

RAWBONE, J.L. & CO.
Joseph L. Rawbone & Co.

RAWBONE, JOSEPH L. & CO.
Gun maker and dealer located in Toronto, Ontario 1877 to 1890

RAWBONE, W. & J.
Gun maker and dealer located in Capetown, South Africa 1860 to 1875
RAWBONE, W. & J. & CO.
Gun maker and dealer located in Capetown, South Africa 1876 to 1920

RAWBONE, W. & CO.
Gun maker and dealer located in Capetown, South Africa 1920 to 1928

RAWBONE, WILLIAM GEORGE
Gun maker and dealer located in the following places:
• 1848 to 1860- Capetown, South Africa
• 1861 to 1870- Birmingham, England
• 1871 to 1876- Toronto, Ontario

READ, WILLIAM & SONS
Dealer located in Boston, MA 1826 to at least 1908

RECORD
Carl Bittner, Belgium

RED CHIEFTAIN
• Crescent Fire Arms Co. on Model 60's
• J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 94's
Made for Supplee-Biddle Hardware Co.

REDMAN, RICHARD
English gun maker 1887 to 1888

REEVES, JOHN & CO.
English gun maker 1860 to 1892

REEVES, JOHN & CO. PATENT HAMMERLESS
John Reeves & Co.

REEVES, JOHN & CO.-LONDON
John Reeves & Co.

REGENT ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

REGENT ARMS CO. JANSSEN SONS & CO.
Janssen Fils & Co.

REGINA
Edward Schroeder, Rue Renoz, Liege, Belgium

REGINIER, HENRI
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

REGIS DARNE
F. Darne Fils et L'Aine

REGISTERED MARK with a Spider
Janssen Fils & Co.

REICHEL
German gun maker c. 1920 to 1930

REID, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1880's at least

REID, W.
William Reid

REILLEY'S
Edward M. Reilley & Co.

REILLEY, EDWARD M. & CO.
English gun maker 1850 to 1920. Taken over by Charles Riggs & Co., Ltd.
U.S. importer was Joseph C. Grubb & Co.

RELIABLE, ROBINSON BROS. & CO.
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.- hammer double

RELIANCE
John Muenier Gun Co.
Gun was a Belgian made hammer double
RELIANCE
John Muenier Gun Co.
Gun was a Belgian made hammer double

REMACLE-HARDY, NOEL
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

E. REMINGTON & SONS
Gun maker located in Ilion, NY 1860 to 1888

REMINGTON ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Ilion, NY 1888 to date

RENNICK & SON
Belgian gun maker 1847 to 1956

RENNISON
Renkin & Son

REMO POPULAR
Bolt action shotgun made by Rempt Gebruder 1927 to 1935

REMO
Rempt Gebruder

RENETTE, GASTINNE
French gun maker 1838 to at least 1939

RENO
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on .410 single guns.

REPUBLIC HAMDEN ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on hammer doubles

RESTELL, THOMAS
English gun maker 1855 to 1874

Two crossed Revolvers
Eisenwerke Gaggeneau, Baden, Germany

REV-O-NOC
• Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Richards & Conover and Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.
• Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Richards & Conover.

REV-O-NOC H.S.B. & CO.

REX
Auguste Francotte & Co.

REX BELGIUM
Auguste Francotte & Co.

REXER ARMS CO., LTD.
English gun maker 1901 to c. 1914

REQUARTH FIREARMS CO.
Toy gun maker located in Dayton, OH 1880 to 1910

J. REYNOLDS .44 XL
Henri Pieper on .44 cal hammer doubles

J. REYNOLDS 1500 FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

REYNOLDS, R.J.- BELGIUM
Belgian made 12 gauge hammer double with leaf engraving on locks. maker not known.

REYNOLDS, W. COOK
English gun maker 1897 to 1902

RHODE-SPENCER
This company was in some way connected with Fred Biffar & Co. Both located in Chicago area, both names appeared on an Iver Johnson supplied list of trade names as RHODE-SPENCER (Fred Biffar). Very little factual information.

RHEINMETALL
Gun maker located in Sommerda, Germany 1922 to 1947. Its full name was RHEINISCHE METALLWAREN U MACHINEFABRIK.
RICE, H.T.
Hammerless double sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales in 1887. Maker not known.

RICE-BORN HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1870 to 1900

RICHARD BELGIUM ROLLED STEEL
T. Dumoulin on hammer doubles

RICHARD BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
F. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles

RICHARD TWIST BELGIUM
- Henri Pieper
- Anciens Etab. Pieper
Used on hammer doubles

A. RICHARD
Henri Pieper

RICHARDS & CONOVER HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Kansas City, MO 1893 to date.

RICHARDSON & CONOVER HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1888 to 1893

RICHARDS
Henri Pieper. Used on LeFaucheaux action doubles

RICHARDS CAST STEEL
Henri Pieper

RICHARDS, G.B.
Marking found on an otherwise unmarked Tobin Arms Co. double.

H. RICHARDS NEW YORK
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.-hammer opening single gun c. 1883-84

RICHARDS, HENRY
Trade brand. Both single guns and doubles have been marked as such. Some doubles made in England by W & C Scott & Son. Some single guns made by W.H. Davenport Arms Co. Many hammer doubles marked as such were Belgian made by either Henri Pieper, Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin or Neumann Freres.

HENRY RICHARDS
Gun maker located in Liverpool. Eng. C. 1858 to 1875

HENRY RICHARDS LONDON LAMINATED STEEL
Henry Richards

RICHARDS, JOHN P.
Dealer located in New York City 1880 and later.

RICHARDS, M.
Belgian made hammer double with steel barrels. Probably Pieper made.

RICHARDS, W.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Henri Pieper

RICHARDS, W. NORWICH, CONN.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

RICHARDS, W. -BEST BIRMINGHAM MAKE
Marking found on both Bar Lock and Back Action hammer doubles made in England c. 1885 to 1900. Actual maker not known.

RICHARDS, W.
Gun maker located in Preston, England in the 1880's at least. Possibly used the mark shown above.

RICHARDS, W.
Gun maker located in Liverpool, England in the 1880's at least.

RICHARDS, W. & H.
Henri Pieper
W. RICHARDS LONDON LAMINATED STEEL
Henri Pieper

RICHARDS, WESTLEY
English gun maker 1838 to date.

RICHARDSON & OVERMAN
Gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1868 to 1874. see Gallagher

RICH-CON
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Richardson & Conover Hardware Co.

RICH-CON PIONEER ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Richardson & Conover Hardware Co.

RICHETTE, ETIENNE-JOSEPH
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

RICHMOND ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- F. Dumoulin & Co. made double with 1/2 octagon barrels. Imported by Schoverling, Daly & Gales c. 1909.

RICHMOND HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Richmond, VA. Sold shotguns marked WILKINSON ARMS CO. made by Crescent Fire Arms Co. as well as imported from Belgium.

RICHTER, CHARLES
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Models 0, 6, 28 and 44
- J. Stevens Arms Co. Models 90 and 95

CHARLES RICHTER- NEW YORK
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 6 made for Charles Richter Stores

RIDEOUT, JAMES B.
Supposedly a gun maker located in Long Lick, OH from 1881 to 1949. However State of Ohio says no such place ever existed in Ohio.

RIDEOUT, E.C. & CO.
Dealer located in New York City 1880 to 1885

RICKARD-BELGIUM TWIST FINISH
Henri Pieper

RICKARD-TWIST FINISH-BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

RICKARD ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for J. A. Rickard Co.

RICKARD ARMS CO. SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for J. A. Rickard Co.

RICKARD FINE DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

RICKARD, J.A. CO.
Dealer located in Schenectady, NY 1890 to 1930

RIKARD BELGIUM
Henri Pieper

RIGBY, JOHN & CO.
English gun maker 1867 to 1965

RILEY, WILLIAM S.
English gun maker 1874 to 1887. Operated as EAGLE WORKS.

RIO ACRE
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

RIO NEGRO
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu
RIOT
J. Stevens Arms Co. Used on Model 520 and 620 slide actions guns.

RITZMANN, CHARLES L.
Dealer located in New York City 1879 to 1884

RIVAL
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• W. H. Davenport Arms Co. on single guns for Van Camp Hardware & Iron Co.
• N.R. Davis & Sons on boxlock hammerless doubles
• Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. (Model 110)
• Louis Muller (if Belgian made)

RIVAL NO. 3
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Used on Model O’s

RIVERSIDE ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms Co. 1915 and later

RIVOLIER PERE & FILS
French gun maker 1929 to 1939 at least

ROBAR & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1920 to 1960. Operated under the following names:
• 1920 to 1927- ROBAR et du KIRHOVE
• 1927 to 1933- L. ROBAR
• 1933 to 1948- ROBAR & CIE
• 1949 to 1960- ROBAR & CIE, S.A.

P. ROBIEFOW
Belgian gun maker 1920 to 1940

ROBINSON, ANDREW
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least

ROBINSON, MARTIN W.
Dealer located in New York City 1860 to 1888

ROBERTS BELGIAN GOOSE GUN
Marking found on an 8 gauge Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

(THE) ROBERTS 1910 MODEL
Union Fire Arms Co. Model 24 slide action guns.

ROBERTS, JOHN THOMAS
English gun maker 1873 to 1898

ROBERTS, J. & SON
English gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

ROBERTS, W.
Marking found on a hammer double with engraving and Twist barrels.

ROBERTSON, JOHN
English gun maker 1874 to 1904

ROBINSON, J.
T. Theate & Co.

ROCHATTE
French gun maker c. 1860 to c.1890

ROCHESTER GUN CO.
Supposedly a gun maker located in Rochester, NY 1919 to 1921. May have been nothing but a trade name used by Crescent Fire Arms Co.

ROCK, DENIS T. & CO.
English gun maker 1871 to 1872

ROCKET SPECIAL
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.
RODEL
Czechoslovak gun maker c. 1882

RODMAN, RICHARD
English gun maker c. 1878 to 1885. Made some doubles for Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

RODGERS
Trade name registered in Belgium by W.E. Belknap & Co.

RODGERS ARMS CO.
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

RODGERS GUN CO. THE INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL OF 1901
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

RODGERS MACHINE GUN
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

RODGERS ARMS CO., NORWICH, CONN.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

ROGERS MACHINE GUN
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

ROGERS MACHINE GUN THE INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL 1900
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

ROGERS MACHINE GUN THE INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL 1901
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

ROGERS MACHINE GUN 1904
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

ROGERS PRIME SERESIAN STEEL
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

ROGERS, J.F.
English gun maker 1887 to 1888

ROGERS, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1891

ROPER REPEATING RIFLE CO.
Shotgun maker located in Amherst, MA 1866 to 1868

ROPER SPORTING ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Hartford, CT 1868 to 1872

ROSS, CHARLES
Mark found on a 14 gauge pinfire double. Possibly Belgian made

ROSS, JOHN
English gun maker 1896 to 1898

ROSSON & SON
English gun maker 1880 to 1929

ROTSAERT, L.
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

ROYAL ARMS CO. PAT. FEB 7, 1911
Hunter Arms Co. on Hunter Model boxlock hammerless doubles

A Royal Eagle with spread Wings and Feet on a Lightning Bolt
Pirlot & Fresart

ROYAL GUN CO.
Hollenbeck/Three Barrel Gun Co.

ROYAL GUN WORKS
• Anciens Etablissements Pieper
• J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on .44 caliber hammer doubles

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissements Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM CAST STEEL
Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM M1512 CAST STEEL BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM 2212
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2410
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS LITTLE PET
Anciens Etablissments Pieper on 44 cal. hammer doubles

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2412
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2412 LAMINATED STEEL
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2416
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS MODIFIED DIANA NO 3612 LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 3616
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

ROYAL SERVICE
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

ROYAL STEEL ENDERS ROYAL
Hunter Arms Co. Fulton Model made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

R P F
Rivoler Pere et Fils, 1928 to 1939

RUMMEL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for A.J. Rummel Arms Co.

RUMMEL, A.J. ARMS CO.
Dealer located in Toledo, OH 1883 to 1916

RUPERTUS, JACOB
Dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1859 to 1899

RUSO
• Crescent Fire Arms Co., if U.S. made
• not known, if Belgian made

RUSO CHICAGO MODEL W
• Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single barrel guns
• J. Stevens Arms Co. on single barrel guns
  made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.

RUSSELL
Wiebusch & Hiller, Limited, New York City

RUSSELL ARMS CO.
Joseph Cap made for H & D Folsom Arms Co.

RUSSELL ARMS CO. FINE BARREL STEEL
Joseph Cap

RUSSELL ARMS CO. BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
F. Dumoulin & Co.

RUSSELL & HAYDEN
Dealer located in Jacksonville, IL in 1867

RUSSIE
Manufacture D'Armes LePage

RYAN, T.J.
Trade name used by Cheever, Burghard Cutlery Co. 1880 to 1881
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM M1512 CAST STEEL BELGIUM
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM 2212
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2410
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS LITTLE PET
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper on 44 cal. hammer doubles
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2412
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2412 LAMINATED STEEL
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 2416
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS MODIFIED DIANA NO 3612 LAMINATED STEEL BELGIUM
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL GUN WORKS BELGIUM MODIFIED DIANA NO 3616
   Anciens Etablissements Pieper
ROYAL SERVICE
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.
ROYAL STEEL ENDERS ROYAL
   Hunter Arms Co. Fulton Model made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.
R P F
   Rivoli Pere et Fils, 1928 to 1939
RUMMEL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for A J. Rummel Arms Co.
RUMMEL, A J. ARMS CO.
   Dealer located in Toledo, OH 1883 to 1916
RUPERTUS, JACOB
   Dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1859 to 1899
RUSO
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co., if U.S. made
   • not known, if Belgian made
RUSO CHICAGO MODEL W
   • Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single barrel guns
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. on single barrel guns
      made for Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.
RUSSELL
   Wiebusch & Hiller, Limited, New York City
RUSSELL ARMS CO.
   Joseph Cap made for H & D Folsom Arms Co.
RUSSELL ARMS CO. FINE BARREL STEEL
   Joseph Cap
RUSSELL ARMS CO. BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
   F. Dumoulin & Co.
RUSSELL & HAYDEN
   Dealer located in Jacksonville, IL in 1867
RUSSIE
   Manufacture D'Armes LePage
RYAN, T J.
   Trade name used by Cheever, Burghard Cutlery Co. 1880 to 1881
RYAN, THOMAS J.
   Gun maker located in Norwich, CT. May have made some shotguns under his own name. No factual data available.
**S intertwined with an Anchor in a Circle**  
Ste. Francais de Fabrication des Corps Creux (System Ehrhardt) Paris, France

**S D inside a Shield with 2 crossed gun barrels**  
Scholberg & Delheid, Rue Mornival, Liege, Belgium

**S D & G**  
Schoverling, Daly & Gales trademark used on a three barrel gun made c. 1927.

**S H & CO.**
- Belgian made hammer doubles. Maker unknown
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

All made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

**S H & G**  
Mark used by Schuyler, Hartley & Graham on Belgian made shotguns - maker unknown

**S H C**  
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

**S J D & CO. THE INTERNATIONAL**  
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

**S J D MACHINE MADE**  
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

**SL intertwined with LIEGE SYNDICAT OF ARMS OF WAR in an Oval**  
Syndicat Pour la Fabrication Des Armes de Guerre, Herstal, Belgium. (Early name of Fabrique National de Armes De Guerre)

**S M**  
Siemens Martin Steel Co. Used on Barrels proofed in Belgium c. 1914

**SMC LAMINATED STEEL**  
Henri Pieper on LeFaucheaux action hammer doubles

**S P I**  
F. Dumoulin & Co.

**S. R. & CO.**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. Used on doubles made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

**S & S**
- J.P. Sauer & Sohne

**S X**  
Used by W. B. Belknap Hardware Co. on shotguns imported from Belgium. Belknap registered this trademark in Belgium

**SAAM, M.A. FRANKFURT, A.M.**  
Marking found on a hammer rifle/shotgun in 16 gauge by 10.75X74R

**SACKREUTER**  
German gun maker c. 1882

**JULIAN SAGET**  
Dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1841 to 1886. This mark was found on an English-made pinfire double

**St. George slaying a Dragon**  
Georges Bulssert, Liege, Belgium

**ST. LOUIS ARMS CO.**  
Henri Pieper made and imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co. for both Shapleigh Hardware Co. and Sears, Roebuck.

**ST. LOUIS ARMS CO. BORED BY SKILLED MECHANICS BLUE DIAMOND STEEL**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co., if a sidelock hammerless double
- Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. if a single barrel gun
- J. Stevens Arms Co., if a boxlock hammerless double
ST. LOUIS ARMS CO. LEADER
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

SANDERS, A.
Marking found on a sidelock hammerless double with 2 sets of barrels.

SANFORD, PHILIP G.
Either a gun maker or a dealer located in New York City 1886 to 1888

SAN FRANCISCO ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in San Francisco, CA 1895 to 1910. Howard Carr President

SANS RIVAL
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

SANTON
Alfred Field & Co., New York City and Birmingham, England

SARASQUETA, VICTOR
Gun maker located in Eibar, Spain 1917 to date.

SAUER, J.P. & SOHNE (SON)
German gun maker 1855 to date. Bought Haenel & Fortuna and used the name for several years.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY
U.S. gun maker 1895 to 1915

SAVAGE ARMS CORPORATION
U.S. gun maker 1915 to date

SAXON IMPORTING CO.
Dealer located in New York City c. 1881. Imported ZULU type shotguns

SAXONIA GUN WORKS
Located in Eugene, OR c. 1900 to 1910. Made (or more likely) imported shotguns

SAXTON
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker unknown

SAXTON BELGIUM
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker unknown

SAXTON BELGIUM LAMINATED STEEL
F. Dumoulin & Co. on hammer doubles

Scales, Balance type in an Oval
Manufacture D'Armes LePage

SCHAEFER, WM. R & SONS
Gun maker and dealer located in Boston, MA 1853 to at least 1891

SCHERPING, H.
German gun maker c. 1880 to 1910

SCHILLING, V. CHR.
German gun maker 1881 to 1904

J. F. SCHMELZER & SONS
Marking found on a hammer double- maker unknown

SCHMELZER ARMS CO.
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Ithaca Gun Co.
and possibly others. Made for Schmelzer Hardware Co.

SCHMELZER HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Leavenworth, KS 1858 to 1885 and in Kansas City, MO 1885 to at least 1925.

SCHMELZER'S NEW MODEL
C.S. Shattuck Arms Co. on single guns

SCHMIDT, ERNST
German gun maker 1920 to 1940

SCHMIDT & HABERMAN
German gun maker c. 1920 to 1940

SCHMIDT, E.C.
Gunsmith and dealer located at 15 Cornhill St., Boston, MA 1915 to 1922. Marking was found on a 12 gauge single gun.

**SCHMIDT FRERES**
French gun maker 1925 to 1940

**SCHNADER, FRANK K.**
Barrel maker located in Redding, PA from 1856 to 1890. Made barrels for Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburgh, PA

**SCHOLBERG & DELHEID**
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1941

**SCHOWERLING, AUGUST**
Dealer located in New York City 1887 to 1899. Imported Henri Pieper doubles and guns marked National Arms Co.

**SCHOWERLING & WELLES**
Dealer located in New York City c. 1904. Sole agents for Charles Lancaster.

**SCHOWERLING, DALY & GALES**
Dealer located in New York City 1873 to 1940

**SCHROEDER, EDWARD**
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

**SCHROEDER FRERES**
Belgian gun maker c. 1920 to 1953

**SCHROTER, MULHAUSEN, GERMANY**
Marking found on a 3 barrel shotgun. Probably a German dealer c. 1920-40

**SCHULER, AUGUST**
German gun maker c. 1921 to 1940

**SCHULER, CHARLES**
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double made c. 1800

**SCHUTZE MARK with an Oakleaf and Acorns in a Cluster**
Anciens Etablissments Pieper

**SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM**
Dealer located in New York City 1856 to 1880. Became Hartley & Graham in 1880 and remained in business until 1912.

**SCHWARTE & HAMMER**
English gun maker 1885 to 1900

**SCOFIELD, T.W.**
Marking found on a 14 gauge by .55-100 rifle/shotgun. Probably Henri Pieper made.

**I. A. SCOTT**
Marking found on a 10 gauge hammer double with 34" Damascus barrels. Pheasants engraved on each side of action. Probably Henri Pieper made.

**J.N. SCOTT'S FINE DAMASCUS STEEL**
- Henri Pieper
- Anciens Etablissments Pieper

**J.N. SCOTT LONDON FINE TWIST THE BOSS**
Henri Pieper

**J.N. SCOTT -ST. LOUIS, MO LONDON STUB TWIST**
Henri Pieper

**J.N. SCOTT -ST. LOUIS, MO 1887 LONDON STUB TWIST**
Henri Pieper

**J.N. SCOTT -ST. LOUIS CLUB**
Mark found on a 12 gauge English made hammer double. Maker not known

**J. W. SCOTT**
10 and 12 gauge Belgian made hammer doubles. Advertised in 1894 Sears, Roebuck 1894 catalog
SCOTT, WALTER
Scottish gun maker c. 1873 to 1885

SCOTT-BELGIUM FINE DAMASCUS
Marking found on a Belgian made 16 gauge hammer double. Probably Pieper made.

SCOTT, W & C & SONS
English gun maker 1840 to 1895

SCOTT, WM. P.
English made hammer double sold by J.W. Hutchinson, New York City, in 1881

SCOUT
- Crescent Fire Arms Co., if a sidelock hammerless double
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, if a single gun
- J. Stevens Arms Co. Model 311, if a boxlock hammerless double
Made for Frankfurth Hardware Co.

SCUDAMORE, J.A. & CO.
English gun maker 1920 to 1948

SEARLE, THOMAS
English gun maker 1869 to 1871

SEARS, HENRY & CO.
Gun maker and dealer located in Chicago, IL 1872 to 1892

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
Large mail order retailer located in Chicago, IL 1870's to date. Sold guns beginning in 1894.

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. CHICAGO, ILL.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

SEEBER, EMIL
Marking found on a German made hammer double with Krupp barrels.

SEDGLEY, R.F. & CO.
Gun maker and dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1916 to 1948

SEIGEL COOPER & CO.
Dealer located in New York City c. 1890 to c. 1925.

SEIMENS
Marking found on a German made over/under rifle/shotgun. Probably refers to the barrel steel. Gun otherwise unmarked.

SEIMENS ELECTRIC STEEL CO.
German steel maker. Still in business.

SELECTA
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

SELECTED FORGED STEEL, PROOF TESTED with gauge marking
J. Stevens Arms Co.

SELF CLOSING WEBLEY
F. Courally

SAM SELLERS
Marking found on a 10 gauge hammer double. Maker not known

SEMINOLE
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

SEMPLE, ALEX
Dealer located in Louisville, KY c. 1890 to 1900

SEMPLE, ROBERT J.
Dealer located in Steubenville, OH 1879 to 1881

SENECA FALLS
Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co. on single guns

SEYDEL & CO.
English gun maker 1877 to 1879

SEYTRES, M.
Belgian gun maker c. 1890 to 1920

**SHAPLEY HARDWARE CO.**
Wholesaler located in St. Louis, MO 1888 to date

**SHAPLEY'S KING NITRO DIAMOND ARMS CO.**
J. Stevens Arms Co. on single guns

**SHARP 39 LAMINATED STEEL**
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double-maker unknown

**SHATTUCK**
Hyde & Shattuck

**SHATTUCK, C.S. ARMS CO.**
Gun maker located in Hatfield, MA 1878 to 1908

**SHATTUCK'S PERFECTION**
C.S. Shattuck Arms Co.

**SHAUL, WILLIAM**
English gun maker 1890 to 1900

**SHEARING, F. & CO.**
English gun maker 1890 to 1900

**SHEFFIELD ARMS CO.**
Importer of shotguns located in Chicago, IL 1878 to 1879

**SHEFFIELD ARMS CO. PAT. FEB. 10, 1914 MODEL 5344**
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on hammer doubles

**(THE) SHELTON AUXILIARY RIFLE BARREL COMPANY**
see Auxiliary Rifle Barrel Co.

**SHELTON'S CHALLENGE GUN**
Belgian made hammer double fitted with a Shelton auxiliary rifle barrel and a set of chokes. Sold 1883 to 1885. Maker not known

**SHERPING, H.**
German gun maker c. 1880 to 1910

**SHEYLAR**
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker not known.

**SHOOTME**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

**SHOOTMORE**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns

**SHOOTMORE PROOF TESTED FULL CHOKE BARREL**
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns

**SHUE, IRA M.**
Dealer located in Hanover, PA. Dates of operation not certain.

**SHUE'S SPECIAL**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Ira M. Shue

**SHUTTLEWORTH, S.**
English gun maker 1877

**THE SIBERIAN**
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

**SICHEL'S ARMS CO.**
Trade name used on Belgian made guns made for Robert-Sickels & Preston Co.

**SICKELS, PRESTON & CO.**
Dealer located in Davenport, IA 1865 to 1920. Operated as Robert-Sickels & Preston Co. until 1882.

**SEIVERS LARSON HARDWARE CO. LAMINATED STEEL**
Marking found on hammer double-maker unknown

**SILBER & FLEMING, LTD.**
English gun maker 1886 to 1891

**SILVER, S.W. & CO.**
English gun maker 1882 to 1898.
S.W. SILVER & B. EDGINGTON CO., LTD.
   English gun maker 1899 to at least 1920

SIMMONS
   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on Model 1912 single guns

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO.
   Wholesaler located in St. Louis, MO 1875 to 1940

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO. LONDON FLUID STEEL
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

SIMMONS ROYAL
   J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on single guns made for Simmons Hardware Co.

SIMONIS, A.
   Belgian gun maker 1873 to 1914

SIMONIS, JANSEN, DUMOULIN & CO.
   Belgian gun maker 1884 to c. 1905

THE SIMPLEX
   J.B. Ronge & Sons

SIMPLEX
   Tobin Arms Mfg. Co. Ltd.

SIMPLEX HAMMERLESS
   Marking found on a French made hammerless 20 gauge single gun. Maker unknown.

SIMSON & CO.
   German gun maker 1910 to 1940. Also known as Waffenfabrik Simson & Co.

SIMPSON
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works on a single gun

SIOUX
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Larson Hardware Co.

SJOGREN, CARL A.T.
   Swedish gun maker 1907 to 1915

SKIMIN & WOOD
   English gun maker 1924 to 1928

SLADDEN BROS. & CO.
   English gun maker 1873

SMALLWOOD, SAMUEL
   English gun maker in the 1880's at least

SMITH, CHARLES
   English gun maker 1870 to 1900 or so.

SMITH, CHARLES & SONS, LTD.
   English gun maker 1861 to 1940. Possibly the same as the above.

SMITH, DEXTER
   Gun maker located in Springfield, MA 1874 to 1876

SMITH, GEORGE & CO.
   English gun maker 1859 to 1897

SMITH, J.C.
   Probably Henri Pieper made. Marking found on 12 and 16 ga Belgian made hammer doubles c. 1890

SMITH, J.T.
   Located in Middlefield, CT. May have been a gun maker.

L.C. SMITH-MAKER OF THE BAKER GUN SYRACUSE, N.Y.-DAMASCUS STEEL
   L.C. Smith, Maker

L.C. SMITH-MAKER
   Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1884 to 1889

L.C. SMITH GUN COMPANY
   Marlin owned company. Made L.C. Smith shotguns 1945-49

SMITH & SQUIRES
Dealer located in New York City 1873 to 1874

**SMITH-WADSWORTH HARDWARE CO.**
   Dealer located in Charlotte, NC c. 1880 to 1920. Sold a shotgun marked Carolina Arms Co.

**SMITH, OTIS A.**
   Gun maker located in Middlefield, CT 1873 to 1916. May have made some shotguns.

**SMITHSONIAN**
   - Crescent Fire Arms Co. on a Model 60
   - Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

**SMITH & WESSON ARMS CO.**
   Gun maker located in Springfield, MA 1856 to date. Made shotguns 1867 to 1868 for Wesson Fire Arms Co.

**SMYTHE, JOSEPH F.**
   English gun maker 1895 to 1897

**JOHN M. SMYTHE & CO.**
   Union Fire Arms Co. on Model 24 slide action shotguns

**Smythe, John & Co. Chicago, Ill.**
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for John M. Smythe Hardware Co.

**Smythe, John M. Hardware Co.**
   Dealer located in Chicago, IL c. 1880 to 1930

**Smythe, John M. Merchandise Co.**
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for John M. Smythe Hardware Co.

**SNEIDER'S PATENT**
   Clark & Sneider and C.E. and C.W. Sneider 1880 to 1890. Used by Sneider Arms Co. 1890 and later.

**Sneider's Arms Co.**
   Gun maker located in Baltimore, MD 1890 and later

**Sneider, Charles E.**
   see Clark & Sneider

**Sneider, Charles W.**
   see Clark & Sneider and Sneider Arms Co.

**Societe Am. Commerciale Belg.**
   Belgian wholesaler in the 1880’s at least

**Societe Francaise de Metallurgie de Mechanique**
   Gun maker located in Paris, France at least 1929 to 1940

**SOLD BY BARKER'S GUN WORKS EUGENE, OR.**
   W.H. Davenport Arms Co. on Acme Model single guns made for Barker’s Gun Store

**SOLIMOS**
   Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

**Sonntag, Charles & Co.**
   Dealer located in San Francisco, CA c. 1882

**Soper & Lyon**
   Gun maker and dealer located in Sioux City, IA 1869 to 1871

**Soper & Parker**
   Gun maker and dealer located in Sioux City, IA 1871 to 1874

**Soper, Robert W.**
   Gun maker and dealer located in Eureka, CA c. 1882 to 1886

**Soper & Remington**
   Gun maker and dealer located in San Francisco, CA 1877 to 1879

**Southgate & Mears**
   English gun maker 1884

**Southgate, ?? ??**
   English gun maker 1889 to 1893

**Southgate, Thomas**
   English gun maker 1886 to c. 1910
SOUTHERN ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co
- Joseph Janssen
- Janssen Fils & Co.
Made for H & D Folsom Arms Co.

SOUTHERN ARMS CO. CRACKER JACK
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

SOUTHERN CROSS
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns

SPALDING, A.G. & BROS.
Sporting goods dealer located in Chicago, IL, Denver, CO. New York City and other cities 1875 to date.

THE SPECIAL
Auguste Francotte & Cie

SPECIAL RELIANCE GUN
W. & J. Davis, Birmingham, England

SPECIAL SERVICE
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

SPECIAL STEEL with a Eagle in a Circle
Joseph Cap

SPECIAL STEEL with 2 crossed Hammers
Charles Clement and later Neumann Freres

SPECIAL STEEL, E. BERNARD
Emile Bernard & Co.

SPECIAL STEEL ML SPECIAL STEEL and a Crown with a Star above and below
 Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

SPALDING, A.G. & BROS.

SPECIAL
Meriden Fire Arms Co. on Fyrberg-type single

SPESCO
Crescent Fire Arms Co.
SPIES, A.W.
Marking found on a Belgian made back action hammer double. Maker unknown

SPIES, KISSAM & CO.
Dealer located in New York City 1867 to 1876

SPIRLET, ALBERT
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

SPITFIRE
Isaac Hollis & Sons on a 12 gauge hammer double exported to Australia c. 1900 to 1914. Sold by F. Lassertter & Co.

SPORT
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

SPORTS CHAMP
J. Stevens Arms (&Tool) Co. on Model 315

SPORTSMAN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co. (Models 90 and 315)
Made for W. Bingham & Co.

SPORTS MAN ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms Co.

THE SPORTSMAN-CLEVELAND
J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 5100 hammerless doubles

SPRINGFIELD ARMS CO.
J. Stevens Arms Co.

SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1929
J. Stevens Arms Co.

SQUARE DEAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Stratton-Warren Hardware Co.

SQUIRES, HENRY C.
Dealer located in New York City 1873 to 1914. U.S. Agent for W.W. Greener & Sons until 1912

SQUIRES, JAMES
English gun maker 1860 to 1892

SQUIRES, JOHN
English gun maker 1889 to 1896

STACEY, BENJAMIN J.
English gun maker 1887 to 1894

STACEY & CO.
English gun maker 1895 to c. 1910

STAFFORD, J.F.
Dealer and possible gun maker located in Wichita, KS 1882 to 1887.

a Stag's Head
Carl Breiding, Soltau, Germany

STAHL, B.
Marking found on a German made rifle/shotgun. Maker unknown

STAHL IMPERATOR
Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

STAKE, T.W.
Neumann Freres made for Schoverling, Daly & Gales 1903 to 1930

STANDARD
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
- Louis Muller made for H & D Folsom Arms Co. if Belgian made hammer double
STANDARD ARMS CO.
• English made- J.P. Clabrough & Bros.
• Belgian made- maker unknown
Imported by Homer Fisher and C.E. Overbaugh in the 1870's and 1880's.

STANDARD ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Wilmington, DE 1907 to 1912. Made a few slide action shotguns in addition to rifles.

STANDARD MACHINE GUN BELGIUM PAT. JUNE 30, 1885
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE STANDARD PIGEON GUN
F. Courally

STANLEY ARMS CO.
F. Dumoulin & Co. c. 1904. Made for Wiebusch & Hilger Co., New York City

STANLEY ARMS CO. BELGIUM DAMASCUS STEEL
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

STANLEY ARMS CO. BELGIUM FINE LAMINATED STEEL
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

STANLEY
F. Dumoulin & Co. Imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

STANLEY DOUBLE GUN
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

STANNARD, FREMONT P.
Dealer and probable gun maker located in
• Janesville, WI- 1874 to 1882,
• Milwaukee, WI- 1893
• Chicago, IL- 1905 to 1918

STANZANI
Italian gun maker 1894 to 1914

STAR
Pirlot & Fresart

STAR OF DAVID BRAND
Simonis, Janssen & Dumoulin

a Star, a Cross and a Hand all in an Oval
Lambin & Theate

STAR STEEL with a Star
Neumann Freres

A Star with a Shield above, with a Shield and a Lion and LION MANUFACTURING CO., T. THEATE, LIEGE
T. Theate & Co.

STAR LEADER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. (Model 60)

STAR STEEL
Charles Clement and later Neumann Freres

STATE ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for J.H. Lau & Co.

ST. AUBIN, GASTON de
English gun maker 1894

STAUFFER, ESCHLEMAN & CO.
Gun and hardware dealer located in New Orleans, LA 1865 to 1899.

STEAMER
Mole & Sons, Birmingham, England

STEIGLEDER, ERNST
German gun maker 1921 to 1935
H. J. STERLING  
F. Dumoulin & Co.

H. J. STERLING BELGIUM  
F. Dumoulin & Co.

H. J. STERLING MACHINE MADE CAST STEEL BELGIUM  
F. Dumoulin & Co.

H.J. STERLING PLAIN  
F. Dumoulin & Co.

STERLING  
Trade name used by Hunter Arms Co. on boxlock doubles made before 1915. (This is a quote taken from the 1916-17 edition of the New York Sporting Goods Co. catalog and was used to introduce the Fulton line of shotguns.)

STERLING  
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Also a marking found on an English made 12 gauge over/under.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. Large U.S. gun maker 1864 to 1985. Operated under the following names:
  - 1864 to 1886- J. Stevens & Co.
  - 1886 to 1916- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
  - 1916 to 1942- J. Stevens Arms Co.

STEVENS THE GUARANTEED GUN  
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 1900 single guns

J.C. STEVENS  
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. on 410 bore single guns
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on 410 bore single guns

STEWART, P.  
English gun maker 1861 to 1871

STIEGELE, CARL  
see Konig. Bayr. Hofgewehrfabrik

STOCK, FRANZ  
German gun maker 1920 to 1940. Full name of the company was Franz Stock Machinen u Werkebagusfabrik

STOEGER, A.F. & CO.  
Dealer located in New York City and Hackensack, NJ 1889 to date

STOPVIS  
Verney-Caron

STRATTON-WARREN HARDWARE CO.  
Dealer located in Memphis, TN c. 1880 to 1930

STRAUSS & SCHRAM  
Dealer located in Chicago, IL. Sold shotguns marked Elgin Arms Co. (see Fred Biffar)

STRONG FIREARMS CO.  
Gun maker located in New Haven, CT 1880 to 1888

STRONG, F. & CO.  
Strong Firearms Co.

STRULLER, LAU & CO.  
Dealer located in New York City 1880 to 1884

SUHL written in script inside a Rectangle  
Rempt Gebruder

STUKENBROK, EINBECK  
Marking found on a German made 16 gauge hammer double made c. 1900

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.  
Dealer located in Anderson, SC. Dates of operation uncertain

SULLIVAN ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Sullivan Hardware Co.

SUNMARK with a Flower
Alfred Schuchard & Co. (Belgium)

SUPER DREADNAUGHT
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 89

SUPER LONG RANGE GOOSE
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. on Model 85

SUPERIOR
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
Made for Paxton & Gallagher Co.

SUPER RANGE
Meriden Fire Arms Co. On Model 1916 8 and 10 gauge single guns

SUPER X
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

SUPPLEE-BIDDLE HARDWARE CO.
Gun and hardware dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1880 to date

SUPERIOR LAMINATED STEEL BARRELS
Renkin Bros. On hammer doubles

SUPERIOR TWIST BOSTON ARMS CO.
Henri Pieper on hammer doubles

SUTHERLAND, SAMUEL
Dealer and importer located in Richmond, VA 1851 to 1875. Succeeded by his sons who were in business until well after 1900.

S. SUTHERLAND LAMINATED STEEL G.H. FERRISS PAT. 1874
G.H. Ferriss

SWIFT ARMS CO.
Marking found on a single gun- maker unknown, ser no 4,525

SYCO
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
Made for Wyeth Hardware Co.

SYLVEN, THOMAS
English gun maker 1864 to 1880

SYRACUSE ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1888 to 1908

SYRACUSE FORGING & GUN CO.
Gun maker located in Syracuse, NY 1887 to 1890. Became Baker Gun & Forging Co. in 1890.
T D & CO.
Auguste Francotte & Cie

T F
Theate Freres

T R L with the head of a Lion
Th. Raker, Liege, Belgium

T W
Toussaint Waseige, Belgian, used on barrels c. 1914

TANNER & CO.
Supposedly a barrel maker in New Bedford, MA 1908-09. Company existence has not been verifiable

TAUSCHER, H.W.
Dealer located in New York City c. 1900 to 1915

TAXHET-LEJEUNE, ALBERT
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

WILLIAM TELL
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

THE TENNESSEE GUN WOODWORTH CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Marking found on a single gun-maker unknown

THE TENNESSEAN WOODWORTH CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
Marking found on a single gun-maker unknown

TEN STAR
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian made and imported by H & D Folsom Arms Co.

TEN STAR HEAVY DUTY
Same as Ten Star

THE TERRIBLE
Max Fleigenschmidt (Belgian)

TERRIBLE BULL
Armand Henrion & Dassy

TESCHNER, G.
German gun maker 1921 to 1940. (see Collath)

TEXAS RANGER
J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. made for Montgomery Ward & Co.

THAIRWALL, WILLIAM C.
Dealer located in Boston, MA c. 1880 to 1900. Sole agent for Thomas Turner shotguns in U.S. in the 1880's and 1890's.

THAMES ARMS CO.
Apparently a gun maker located in Norwich, CT c. 1903 to 1913. (see next entry.)

THAMES ARMS CO.
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. made for Charles J. Godfrey Stores

THAYER & CO., LTD.
English gun maker 1878

T. THEATE & CO.
Belgian gun maker 1894 to 1907

THEATE FRERES
Belgian gun maker 1907 to 1950

THEIME & EDELER
Spanish gun maker 1919 to 1925. May have been located in Liege, Belgium 1914 and earlier.

THEIME & SCHEGELMILCH
German gun maker 1921 to 1927

TIENDA DA EL CAZADOR GUATEMALA
Janssen Fils & Co.
A Thimble and a Rudder and COMPRESSED STEEL
Charles Clement
THOLET ARMS CO.
.410 hammer double made by Joseph Tholet

THOLET, JOSEPH
Gun maker located in Heer, ?? 1886-1900

THOMAS, EDWIN Jr.
Gun maker located in Chicago, IL 1867 to 1916

B. S. & H. THOMPSON FINE DAMASCUS
Marking found on a sidelever opening hammer double- maker unknown

THOMPSON, JOSEPH D.
English gun maker 1898 to 1928

THOMPSON, WILLIAM
Gunsmith located in Fremont, OH 1875 to 1910. May have made some hammerless doubles.

THORN, HENRY A.A.
English gun maker 1881 to 1904

THORN, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1874 to 1876

THORNEWARD
Marking found on a 12 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown

THORPE, ORLANDO R.
Gun maker located in Havana(h), IL 1872 to 1888

THREE BARREL GUN CO.
see Hollenbeck Gun Co.

THUMANN, A. & CO.
English gun maker 1893 to 1894

TIGER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for J. H. Hall & Co.

TIGER BRAND J. H. FALL & CO. NASHVILLE, TENN.
W. H. Davenport Arms Co. made for J. H. Fall & Co.

TIPPING & LAWDEN
English gun maker 1875 to at least 1885

TIROLER WAFFENFABRIK PETERLONGO
see Johann Peterlongo

TISDALE, LUTHER W.
Gun maker located in Scranton, PA 1848 to 1891. Marking found on a single shot 45/70 caliber shotgun

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO., LTD.
Canadian gun maker 1909 to 1923

TOBIN ARMS MFG. CO.
Gun maker located in Norwich, CT 1903 to 1907

TOBIN SIMPLEX
Both Tobin companies referred to above

TOLEDO ARMS CO.
Either a gun maker or a dealer or both located in Toledo, OH. Actual dates of operation not certain. Some reference to 1871 to 1916. While actual dates appear to be 1915 to sometime in the early 1950's. May be 2 different companies.

TOLLEY, F & W.
English gun maker 1883 to 1884

TOLLEY, HENRY
English gun maker 1886 to 1891

TOLLEY, J & W.
English gun maker 1885 to c. 1920

TOLLEY, S. & W.
English gun maker 1885 to c. 1920
TOMES & CO.
English gun maker 1884 to 1885

TOMSIN, EMILE
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

TONKS, JOSEPH
Gun maker located in Boston, MA 1856 to 1888

TOP SNAP
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker unknown

TORKALSON ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Worcester, MA and Warren, MA 1903 to 1908.

TORRSON & SON
Swedish gun maker

TOCHI, ROBERTO
Italian gun maker 1875 to 1927

TOUILIN ACE
Marking found on a hammer double. Maker not known

TOWNLEY METAL & HARDWARE CO.
Gun and hardware dealer located in Kansas City, MO 1880 to date.

TOWNLEY'S PAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Townley Metal & Hardware Co.

TOWNLEY'S AMERICAN BOY
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Townley Metal & Hardware Co.

TRADE (an anvil) MARK
Whitworth. Used on barrels proofed in Belgium c. 1900 to 1914

TRAJECTOR
F. Pire, Antwerp, Belgium

TRANSVAAL
S.W. Silver & Co.

TRAP
Enos James & Co.

TRAP'S BEST
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Watkins-Cottrell Hardware Co.

THE TRAVELLER
Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co. on single guns

TREVILLE, HARSTON & CO.
English gun maker 1874 to 1876

TRIOMPHE (TRIUMPH)
J.B. Ronge & Sons

TRIPLE BOLT WEBLEY
F. Courally

TRIPLET STEEL
Syracuse Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

TRI-STATE
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
Both on single guns

TRITZAL F. QUALITY MODEL 418-TWIST BELGIUM

TRIUMPH
Marking found on a .38 caliber cane gun made by G.W. Turner & Ross
TRIUMPH
- Belgian made doubles imported by Schuyler, Hartley & Graham Same as gun marked Excelsior.
- J. P. Clabrough & Bros.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- single guns
- Enos James & Sons- English made doubles
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.- on Old Model 311's

TRIUMPH MACHINE GUN
Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

TRIUMPH SPECIAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. 1895 to 1898

TRIUMPHATOR
Jules Kaufmann & Co.

TRIUMVR
Fabrique D'Armes de Liege, J.B. Range & Sons

TRUE BLUE
Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works made for Shapleigh Hardware Co.

TRUELOCK & HARRISS
English gun maker 1851 to at least 1888

TRUELOCK, WILLIAM
English gun maker 1858 to 1862

TRUSTWORTHY
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns made for Trustworthy Hardware Co.

TRU-TEST
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on Old Model 311

TRY GUN
Boss & Co., Ltd.

TRYON, E.K. JR. CO.
Dealer and gun maker located in Philadelphia, PA 1813 to 1936

TRYON SPECIAL
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co. made Baker hammerless double
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

TUBBS, JOEL T.
Gun maker located in Waterloo, NY 1839 to 1889

TUE-TUE
C.F. Galand

TUFTS-LYON SPECIAL
Ithaca Gun Co. made Lefever Nitro Special

TULLOCH, WILLIAM & CO.
English gun maker 1893 to 1931

TURNER, G.W. & ROSS
Gun maker and dealer located in Boston, MA 1870 to 1888

TURNER, THOMAS
English gun maker 1872 to 1893

TURNER, THOMAS & SON
English gun maker 1893 to 1984

TURNNEY, HENRY
English gun maker 1868 to 1871

TWIST FINISH-BELGIUM
- Anciens Etablissements Pieper
- Henri Pieper
TWIST BELGIUM
- Anciens Etablissements Pieper
- Henri Pieper

TWIN CITY RAPID FIRE STEEL *CHOKE BORED* PAT. APPLD FOR
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

TWIN PORTS FIREARMS
Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on sideloop hammerless Model 110
ULTRA SPECIAL
    Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

U. M. C.
    Henri Pieper

UNION ARMS CO.
    Gun maker located in Toledo, OH 1910 to 1913

UNION FIRE ARMS CO.
    Gun maker located in Toledo, OH 1903 to 1910

UNION HAMMERLESS
    J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. c. 1910 to 1915

UNION MACHINE CO.
    Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
    Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. FINE TWIST BELGIUM
    Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. NEW YORK
    Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. Imported by Schoverling, Daly & Gales c. 1892

THE UNIQUE
    • A. Simonis on hammer doubles
    • W & C Scott- high grade Monte Carlo hammerless double

THE UNIVERSAL
    Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE UNIVERSAL-FINE DAMASCUS STEEL PAT'D MARCH 22, APRIL 20 & JUNE 20, 1882 & JUNE 20, 1883
    Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE UNIVERSAL LAMINATED STEEL PAT. JUNE 20, 1883
    Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

UNIVERSAL FIREARMS WORKS
    Robert Hughes, Birmingham, England 1868 to 1900 at least

UNIVERSAL STEEL
    Joseph Cap

UNIVERSAL STEEL (in various languages)
    • John Cockerill
    • Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

U.S. ARMS CO.
    • Anciens Etablissements Pieper
    • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
    • Henri Pieper

U.S. ARMS & CUTLERY CO.
    Supposedly a gun maker in Rochester, NY 1876 to 1880. No record of their existence.

U.S. FIELD
    • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
    • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

U.S. GUN CO. GLADIATOR
    Meriden Fire Arms Co.

U.S. SINGLE GUN CO.
    Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works on Model 36 single guns.

UTICA ARMS CO.
    • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 6 hammerless doubles
    • J. Stevens Arms Co. On old model 311 hammerless doubles
    Made for Simmons Hardware Co.
UTICA FIREARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 6 made for Simmons Hardware Co.

UTICA FIREARMS CO. LONDON FLUID STEEL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

UTICA FIRE ARMS CO. PAT. NOV. 25, '90, MARCH 29, '97
Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co.

UTICA SPECIAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 6
ULTRA SPECIAL
   Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

U. M. C.
   Henri Pieper

UNION ARMS CO.
   Gun maker located in Toledo, OH 1910 to 1913

UNION FIRE ARMS CO.
   Gun maker located in Toledo, OH 1903 to 1910

UNION HAMMERLESS
   J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. c. 1910 to 1915

UNION MACHINE CO.
   Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. FINE DAMASCUS BELGIUM
   Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. FINE TWIST BELGIUM
   Henri Pieper

UNION MACHINE CO. NEW YORK
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co. Imported by Schoverling, Daly & Gales c. 1892

THE UNIQUE
   • A. Simonis on hammer doubles
   • W & C Scott- high grade Monte Carlo hammerless double

THE UNIVERSAL
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE UNIVERSAL-FINE DAMASCUS STEEL PAT'D MARCH 22, APRIL 20 & JUNE 20, 1882 & JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

THE UNIVERSAL LAMINATED STEEL PAT. JUNE 20, 1883
   Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.

UNIVERSAL FIREARMS WORKS
   Robert Hughes, Birmingham, England 1868 to 1900 at least

UNIVERSAL STEEL
   Joseph Cap

UNIVERSAL STEEL (in various languages)
   • John Cockerill
   • Manufacture Liegeoise D'Armes a Feu

U.S. ARMS CO.
   • Anciens Etablissements Pieper
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Henri Pieper

U.S. ARMS & CUTLERY CO.
   Supposedly a gun maker in Rochester, NY 1876 to 1880. No record of their existence.

U.S. FIELD
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.

U.S. GUN CO. GLADIATOR
   Meriden Fire Arms Co.

U.S. SINGLE GUN CO.
   Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works on Model 36 single guns.

UTICA ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co. Model 6 hammerless doubles
   • J. Stevens Arms Co. On old model 311 hammerless doubles
   Made for Simmons Hardware Co.
VG P and a Lion
Birmingham Proof House

VWS
Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

VALSTRODE POWDER CHARGE WB REGISTERED MARK
L'Exploitation des Etablissements Bachmann, S.A.

VAN CAMP H & I CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VAN CAMP HARDWARE & IRON CO.
Gun and hardware dealer located in Indianapolis, IN 1876 and later. Sold guns marked Compeer, Rival and New Rival.

VANDELEM, JOSEPH
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

VANGUARD
Webley & Scott on shotguns made for Alcock & Pierce.

VANNOD
Marking found on a Belgian made 12 gauge hammer double with Damascus barrels. Maker unknown.

VENABLES, JOHN & SON
English gun maker 1846 to 1928

VENA CONTRACTA
Joseph Lang & Son on a 12 gauge double built on a 20 gauge frame, 1897 & later.

VENKEN
Belgian made hammerless double made c. 1910 to 1914

VERNEY-CARRON FRERES
French gun maker 1820 to date

VERNON ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. on hammer doubles

VERY CHOICE
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

VICTOR
• Crescent Fire Arms Co.
• Also a better grade ZULU type single gun made in Belgium.

VICTOR ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR DEWEY PAT. AUG. 11, '96
W.H. Davenport Arms Co.

VICTOR EJECTOR
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR EJECTOR AMERICAN GUN CO. NEW YORK
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR NO. 1
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR NO. 10
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR NO. 11
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR PLAIN AMERICAN GUN CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR SPECIAL
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

VICTOR THOMSON-USA ARMOR STEEL
20 gauge single gun. Probably Crescent made.

THE VICTORIA
W & C Scott & Sons hammer double

VICTORIA
J.B. Ronge & Sons. Used on a hammer double imported by Henry Squires in the 1880's.

VICTORIA SMALL ARMS CO.
English gun maker 1898 to 1902

VIERFACH, ANTILICH
16 gauge hammer double. Possibly Austrian made.

VIGILANT
Webley & Scott shotguns made for Alcock & Pierce

VIKING
Webley & Scott shotguns made for Alcock & Pierce

VIRGINIA ARMS CO.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Virginia-Carolina Co.

VIRGINIA ARMS CO.-LEADER
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Virginia-Carolina Co.

VIRGINIA-CAROLINA CO.
Gun and hardware dealer located in Richmond, VA c. 1900 to 1930

VOLUNTEER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.- Model 10 single gun
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.- single gun  Harrington & Richardson
- Davis-Wafer Arms Corp.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- New Model Champion
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.- Model 94 single gun
Made for Belknap Hardware & Iron Co.

VOLUNTEER ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.- Model 10 single gun
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.- single gun
- Davis-Wafer Arms Corp.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- New Model Champion
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.- Model 94 single gun
Made for Belknap Hardware & Iron Co.

VL&A
Von Lengerke & Antoine

V L & D
Von Lengerke & Detmold

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1892 to 1930

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD
Dealer located in New York City 1884 to 1932. Bought by Abercrombie & Fitch in 1932

VORSTER, CHARLES
Dealer and importer located in New Orleans, LA c. 1872

VULCAN ARMS CO.
W & C Scott & Sons hammer double

**VICTORIA**
J.B. Ronge & Sons. Used on a hammer double imported by Henry Squires in the 1880's.

**VICTORIA SMALL ARMS CO.**
English gun maker 1898 to 1902

**VIERFACH, ANTILICH**
16 gauge hammer double. Possibly Austrian made.

**VIGILANT**
Webley & Scott shotguns made for Alcock & Pierce

**VIKING**
Webley & Scott shotguns made for Alcock & Pierce

**VIRGINIA ARMS CO.**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Virginia-Carolina Co.

**VIRGINIA ARMS CO.-LEADER**
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Virginia-Carolina Co.

**VIRGINIA-CAROLINA CO.**
Gun and hardware dealer located in Richmond, VA c. 1900 to 1930

**VOLUNTEER**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.- Model 10 single gun
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.- single gun
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- New Model Champion
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.- Model 94 single gun

Made for Belknap Hardware & Iron Co.

**VOLUNTEER ARMS CO.**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.- Model 10 single gun
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp.- single gun
- Davis-Warner Arms Corp.
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works- New Model Champion
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.- Model 94 single gun

Made for Belknap Hardware & Iron Co.

**VL&A**
- Von Lengerke & Antoine

**V L & D**
- Von Lengerke & Detmold

**VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE**
Dealer located in Chicago, IL 1892 to 1930

**VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD**
Dealer located in New York City 1884 to 1932. Bought by Abercrombie & Fitch in 1932

**VORSTER, CHARLES**
Dealer and importer located in New Orleans, LA c. 1872

**VULCAN ARMS CO.**
W

W G with a Kangaroo
William Grah, Belgium

WKC with a barrel
Weyersburg, Kirschbaum & Co., Solingen, Germany

W. R. & S.
William Read & Son on Belgian made hammerless doubles and three barrel guns

W & W CO.’S PREMIER PAT. MAY 23, 93 AND PAT’NT PENDING
Tobin Arms Mfg. Co.

WAUUVE, MATHIEU
Belgian gun maker c. 1900 to 1914

WAHL, ALBIN
German gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

WAHLREYNE COMPRESSED STEEL AUTHENTIC MARK
Ferdinand Courally

WAKEFIELD, R.
English made double designed by R.H. Kilby, Montreal, Quebec in 1877

WALES, DURRANT
English gun maker 1868 to 1912

WALKER, ISAAC HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Peoria, IL c. 1880 to 1920

WALLACE HARDWARE CO.
Dealer located in Morristown, IN 1885 to date

WALLACE & SONS
Dealer located in New York City 1882

WALLIS, R.J. & CO.
English gun maker 1892 to 1900 +

WALSH, HOEN & VON KAPFF
Dealer and imported located in Baltimore, MD 1887 to 1888

WALTHAM ARMS CO. MODEL 1895
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

WALTHER, CARL
German gun maker located in Zella-Mehlis, Germany 1917 to 1945

GILESPIE WANGER BELGIUM DAMASCUS
Janssen Fils & Co.

WANLESS BROTHERS
English gun maker 1847 to 1940 +

WARD, HENRY & SONS
English gun maker 1876 to 1929

WARD, H.A.
English gun maker 1883 to 1920

WARD & SONS
English gun maker 1859 to c. 1933

WARD, J. & P.
English gun maker 1825 to at least the mid 1880’s

WARD, PETER, GUN MAKER HENFIELD, SUSSEX
J. & P. Ward 1825 to 1877

WARD’S HERCULES
J. Stevens Arms Co.

WARD’S HERCULES MODEL 10
J. Stevens Arms Co.

WARD’S TEXAS RANGER
J. Stevens Arms Co.
WARNANT, L. & J. FRERES
  Belgian gun maker c. 1880 to 1914
WARNANT
  L. & J. Warnant Freres
WARNER ARMS CORPORATION
  Gun maker located in Brooklyn, NY 1910 to 1917
WARRANTED GOV'T CHOKE BORED
  Neumann Freres
WARRANTED GOV'T TEST
  Neumann Freres
WARREN ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  Belgian made. Maker unknown
WARREN & CO.
  Apparently a gun maker located in Topeka, KS c. 1873
WARRILOW, J.B.
  English gun maker 1891 to 1893
WARRIOR
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
WASHINGTON ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.
  J. Stevens Arms Co.
WASHINGTON ARMS CO. DAMASCUS FINISH BELGIUM
  Simonis, Janssen, Dumoulin & Co.
WATKINS-COTTRELL CO.
  Dealer located in Richmond, VA c. 1900 to 1930
WATSON BROS.
  English gun maker 1885 to 1931
WATSON, JAMES R.
  English gun maker 1890 to 1894
WATSON, JOHN
  English gun maker 1897 to 1900
WATSON, THOMAS W.
  English gun maker 1878 to 1884
WATSON, WILLIAM & SON
  English gun maker 1888 to 1934
WATSON & HANCOCK
  English gun maker 1885 to 1890
WAUREGAN
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
WAUREGAN ARMS CO.
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
WAUTAUGA
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
  W. H. Davenport Fire Arms Co.- single guns
  Made for Wallace Hardware Co.
WAUTAUGA C. E. BAYLOR CO. MORRISTOWN, TENN.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
WAVERLY ARMS CO.
  Gun maker located in Defiance, OH 1905 to 1907. Made some Lefever style shotguns.
WEBLEY, CHARLES
  English gun maker c. 1870 to c. 1900
WEBLEY, P. & SON
  English gun maker 1884 to 1898
WEBLEY'S SCREW GRIP PATENT
  F. Courally
WEBLEY & SCOTT, LTD.
  English gun maker 1898 to date
WECKER & SCHUMACHER
  Marking found on a German made drilling. Breech marked F.W. Heym. Made c. 1922 to 1930
WEDGEWAY ARMS CO.
  W. H. Davenport Arms Co.
WEIRAUCH, HERMAN
  German gun maker c. 1900 to 1930
WELLBORNE, G.R.
  English gun maker in the 1880's at least
WELLINGTON, W.
  English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1874 and 1877 catalog
WELLS, J.H
  English gun maker 1891 to 1892
WERLIK, K.
  Marking found on an 18 gauge pinfire double. Maker unknown
WERNER, OTTO
  Marking found on a 20 gauge hammerless double, serial no. 1,539
WESSON FIRE ARMS CO.
  Gun maker located in Springfield, MA 1868 to 1873
WESTERN ARMS CO.
  ELECTRO STEEL CHOKE BORED
  • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
  • J. Stevens Arms Co.
WESTERN ARMS CO.
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
WESTERN ARMS CORP.
  Ithaca Gun Co. 1928 and later
WESTERN ARMS CO. OF NEW YORK
  Crescent Fire Arms Co.
WESTERN ARMS CO. PAT. APPL'D FOR
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
WESTERN ARMS CO. PAT. DEC. 11, 1900
  J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
WESTERN ARMS & CARTRIDGE CO.
  A.G. Spalding & Bros. c. 1885 to 1895.
WESTERN FIELD
  • Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works
  • J. Stevens Arms Co.
  Made for Montgomery, Ward
WESTERN GUNS MFG. CO.
  Joseph Janssen
WESTERN LONG RANGE
  Ithaca Gun Co.
WESTERN RESERVE GUN CO.
  Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. on Model 100
WESTON
  English gun maker 1921 to 1928 at least
WESTON, CHARLES & HERBERT
  English gun maker 1867 to at least 1886.
WESTON, C & H
  Charles & Herbert Weston
WESTON, J.J.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Henri Pieper

WESTON, W.
- English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1877 catalog

H. WESTPHAL
- Marking found 14 ga Lefaucheaux action hammerless double. (Possibly German)

WEST POINT
- Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
- Probably made for Western Auto

WEYERSBURG, KIRSCHBAUM & CO.
- Either a dealer or a gun maker located in Solingen, Germany c. 1896 to 1913

WHEELER, CHARLES E.
- Gunsmith located in Farmington, ME 1868 to 1916. Made some shotguns.

HENRY WHEELER
- Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

WHEELING THREE BARREL GUN CO.
- See Hollenbeck Gun Co. (note no specimens known marked as such)

A Cartridge with Wings and M L
- Manufacture Liegeois D'Armes a Feu

WHIPPET

WHIPPET MODEL CC
- J. Stevens Arms Co. on Model 315 hammerless doubles

WHISTLER, EDWARD & CO.
- English gun maker 1856 to c. 1910

WHITBY, H.A.
- English gun maker 1887 to 1900

WHITE, E.
- English gun maker 1850 to 1888

WHITE HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS, MO.
- 16-gauge hammer double. Maker unknown

WHITEHOUSE, EDWARD
- English gun maker 1854 to at least 1886

WHITE MOUNTAIN
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.

WHITE POWDER NITRO
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

WHITE POWDER WONDER
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co.
- Meriden Fire Arms Co.- Fyrberg type single
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
- Made for Sears, Roebuck & Co.

WHITE SPECIAL
- This appears to be a reporting error. Probably WITTE Special

WHITE, THOMAS
- English gun maker listed in P. Powell's 1874 and 1877 catalog.

WHITE & WILLS
- Dealer located in Chicago, IL c. 1882

WHITMORE GUN CO.
- Gun maker? located in Malden, MA c. 1880 to 1890

WHITTIMORE
- American Arms Co. (maybe. Confirmed specimen needed.)
WHITMORE
American Arms Co.

WHITMORE, THOMAS & CO.
English gun maker 1871

WHITNEY ARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Whitneyville (Hamden), CT from 1776 to 1888

WHITNEY SAFETY FIREARMS CO.
Gun maker located in Florence, MA 1887 to 1894

WIDE AWAKE (with an owl)
W. H. Davenport Arms Co.

WIGGET, J. & SONS
English gun maker 1891 to 1892

WILD, THOMAS
English gun maker 1849 to 1896

WILDWOOD
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Sears, Roebuck

WILKES & HARRISS
English gun maker 1894 to 1900+

WILKES, JOHN
English gun maker 1895 to 1944

WILKINSON ARMS CO.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Belgian, maker unknown
Made for Richmond Hardware Co.

WILKINSON, JAMES & SON WILKINSON & SON
English gun maker 1850 to 1890. As Wilkinson Sword Co. 1891 to date.

J. B. WILKINSON
Marking found on Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

J. P. WILKERSON
Marking found on a LeFaucheaux action hammer double

WILKES-BARRE GUN CO.
Gun maker located in Wilkes-Barre, PA 1891 to 1895

WILLARD, CHARLES E.
Shotguns marked with his name were imported from Belgium by Spalding.

WILLIAMS, CHARLES STORES, INC.
Dealer located in New York City until at least 1917

WILLIAMS, FREDRICK
English gun maker 1873 to 1929

WILLIAMS, HENRY
English gun maker 1854 to 1880

WILLIAMS & POWELL
English gun maker 1873 to 1892

WILLIAMSON BROS.
English gun maker 1868 to 1875

WILLISON, ARCHIBALD G.
English gun maker 1873 to 1874

W. E. WILLS
Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

WILLS, W.E. & CO.
Dealer located in Chicago, IL c. 1892. See also White & Wills.

WILMONT ARMS CO.
Louis Muller, Belgium

WILMOT GUN CO.
Henri Pieper
WILMOT GUN COMPANY, BELGIUM ROYAL DAMASCUS CHoke BORED
Henri Pieper

WILSHIRE ARMS Co.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- Also Belgian made hammer doubles. Maker unknown
Made for Stauffer, Eschelman Hardware Co.

WILSHIRE, W.H.
Dealer and gunsmith located in Los Angeles, CA c. 1900

WILTSHIRE ARMS Co. MODEL 10
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

WILTSHIRE ARMS Co. PAT. AUGUST 12, 1913
J. Stevens Arms Co. for Stauffer, Eschelman Hardware Co.

WILSON’S BEST STEEL
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co.- on single guns
- Henri Pieper- on hammer doubles

WILSON, ALFRED
English gun maker 1875 to 1887

WILSON, EDWIN
English gun maker in the 1880’s at least

WILSON, HENRY J.
English gun maker 1888

WILSON LONG RANGE
Marking found on a single gun- maker unknown

WILSON’S WELDED STEEL
Union Fire Arms Co. on hammerless doubles

WINFIELD ARMS Co.
Crescent Fire Arms Co.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS Co.
U.S. gun maker 1866 to date

WINCO ARMS Co.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Jacobi Hardware Co.

WINIEKI, S.
Polish gun maker c. 1920 to 1940 See BEMESU.

THE WINNER
J.B. Range & Sons

WINOCA ARMS Co.
Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Jacobi Hardware Co.

GUSTAV WINTER & CO.
Gun (maker) (dealer) located in Denver, CO 1876 to 1900
The above mark was found on a hammerless double

WITTE, ??
Zutphen, (Germany)(Holland). Gun maker c. 1882

WITTE EXCELSIOR STEEL
Manufacture Liegeoise D’Armes a Feu

WITTE’S EXPERT
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
Made for Witte Hardware Co.

WITTE HARDWARE Co.
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
Made for Witte Hardware Co.

WITTE HARDWARE Co. MODEL 1880
Belgian made 12 gauge hammer double. Maker unknown
WITTE HARDWARE CO.
   Dealer located in St. Louis, MO c. 1880 to c. 1920
WITTE’S HARDWARE CO.
   J. Stevens Arms Co.
WITTE’S IXL
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
   Made for Witte Hardware Co.
WITTE, JOHN G.
   Dealer located in New York City 1875 to 1900
WITTE SPECIAL
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co., single barrel guns
   • J. Stevens Arms Co., Model 315 double
WITTE SPECIAL ST. LOUIS, MO.
   Harrington & Richardson Arms Co. on single guns
WOLVERINE ARMS CO.
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. made for Fletcher Hardware Co.
(THE) WONDER GUN
   Auguste Francotte & Co.
WOODCRAFT
   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co. hammerless double made for Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
WOODMASTER
   Marking found on a belgian made hammer double- maker unknown
WOODHILL, ALFRED
   English gun maker listed in P. Powell’s 1877 catalog
WOODS, ALFRED
   English gun maker 1890
WOODS, EDMUND
   English gun maker 1864 to 1891
WOODWARD, JAMES & SONS
   English gun maker 1873 to 1930
WOLF, A.W.
   German gun maker c. 1930
WORLD’S CHALLENGE EJECTOR
   • Andrew Fyrberg & Sons Mfg. Co.
   • Meriden Fire Arms Co.
WORLD’S CHALLENGE EJECTOR GENUINE TWIST
   Crescent Fire Arms Co. on single guns
WORLD’S FAIR
   Hopkins & Allen Arms Co.
WORTHINGTON ARMS CO.
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., Models 215, 311 and 315
   Made for George Worthington Co.
WORTHINGTON CHALLENGER
   • Crescent Fire Arms Co.
   • J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.
   Made for George Worthington Co.
WORTHINGTON, GEORGE CO.
   Dealer located in Cleveland, OH c. 1890 to 1935
WORTHINGTON, GEORGE
WORTHINGTON SPECIAL
   J. Stevens Arms Co. made for George Worthington Co.
WOSNEK, ULRICH
Gun maker located in Milwaukee, WI in 1908 and in Antigo, WI 1909 to 1928

**W.P. WONDER**
- Crescent Fire Arms Co.
- J. Stevens Arms Co.
  made Sears, Roebuck

**WRIGHT ARMS CO.**
  Gun maker located in Lawrence, MA 1875 to 1895

**WRIGHT FIRE ARMS CO. THE INTERCHANGEABLE**
  F. Dumoulin & Co.

**WRIGHT, JAMES**
  English gun maker 1881 to 1885

**WRIGHT, G.E. & CO.**
  English gun maker 1896 to 1900

**WRIGHT, JOHN & SONS**
  Marking found on a hammerless double with German proofs.
  The firm, located in Kansas City, MO, 1920 to 1940 apparently made guns to order.

**WURFFLEIN, W. GUN CO.**
  Gun maker and dealer located in Philadelphia, PA 1874 to 1910

**WYCO**
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. and possibly other makers for Wyeth Hardware Co.

**WYCO HAMMERLESS**
  Crescent Fire Arms Co. and possibly other makers for Wyeth Hardware Co.

**WYETH HARDWARE & MFG. CO.**
  Hardware and sporting goods dealer located in St. Joseph, MO 1880 to date.

**X**
  Belgian, maker unknown. Used on barrels c. 1914

**X L**

**X L C R**
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp., Model 850 double
- Hopkins & Allen Mfg. Co., hammer double
- Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, single gun
  Made for W. Bingham Co.

**XPERT**
- Crescent-Davis Arms Corp., Model 850 double
- W.H. Davenport Arms Co., single gun
  Made for Witte Hardware Co.

**XXLE DAMASCUS COLONIAL**
  Marking found on a Belgian made hammer double- maker unknown

**Y**

**YOUNG AMERICA**
  Marking found on single gun- maker unknown

**YOUNG REPEATING ARMS CO.**
  Gun maker located in Columbus, OH 1901 to 1903

**F. W. YORK ARMS CO. NEW YORK**
  Crescent-Davis Arms Corp on boxlock hammerless doubles

**Z**

**ZEHNA**
  E. Zehner

**ZEHNER, E. WAFFENFABRIK**
German gun maker c. 1900 to 1930

ZELLER, JOSEPH
Marking found on a 16 gauge by 25/35 rifle shotgun.

ZENITH ARMS CO.
Charles Clement and later Neumann Freres

(THE) ZEPHYR
W & C Scott hammer double

ZIRNGIBL, M.
German gun maker, dates of operation uncertain

(THE) ZULU
Fabrique D'Armes Reunies, S.A., A. Bertrand
Trade (Proprietary) Names Used on Australian Firearms

(The) Achilles
Hammerless double sold by Alcock & Pierce

(The) Acme
Single gun made by William Cashmore for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Argonaut
Hammerless double sold by Alcock & Pierce c. 1890+

Avant Tout
Cogswell & Harrison

(The) Baron
W.W. Greener made hammer double sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Bushranger-
I. Hollis & Sons made shotgun sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Captain
W.W. Greener made for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Cert
English made shotgun sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Chief
Hammerless double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Collector
410 bore single gun made by I. Hollis & Sons sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Collector's Gun
Thomas Bland & Son

(The) Colonel
W.W. Greener made for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

Colonial Quality
Charles Lancaster

(The) Colonial
Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+

(The) Colonist
Cogswell & Harrison

(The) Corporal
W.W. Greener made for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

Daisy-Model 1903
Winchester .22 Auto Rifle made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1903 to 1914

(The) Daisy Rifle
Model 1873 Winchester made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1889 to 1914

(The) Daisy Carbine
Model 1873 Winchester carbine made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1889 to 1914.
This marking also found on Winchester Model 1905 auto rifle made for the same firm.

(The) New Daisy Rifle
Model 1892 Winchester made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1892 to 1914

(The) New Daisy Carbine
Model 1892 Winchester carbine made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1892 to 1914

(The) Daisy Single Shot Rifle
Model 1886 Winchester made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1889 to 1914

(The) Desideratum
Cogswell & Harrison

(The) Diadem
Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+

(The) Dreadnaught
• William Cashmore made hammer double sold by Perry Brothers
• Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890
(The) Empire
   Hammerless double made by I. Hollis & Sons and sold by Victoria Manufacturing and Importing Co. 1902+ and Anthony Hordern & Sons c. 1911.

Euoplia
   Thomas Bland & Son

(The) Excel Gun
   W & C Scott

(The) Extra-Special
   Hammer double sold by Victoria Manufacturing and Importing Co. 1902+

Farmer's
   Cogswell & Harrison

(The) Farmer's Favourite
   Hammer double sold by The Small Arms Co. 1913

(The) Federated Special
   Hammer double sold by Federated Manufacturers and Importing Co. 1913

Featherweight
   Thomas Turner

(The) Fiery Demon
   Hammer double made by I. Hollis & Sons for F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Fowler Gun
   Hammer double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

Forester
   W.W. Greener

(The) Globe
   Hammer double sold by Mick Simmons c. 1904

(The) Havoc
   I. Hollis & Sons made hammer double sold by Perry Bros.

(The) Hornet
   I. Hollis & Sons made for Perry Bros.

(The) Hotspur
   Single barrel Gun made by I. Hollis & Sons for Perry Bros.

(The) Hurlingham
   Hammer double sold by the British Gun Company 1892

(The) Ideal
   Hammer double sold by Cowies and Dunn 1904 to 1907

(The) Imperial
   Exposed hammer single gun and a hammer double as well sold by Victoria Manufacturing and Importing Co. 1902+

(The) Intrepid
   Hammerless double sold by Perry Bros.

(The) Invincible
   Hammerless double sold by Perry Bros.

(The) Keeper's Gun
   Thomas Bland & Son

(The) King
   W.W. Greener made for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Kitchener
   Hammer double made by I. Hollis & Sons and sold by Mick Simmons c. 1904

Lachlan Armoury
   Mark used by E.G. Bollinger on imported guns in the 1880's at least

Mac's All-Round Gun
   Shotguns made by W.W. Greener, William Cashmore and Boswell for Donald MacKintosh

(The) Marksman
   Hammer double made by I. Hollis & Sons for F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+
(The) Major
W.W. Greener made for McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Magic Rifle
Colt Lightning Rifle made for F. Lassetter & Co., Ltd. 1890 to 1900

(The) Olympia
Single Barrel, exposed hammer gun sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1902 & later

(The) Panmure
Hammer double made by I. Hollis & Sons and sold by Anthony Hordern & Sons c. 1911

(The) Peerless
Hammerless single gun sold by Victoria Manufacturing and Importing Co. 1891 to 1893

(The) Pirate
I. Hollis & Sons made shotgun sold by F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Premier Gun
Hammer double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Premier Quality
W & C Scott

(The) Rapid
Martini type single shot rifle made by I. Hollis & Sons for F. Lasseter & Co., Ltd. c. 1889 to 1900

(The) Riva
Hammerless double made by W.W. Greener & Co. for F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

Special Field Gun
W&C Scott

Special
Cogswell & Harrison

(The) Spitfire
I. Hollis & Sons made hammer double sold by F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Sportsman
Single barrel gun made by I. Hollis & Sons for F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Sportsman's Delight
Hammer double sold by The Small Arms Co. c. 1913

(The) States Gun
Hammer double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Stampede
W.W. Greener made single gun sold by F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Steadfast
Hammer double made by I. Hollis & Sons sold by Perry Bros.

(The) Stinger (with a wasp or hornet)
Mark used by Perry Brothers on the following guns:
Winchester Models 1873, 1885, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1895, 1897, 1900 (Thumb Trigger), 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 and Model 1910.

(The) Stopper
W.W. Greener hammerless double sold by Perry Bros.

(The) Sureshot
I. Hollis & Sons made shotgun sold by F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Sure Shot
William Cashmore made shotgun sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Surprise
I. Hollis & Sons made shotgun sold by F. Lasseter & Co. 1890+

(The) Swiftsure
Hammerless double sold by Perry Bros.

Triplex Lever Gun
W&C Scott

(The) Union Express
Hammer double sold by Union Manufacturing Company c. 1911

(The) Vanguard
Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+
(The) Victoria
    W&C Scott
(The) Victor
    Cogswell & Harrison made hammerless double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+
(The) Vigilant
    Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+
(The) Viking
    Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+
(The) Vixen
    English made shotgun sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+
(The) Zephyr
    Hammer double sold by S.A. Case 1892
Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+

(The) Victoria

W&C Scott

(The) Victor

Cogswell & Harrison made hammerless double sold by McLean Bros. & Rigg 1890+

(The) Vigilant

Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+

(The) Viking

Hammer double sold by Alcock & Pierce 1890+

(The) Vixen

English made shotgun sold by F. Lassetter & Co. 1890+

(The) Zephyr

Hammer double sold by S.A. Case 1892